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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

LIFT, DRAG, AND PITCHING MOMENT OF LOW-ASPECT-RATIO

WINGS AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

By Charles F. Hall

SUMMARY

Results are presented of a coordinated investigation to evaluate the

lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment characteristics of thin, low-aspect-ratio

wings in combination with a body. Wind-tunnel data were obtained in the

Mach number range from 0.25 to as high as 1.9.

The investigation of a series of 3-percent-thick triangular wings of

2, 3, and 4 aspect ratio showed that the lift-curve slope was predicted

satisfactorily by linearized theory except near a Mach number of unity

and over portions of the supersonic speed range. As predicted by linear-

ized theory, the aerodynamic center moved aft with increasing Mach number

at subsonic speeds, the over-all travel increasing with aspect ratio.

The data indicated that, in general_ it would be more accurate to calcu-

late the drag due to lift at supersonic speeds, assuming that the net

force due to angle of attack was normal to the wing chord than to use

available theoretical methods which consider leading-edge thrust.

The investigation of a series of 3-percent-thick wings having swept-

back, unswept, and triangular plan forms of aspect ratios 2 and 3 showed

that, as predict@d by theory, the lift-curve slope decreased with increas-

ing sweepback, but with increasing Mach number the effects of plan form

and aspect ratio on the lift-curve slope diminished and essentially

vanished at the highest supersonic Mach number of the investigation. The

over-all travel of the aerodynamic center decreased with increasing sweep.

The investigation of a series of triangular wings of aspect ratio 2

and thicknesses of 3, 5, and 8 percent showed that the wave drag was pro-

portional to the thickness ratio squared. The drag due to lift decreased

with increase in thickness ratio from 3 percent to 5 percent, the effect

being most pronounced at Mach numbers of 0.9 and below.

A series of wings was investigated to determine the effects of

thickness distribution. The results showed that, in general, wings with

sharp leading edges had a lower value of minimum drag at supersonic
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2 CONFIDENTIAL NACARMA53A30

speeds above those estimated for attachment of the bow wave, and a higher
value at subsonic speeds than wings with round leading edges. The effects
of airfoil section on the drag due to lift were small, however.

The results showedthat twisting and cambering a triangular wing of
aspect ratio 2 reduced the drag coefficient at a lift coefficient above
0.i. Suchbenefits of camber and twist did not occur, however, if the
componentof the free-stream Machnumberperpendicular to the leading edge
exceeded a value of approximately 0.7.

INTRODUCTION

In selecting a wing for a high-speed interceptor airplane, the
designer has the choice of a large variety of possible shapes. Since an
intelligent selection requires a knowledge of the effects of the various
shape parameters on the aerodynamic characteristics of the wings, a pro-
gram to provide information was formulated at the AmesLaboratory in the
latter part of 1950. The purpose of this program was twofold:

i. To investigate at Machnumbers from 0.25 to 1.9 the effects of
type of plan form, aspect ratio, thickness, thickness distribu-
tion, and wing camber and twist for wing-body combinations.
Such combinations would be selected to minimize the effects of
other differences generally present An a comparison of data
obtained from several facilities, such as body shape, body size,
and Reynolds number.

2. To provide data at supersonic speeds to fill the gap existing
between tests madeat low Reynolds numberover a range of angle
of attack in small wind tunnels and tests with rocket-powered
models madeat high Reynolds number, but generally at zero lift.

Whenthe program at the AmesLaboratory was first formulated, it was
realized that a considerable period of time would elapse before its com-
pletion because of the time required to construct and test the models.
Futhermore, it was desired to maintain a certain amount of fluidity in
the program so that parts might be added to the program as it progressed.
Because of the time involved, it was decided to expedite publication of
the results by reporting the data obtained for each wing-body combination
immediately after testing. These reports (refs. I to 17) were brief and
no analysis of the data was attempted. The purpose of the present report
is therefore to compareand to analyze these data. The data will also be
used to ascertain the adequacy of existing theoretical solutions in pre-
dicting the lift_ drag_ and pitching-moment characteristics of low-aspect-
ratio wing and body combinations.
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The large amount of data obtained during this program prevents a
presentation in graphical form of all the results. However_ for the
interested reader_ all the data are presented in tables I through XIX.

SYMBOLS

A

b

CD

CDmin

CL

CLdes

CLopt

%

c_

aspect ratio

wing span_ in.

drag coefficient_ drag
qS

minimum drag coefficient

lift coefficient,
lift

qS

design lift coefficient

lift coefficient at maximum lift-drag ratio

pitching-moment coefficient_ pitching moment
qS_

(The pitching moment is referred to the quarter point of the

wing mean aerodynamic chord.)

local wing chord, in.

mean aerodynamic chord of wing_
fb/ecedy

_ob/e

c dy

• in.

section lift coefficient,
section lift

qc

c r

dC L,/d_

dc/d_

dz/dx

root chord, in.

rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of attack at

zero lift, per deg

rate of change of downwash angle with angle of attack

slope of the theoretical lifting surface, with respect to a

horizontal plane
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q
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force on wing due to angle of attack, ib

j_ = m2_cosh-1 x - mBy ÷ cosh-Z x + ruby
\ - =I + =]7

lift, ib

lift-drag ratio

maximum lift-drag ratio

length of body including portion removed to accommodate sting_

in.

free-streamMach number

cotangent of sweepback angle of leading edge of uniformly

loaded wing surface or sector

cot A

arbitrary positive integer

pressure difference between upper and lower surface of sector,

lb/sq ft

free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing

radius of body, in.

maximum radius of body, in.

wing area, sq ft

(The area is formed by extending the leading and trailing

edges to the plane of symmetry.)

spanwise distance from wing plane of symmetry to edge of wing,

in.

ratio of maximum wing thickness to wing chord

perturbation velocity in the x direction, ft/sec

perturbation velocity in the z direction, ft/sec
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X, y, Z

e

A

Cartesian coordinates in streamwise, spanwise, and vertical

directions, respectively

(The origin is at the wing apex for dimensions referring to

wing and at nose of body for dimensions referring to body.)

angle of attack of body axis, deg

J I1-M l

angle between the resultant force vector and the normal to

the wing chord, deg

angle of sweepback of wing leading edge, deg

Subscripts

a

u

constant-load solution for superimposed sector

constant-load solution for entire wing surface

SELECTION OF MODELS

The geometric parameters which determine the aerodynamic character-

istics of a wing are many and, in order to keep a research program within

reasonable limits, it is necessary to select carefully the range of var-

iables to be investigated. As a guide in planning the present program,

which was directed primarily to the investigation of wings for high-

speed fighters, a study of current design trends and anticipated devel-

opments for such airplanes was made. In the following paragraphs, a

discussion of the various factors influencing the selection of the models

will be given.

Wings

Aspect ratio.- For the unswept wings at supersonic speeds and, to

a lesser extent, for sweptback wings at Mach numbers above that at which

the component of the free-stream Mach number perpendicular to the leading

edge becomes sonic, the flow field over most of the wing is essentially

two-dimensional. In the region enclosed by the tip Mach cone, the effects

of tip shape are predominant. Variation of aspect ratio for such wings

merely alters the extent of the wing subjected to the two-dimensional

flow, and it is possible to estimate with sufficient accuracy the effects
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of aspect ratio from two-dimensional data when tip effects are known.
For triangular wings_ however, the flow field over the entire wing
surface is affected by variation of aspect ratio. Hence, in this pro-
gram, it was appropriate to investigate the effects of aspect ratio on
wings of triangular plan form. Triangular wings of aspect ratios 2, 3,
and 4 were investigated, therefore, in combination with a body and are
illustrated in sketch (a) for comparison. For this portion of the pro-

A=2 A=3 A=4

"-4 "4
Sketch (a)

gram, the thickness of the wings was 3 percent, a thickness structurally

feasible and yet sufficiently small that thickness effects would not

obscure the effects of aspect ratio.

Type of plan form.- In the transonic speed range and at landing con-

ditions, plan form is an important parameter, particularly in regard to

its effect on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics. It was

therefore necessary to include a series of wings of varying plan form to

investigate these effects. Again the wings were 3 percent thick and

were investigated in combination with a body as shown in sketch (b).

Aspect

ratio Triangular Sweptback Unswept

Sketch (b)
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The sweptback and unswept wings of aspect ratio 3 had the same taper

ratio in order to eliminate such effects from the comparison, and a value

of 0.4 was selected as representative of current design trends. A value

of unity was selected as the taper ratio for the unswept wing of aspect

ratio 2 since theoretical studies showed that such a wing had the highest

lift-curve slope at a given aspect ratio at supersonic speeds.

Thickness.- An investigation of the effects of wing thickness in

the present program is of greatest interest for wings of small aspect

ratio since, as the aspect ratio increases, such effects can be more

easily estimated from the extensive theoretical and two-dimensional

experimental results. Such results are more applicable for unswept

wings, however, whereas the effects of thickness on triangular wings

are not as well known. It was decided, therefore, to investigate the

effects of thickness using a wing with a triangular plan form of aspect

ratio 2. The models for this portion of the investigation are shown

in sketch (c).

tl/c = 0.03 t/c = 0.05 t/c = 0.08

7 7

Sketch (c)

Type of profile.- The criteria for selecting the type of profile

were that it should cause the minimum wave drag and should be conducive

to a small value of drag due to lift. Available data indicated that

small wave drag at high supersonic speeds was generally associated with

sharp leading edges and a small value of drag due to lift with rounded

leading edges. Hence, wings having leading edges supersonic I over much

of the supersonic speed range of the tests and for which the wave drag

might be sizable were designed with sharp leading edges. A 3-percent-

thick biconvex section was used. However, in order to ascertain the

penalty in wave drag due to round leading edges on such wings, the wings

iAn edge is defined as subsonic or supersonic according to whether the

edge lies behind or ahead of the free-streamMach cone from the most

forward point on the edge.
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shown in sketch (d) were also investigated with an elliptically shaped
section forward of the midchord. The coordinates for this latter section
are given in table XX.

A=2 A=2 A=3 A=4

Sketch (d)

Camber and twist.- In supersonic thin-airfoil theory for wings having

leading edges subsonic_ an infinite suction associated with the lift on

the wing occurs along the leading edge which results in a force in the ,

thrust direction and a reduction in the drag due to lift. In general_

experimental data have indicated that the full amount of leading-edge

thrust predicted theoretically is not realized with wings having subsonic

leading edges. A theoretical study by Jones in reference 18 showed_

however_ that an effective leading-edge thrust could be obtained in the

case of a sweptback wing by cambering and twisting the wing. A theoret-

ical study was made_ therefore, of various types of camber and twist for

triangular wings, using as a basis that required for a uniform load dis-

tribution as given in reference 18.

The shape of the surface for a uniform load distribution requires

a large twist at the root section. The study showed that because of the

larger root chord of the triangular wing in comparison to those of the

sweptback wings treated in reference 18, the twist at the root resulted

in a drag due to lift considerably greater than that indicated by theory

for a plane wing. The large twist was associated with the last term in

the theoretical solution for the shape of the surface to produce a uni-

form load distribution_ as given by

= u G(mu)-- 2 cosh- -i yI (Z)u 4_ mu

whereas the camber near the leading edge which resulted in the effective

leading-edge thrust was more closely associated with the first term.

Since the above expression was obtained from a linearized-lifting-
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surface theory and, hence, the principal of superposition of solutions

was applicable, it was reasoned that it should be possible to derive

another camber and twist from the above expression by writing

-- = + (2)dx

The additional solution, _dz_ , must be of such a form as to cancel the

\dx/a

last term in equation (I) in order to eliminate the large twist at the
root and at the same time have little effect on the first term. The two

following solutions obtained from equation (i) and which met the require-

ment were studied:

d_)a _)a IG(ma) -- 2 c°sh-i x]4_ma=- iEyI (3)

where

m a mu (4)

and

mod_)

dxdZ_ 4_B Jo dma I G(m). 2 cosh-Z _Yll dm (5)

where

d<A_q_a,. = n_--_q)u mn

dm mon+1
(6)

A study of the load distribution resulting from the camber and twist

derived from equations (i), (2), and (3) showed that the minimum value

of drag due to lift was obtained for ma = 5/8 m u, a value approximately

equal to that given by the theory for the plane wing. Hence, two

triangular wings, 5 percent thick, incorporating this camber and twist and

having aspect ratios of 2 and 4 were constructed. The wing of aspect

ratio 2 was designed for CL = 0.25 at M = 1.53; the wing of aspect ratio

4 was designed for CL = 0.35 at M = 1.15. The theoretical span load
distribution and the _race of the surface and projection of the wing lead-

ing edge in a plane perpendicular to the flight direction are shown for

the wing of aspect ratio 2 at the design conditions in figure i. Since

the surface is conical with respect to the wing apex, the surface trace

and leading-edge projection will be similar irrespective of the location
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of the plane along the x axis so that the entire surface is repre-
sented by this one plot.

Analysis of the span load distribution resulting from the camber
and twist derived from equations (i), (2), and (5) showedthat, for a
value of n = 3, the distribution was nearly elliptical (see fig.2).
Thus, the drag due to lift would be expected to approach that of a wing
with elliptical span load distribution, believed to be the optimum.
Furthermore, it was indicated from the trace of the surface in a plane
perpendicular to the flight direction that with minor modifications, the
surface would be planar over most of the wing and therefore simple to
construct. Thesemodifications_ wherein the trace was first madelinear
from the root to the 80-percent-semispan station and then sheared down-
ward in order to have the trace straight across the inboard 80 percent
of the semispan, are shownin figure 3. The effects of these modifica-
tions on the span load distribution cannot be determined from the linear
theory_ but it is believed that they would be small for the wing in
combination with a fuselage in view of the fact that the principal
modification of the curved trace occurs in the region enclosed by the
fuselage. Twotriangular wings of aspect ratio 2 with 3- and 5-percent
thickness were built incorporating the latter type of twist and camber.
Both wings were designed for CL = 0.25 at M = 1.53.

For reference, sketches of the several camberedwings together with
the span load distribution and shape of the camberedsurface are shown
in sketch (e).

Plan form

Surface Shape _ • "

Span load
Distribution/ _ /

Sketch (e)
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Body

The body used in conjunction with the various wings was that shown
by the theoretical study of reference 19 to have the minimumwave drag
for a given length and volume of body. Its shape can be expressed by
the equation for the radius of the body as

r=r o (7)

In the equation, the symbol Z represents the length of the body

for complete closure at the aft end. The necessity for providing an

opening at the aft end of the body to accommodate the sting support

required that the actual body length be less. With the exception of the

bodies for the triangular wings of aspect ratio 4 with 5-percent thickness

(tables XV and XVI), the actual body length was 79 percent of the length

for complete closure. In the cases of the two exceptions, the actual

length was 84 percent of the length for complete closure.

For each wing,body combination investigated, the ratio of the max-

imum cross-sectional area of the body to the wing area was the same.

The value of this ratio was 0.0509. Also, the location of the inter-

section of the wing leading edge with the body was nearly the same for

all models. The intersection was between 34 and 38 percent of the

length Z.

Further information pertaining to the body, as well as a tabulation

of experimental data for the body alone, obtained during the investigation

is given in table XIX.

Summary of Models

The various wing and body combinations investigated in the program,

together with the number of the table in which the geometric and aero-

dynamic characteristics can be found, are summarized as follows:
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Table
No.

I
II
III

1
V

_rI

_rlI

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

KV

XVI

XVll

XIFIII

XIX

Type of

plan form

Triangular

Triangular

Triangular

Unswept

Sweptback

Rectangular

Sweptback

Triangular

Triangular

Triangular

Rectangular

Sweptback

Unswept

Triangular

Triangular

Triangular

Triangular

Triangular

Body alone

Aspect

ratio

2

3
4

3.08

3
2

2

2

2

4

2

2

3.08
2

4

2

Taper
ratio

0

0

0

0.388
0.4

i

0.33

0

0

0

i

0.33

o. 388
0

0

0

0

0

Airfoil section

0003-63

0003-63

3_ round nose

39 biconvex
biconvex

biconvex
il biconvex

o0o5-63
o0o8-63

_ biconvexround nose

3_ round nose

3_ round nose
0005-63

0005-63

0005-63

0003-63

0005-63

Mean-surface

shape

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Plane

Twisted and

cambered

Twisted and

cambered

Plane

Twisted and

cambered

Twisted and

cambered

THEORETICAL METHODS

The experimental results of the present report will be compared

with available theoretical solutions. It is pertinent_ therefore, to

devote a portion of this report to a discussion of the various methods

considered and their manner of application.

Lift-Curve Slope

Wing at subsonic speeds.- Three theoretical methods were considered

for estimating the lift-curve slope of low-aspect-ratio wings at subsonic

speeds; those of Weissinger (ref. 20), Lawrence (ref. 21), and Lomax and

Sluder (ref. 22). These three methods may be considered as simplified

lifting-surface theories, the differences in the various solutions result-

ing from the varying approximations and assumptions made in simplifying

the integral equation relating the value of w in the z = 0 plane to

the value of the jump in u across the wing surface in the z = 0 plane.

The Weissinger method can be derived by assuming that the distribution of

CONFIDENTIAL
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the perturbation velocity in the chordwise direction is the same as that

for a wing of infinite aspect ratio, and that the square of chordwise

distances may be approximated by the semichord squared when comparing

with the spanwise distances squared. The method of Lawrence assumes that

the distribution of the perturbation velocity in the spanwise direction

is the same as that given by slender-wing theory, and that the square of

spanwise distances may be approximated by the semispan squared when

compared with chordwise distances squared. In both cases_ these simpli-

fications reduce the lifting-surface integral equation from one of two

variables to one of a single variable. The method of Lomax and Sluder

also assumes that the spanwise velocity distribution is the same as that

given by slender-wing theory. No approximations are made for distances

on the wing. The equation is solved, in the case of the triangular wing,

by finding the average value of w along the span at a given chord

station and, in the case of the rectangular wing, by finding the value

of w along the x axis only.

Because of the assumptions made with regard to the perturbation

velocity distribution, it would seem that the Weissinger method is better

suited for high-aspect-ratio wings; whereas the other two methods are

better suited for low-aspect-ratio wings. However, Lawrence (ref. 21)

has shown that in the limiting case of low aspect ratio_ the Weissinger

method agrees with the slender-wing theory of Jones (ref.23) and the

Lawrence method was designed to agree with two-dimensional results in the

limiting case of infinite aspect ratio. It also can be shown that the

Lomax and Sluder method agrees with two-dimensional results at infinite

aspect ratio. It is observed therefore that because of the similarity

of the three methods, it is not possible to assess readily their relative

merits for estimating the lift-curve slope of low-aspect-ratio wings at

subsonic speeds by a study of the methods alone.

Results for the three methods just described are shown in figure 4.

It will be noted that the Weissinger and Lawrence methods give the same

result in the range of aspect ratios of interest in this report. The

Lomax and Sluder method predicts a higher lift-curve slope, however.

Since the Weissinger method has been reduced to design-chart form for a

wide range of plan forms by DeYoung and Harper (ref. 24), this method

has been selected to compare and to correlate the experimental results

in the subsonic speed range.

Wing at supersonic speeds.- Exact solutions of the linearized

equation for inviscid compressible flow can be found for determining

the load distribution of thin wings at supersonic speeds. These solu-

tions can be obtained from many sources, for example reference 25 for

the triangular wing, reference 26 for the sweptback wing, and reference

27 for the rectangular wing. However, for the rectangular and sweptback

wings, the solutions at supersonic speeds entail extensive computations

when the Mach lines from one tip intersect the opposite tip. In this
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speed range, approximate solutions are more satisfactory. For rectangular
wings, the Lomaxand Sluder method maybe used. As shownin figure 4,
this method gives results in satisfactory agreement with the Weissinger
results at sonic speed and with the exact solutions at Machnumbersabove
those for which the tip Machlines intersect the opposite tip. This con-
dition occurs when BA is greater than unity. With reference to swept-
back wings, a method for estimating lift and lift distribution for the
supersonic speed regime near a Machnumber of 1.0 is given by Lomaxand
Heaslet (ref. 28). It can therefore be seen that no difficulty arises
in the selection of theoretical solutions for use at supersonic speeds.
The sources of the solutions used in this report are those previously
listed and, in addition, the graphs of reference 29.

Wing-body interference.- The experimental results presented herein

are principally for wing and body combinations. For a valid comparison

between such results and theoretical solutions, account must be made in

the theoretical calculations of the interference effects of the wing and

body. The method of Nielsen and Kaattari (ref. 30) for estimating lift

interference of wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds was used.

In this method, the lift of the combination is obtained by finding the

lift on the body in the presence of the wing and the lift of the wing in

the presence of the body. The lift on the winK. as well as the lift on

the body for wings of small aspect ratio, is found to be determined best

by the slender-body theory. For bodies in combination with wings of

higher aspect ratio, a procedure is developed which is based on the

assumption that the influence of the wing lift on the body pressure field

occurs only in that region enclosed by the Mach lines originating at the

leading and trailing edges of the wing-body juncture. Tip effects are not

considered. For the aspect ratios for which these solutions are appli-

cable, however, the tip effects on the lift interference are either small

or may vanish if the body does not extend any considerable distance down-

stream of the wing trailing edge.

It should be mentioned that for the wing-body combinations discussed

herein, the net effect of the wing-body interference, as given by ref-

erence 30, is small. The effects range from approximately a 4-percent

reduction in lift for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 2 to an 8-

percent increase in lift for the rectangular wing of aspect ratio 2.

Aerodynamic Center

Wing alone.- In the case of the triangular wing, the position of the

aerodynamic center for the wing alone is quite easily obtained. At super-

sonic speeds, exact methods show the aerodynamic center to be fixed at the

midpoint of the mean aerodynamic chord. At subsonic speeds, the three

theoretical methods previously considered in connection with the lift
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of low-aspect-ratio wings also present methods for predicting the location
of the aerodynamic center of the wing. It is therefore necessary again to
consider the approximations used in the several methods in order to select
the method believed to be the best suited for the estimation of this
characteristic.

In the Weissinger method, the chordwise distribution of load is
approximated by assuming it to have the sameshape as that for a wing of
infinite aspect ratio in order to solve the integral equation obtained
from the lifting-surface theory. This approximation automatically
restricts the location of the aerodynamic center to a point on the
quarter-chord line of the wing. The aerodynamic center with respect to
the meanaerodynamic chord is then obtained by calculating the chordwise
projection of the distance along the quarter-chord line from the mean
aerodynamic chord to the spanwise location of the aerodynamic center.
It can be seen, therefore, that such a procedure cannot account for the
important effects of Machnumber on the chordwise position of the aero-
dynamic center of low-aspect-ratio wings. Because of this restriction,
the method is not considered suitable for the estimation of the aero-
dynamic center of low-aspect-ratio wings at high subsonic Machnumbers.

In contrast to the Weissinger method, the methods of Lawrence and
of Lomaxand Sluder determine the chordwise distribution of load from
their solutions of the integral equation obtained from the lifting-
surface theory. These methods maybe in error because of the approxi-
mation madethat the spanwise load distribution is elliptical. However,
possible differences in the span load distribution from the assumed
elliptical load will have only a small effect on the chordwise location
of the aerodynamic center. Thus, in these two methods, the aerodynamic
center is based primarily on the solution of the lifting-surface theory
and only to a minor extent on the assumptions used in obtaining the
solutions. This circumstance leads to the conclusion that either of
these methods is better suited to the estimation of the aerodynamic center
of low-aspect-ratio wings than the Weissinger method.

A comparison of the location of the aerodynamic center for triangular
and rectangular wings_ as determined by the three methods, is shownin
figure 5. The curves show, as might be expected from the previous dis-
cussions, that the methods of Lawrence and of Lomaxand Sluder give
similar results and that these results are considerably different from
those determined by the Weissinger method. In the present report the
Lomaxand Sluder method has been selected because it has been extended
to include the characteristics of the triangular and rectangular wings
at supersonic speeds also.

For wings having plan forms other than triangular or rectangular,
the aerodynamic center at supersonic speeds can be calculated by applying
the results given in any of the references previously mentioned in
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connection with the lift-curve slope in this speed range. Such results
have been obtained from exact solutions of the linearized equation for
inviscid compressible flow and are therefore correct within the limita-
tions of the theory. For the theoretical results presented herein, the
methods of reference 31 have been used.

The methods of Lawrence and Lomaxand Sluder have not been extended,
as yet, to permit the calculation of the aerodynamic center at subsonic
speeds for wings having plan forms other than triangular and rectangular.
Also, in view of the previous discussion concerning the Weissinger method,
there is somequestion as to its applicability for wings of small aspect
ratio near a Machnumberof unity. Hence, no theoretical results were
computedfor the aerodynamic center for wings having other than triangular
or rectangular plan forms at subsonic speeds.

Wing-body interference.- As in the case of lift-curve slope, it is

necessary to consider the effects of wing-body interference in calculating

the aerodynamic center. Such effects have been treated in reference 32,

which is an extension of the aforementioned Nielsen and Kaattari method

(ref. 30) to the case of wing-body interference on the aerodynamic center.

In reference 32, it was shown that, in general, the aerodynamic

center determined theoretically was behind that determined experimentally

for a wide range of missile-type wing and body combinations. It was

recommended, therefore, that an empirical factor be used to adjust the

theoretical results. This recommendation, however, is based mainly on

results for wing and body combinations in which the wing was small with

respect to the body. There is some doubt as to whether the empirical

factor would also apply to the cases treated herein, in which the wing

is large with respect to the body, and therefore has not been used in

the calculated results presented herein.

Drag

It is customary generally to divide the drag of a wing-body combina-

tion into two parts. One part is considered to be independent of the

lift on the wing and is the result of viscous forces on the wing and body

and, in addition, at supersonic speeds, the result of pressure or thick-

ness drag. The second part of the drag is associated with the lift on

the wing and body.

The estimation of that portion of the drag independent of lift is

difficult and the methods available are not entirely satisfactory. To

determine the viscous forces, it is necessary to ascertain the character-

istics of the boundary layer on the surface. Often, it is assumed that

the boundary layer on the wing is the same as on a flat plate of identical
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plan form, and an estimation is made of the location of the region of

transition from laminar to turbulent boundary-layer flow in order to

calculate the viscous forces. For the purposes of this report, such

a method would be unsatisfactory since it is dependent to such a great

extent on an initial assumption. The comparison would offer no means

of assessing the accuracy of the method. Furthermore, at supersonic

speeds, the theory for determining the wave drag has been concerned

mainly with sharp-nose airfoils. A method has been developed for round-

nose wings (ref. 33) but is unsuited for wings having arbitrary profiles.

Because of these limitations, no theoretical results for the drag at zero

lift have been included herein.

The drag due to lift can be treated by thin-airfoil theory if it is

considered independent of viscous forces and wing profile. In the theory,

the drag due to lift can be subdivided into a force in the thrust direc-

tion associated with an infinite suction pressure acting along the leading

edge of the wing and a force in the drag direction associated with the

streamwise component of the normal force on the wing. A discussion of

the concept of leading-edge thrust, in the case of incompressible flow,

is given in reference 34 and it is shown that for a flat plate of infinite

aspect ratio, the thrust is exactly equal to the streamwise component of

the normal force and is determined wholly by the velocity distribution in

the immediate neighborhood of the leading edge. Similarly, for a wing of

finite aspect ratio, the leading-edge thrust at each section of the wing

can be related to the velocity distribution near the leading edge of the

section. If the velocity distribution near the leading edge of the wing

of finite aspect ratio is the same as that for the wing of infinite aspect

ratio, an assumption used in the Weissinger method, the leading-edge

suction at each section of the wing will be the same as that for the wing

of infinite aspect ratio having the same lift as the section. The stream-

wise component of the normal force is greater for the wing of finite

aspect ratio than that for the wing of infinite aspect ratio, however,

since the angle of attack must be larger to counterbalance the loss of

lift associated with the finite span. There results, therefore, a net

force in the drag direction generally called induced drag. It can be

seen, however, that the drag due to lift may not only be composed of this

induced drag but also a drag resulting from a loss of leading-edge thrust

as well. The preceding concepts are based on subsonic thin-airfoil theory.

However, in a similar manner, the supersonic thin-airfoil theory shows

that a suction force along the leading edge is possible if the distribu-

tion of velocity near the leading edge is similar to that at subsonic

speeds. Such a distribution occurs when the leading edge is swept behind

the free-streamMach lines originating at the wing apex. As at subsonic

speeds, the streamwise component of the normal force is greater than the

suction force, resulting in a net force in the drag direction.
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• k

In the present report, the drag due to lift for the plane wings will

be considered in terms of the inclination of the force due to angle of

attack e with respect to the normal to the chord as shown in sketch (f).

This approach was selected because of its close

F association with the manner in which the drag forces

_? arise on the wing, as discussed previously. Thus,

the basic concepts underlying the method are of equal

applicability at both subsonic and supersonic speeds.

The method has an advantage in that the results can

be obtained with accuracy and ease from the normal

and chord force measurements taken during the inves-

Sketch (f) tigation.

The angle of inclination of the force F is dependent on both the

normal force and the leading-edge thrust and, for small values, is equal

to the ratio of the leading-edge thrust to the normal force. Since in

the thin airfoil theory for plane wings these quantities are proportional

to the second and first powers of the angle of attack, respectively, e

is also proportional to the angle of attack. Thus the rate of change of

e with _ is constant. Experimental results, in general, also show that

for plane wings at small angles of attack, the rate of change of e with

is constant. For such results, the normal force usually agrees satis-

factorily with theoretical results. Thus a comparison of the experimental

and theoretical values of the ratio, 8/_,s will show, principally, the

extent to which the chordwise force on the wing approaches the theoretical

value for full leading-edge thrust.

In figure 6, the values of the ratio are shown for triangular and

rectangular wings at both subsonic and supersonic speeds. These results

are for the wings having the full leading-edge thrust predicted by the

theory. Furthermore, in order to simplify the calculations for subsonic

speeds, it has been assumed that the span load distribution is elliptical

since the value of the drag due to lift for a wing with such a distribu-

tion and having full leading-edge thrust is well known. Since the effect

of the deviation from such a distribution on the drag due to lift for

most wings is small, this assumption will have little effect on the

significance of 8/_. At supersonic speeds, the ratio was determined

using the expression given in reference 25 for the drag due to lift.

2The force due to angle of attack is the force on the wing at angle of

attack less the force at zero lift.

SThe ratio 8/_ can replace the rate of change of 8 with _ because

for plane wings, 8 = 0 at _ = O.
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EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE

Facilities

Most of the experimental results presented herein were obtained in
three facilities at the AmesAeronautical Laboratory. At Machnumbers
of 0.6 and less, the wings were investigated in the Ames12-foot wind
tunnel only. At Machnumbers of 1.2 and above, data were obtained in the
Ames6- by 6-foot wind tunnel only. Between these two ranges of Mach
numbers, someof the wings were tested in both of these facilities and
on the 16-foot wind-tunnel bumpas well. In addition, during the cal-
ibration period of a 2- by 2-foot transonic wind tunnel, the unswept
wing of aspect ratio 3 was investigated in the Machnumber range from
0.6 to 1.35 and these data are included herein.

Reduction of Data

A complete discussion of the methods used in reducing the wind-
tunnel data to coefficient form and the various corrections applied to
the results will be found in any of references i to 17. Therefore, only
a brief summaryof the methods will be presented herein.

The data obtained in both the Ames12-foot wind tunnel and the
6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel have been corrected for the following
factors:

i. Induced effects of the _unnel walls at subsonic speed resulting
from lift on the model.

. The change in the airspeed in the vicinity of the model at sub-

sonic speed resulting from the constriction of the flow by the

walls.

. The pressure a_ the base of the model being different from that

for a full-scale airplane as the result of support interference

as well as other unknown effects on the base pressure. To

partially account for these effects, the drag coefficient was

adjusted to correspond to that in which the base pressure would

be equal to the free-stream static pressure.

Data obtained i_a the 6- by 6-foot wind tunnel and presented herein

were corrected for the longitudinal force on the model due to streamwise

variation of the static pressure as measured in the empty test section.

This correction was not applied to the subsonic data as presented in

references i to 16 because of the lack of a complete static-pressure
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survey of the tunnel at the time of publication. The correction amounts
to as much as 0.0010 at a Machnumber of 0.93. The data obtained in the
6- by 6-foot wind tunnel also indicated nonuniformities of the airstream
in the plane of pitch equivalent to a stream angle of as muchas 0.i0 °
for someof the models. The data presented herein have not been Corrected
for this effect.

Data presented herein which were obtained on the 16-foot wind-tunnel
bumpand in the 2- by 2-foot transonic wind tunnel have had no corrections
applied.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

In portions of the Machnumberrange of _the program discussed herein,
someof the wings were tested in several facilities so that a choice of
data for graphical presentation was possible. The general procedure has
been to show the lift-curve slope and aerodynamic-center characteristics
as determined in all facilities. However_in showing the variation of
lift with angle of attack or of pitching momentwith lift, results from
only one facility have been used in order to avoid congestion of the fig-
ure, the facility being chosen wherein the most complete investigation
for the particular series of wings under discussion was made. The drag
characteristics shownfor the various wings at high subsonic speeds were
obtained from tests in the 6- by 6-foot wind tunnel only, because the
Reynolds numberof the tests in that facility was considerably larger
than for corresponding _ests in the 12-foot wind tunnel, and because the
wings investigated in the 16-foot wind tunnel did not have a body in
combination.

With regard to the Reynolds numberfor the data presented graphically
herein, the general procedure has been to present data at the highest
Reynolds numbers for which complete data were obtained throughout the Mach
number range presented. However, for the lift and pitching-moment charac-
teristics at high angle of attack, it has been necessary to use results
obtained at the lowest Reynolds number in order that a large range of
angles of attack could be presented. This condition arises since the lift
on the models was restricted because of strength limitations.

All data obtained in the 6- by 6-foot and 12-foot wind tunnels and
discussed herein are presented in tables I to X-IX.

Effects of Aspect Ratio

The effects of aspect ratio on triangular wings were studied through
experiments on three wings of aspect ratios 2, 3, and 4. All wings were
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3-percent-thick, NACA0003-63 sections (streamwise) being used for the
wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3. The section profile of the wing of
aspect ratio 4 was obtained by joining a semiellipse forward of the
50-percent-chord station with a semibiconvex section aft. Further infor-
mation pertaining to the geometric characteristics of these wing-body
combinations, as well as a tabulation of the experimental data obtained
during the investigation can be found in tables I, II, and III.

Lift-curve slope.- The discussion of the lift characteristics of

these wings will be directed first to the angle-of-attack range near

zero lift, wherein the variation of lift with angle of attack was linear.

A later section will present the characteristics at high angles of

attack. In figure 7, experimental lift-curve slopes as influenced by
aspect ratio for triangular wings are shown for Mach numbers between

0.25 and 1.7, and the results are compared with theoretical estimates.

The experimental results of figure 7 show a sizable effect of aspect

ratio on the lift-curve slope of triangular wings, an increase in aspect

ratio causing an increase in lift-curve slope through the Mach number

range of these tests. Although the effec_ of aspect ratio as determined

in each facility was nearly identical, the lift-curve slopes measured in

the 6- by 6-foot wind tunnel between Mach numbers of 0.60 and 0.93 were

somewhat larger than those obtained in the other two facilities. The

cause of this difference is not known. A possible explanation is the

fact that the effective Reynolds number for the data obtained in the

6- by 6-foot wind tunnel was considerably higher than that in the other

two wind tunnels because of the greater turbulence in the air stream.4

The results of figure 7 indicate that the linearized theory predicted

satisfactorily the effects of aspect ratio and Mach number on the lift-

curve slopes over much of the subsonic speed range. However, at Mach

numbers ranging about 1.O, the extent of the range depending on the

aspect ratio, the agreement was less satisfactory. At a Mach number

4A similar difference in lift-curve slope occurred for all wings inves-
tigated during this program in the 12-foot and 6- by 6-foot wind

tunnels at a Mach number of 0.6, even when the nominal Reynolds numbers

were the same. In general, the difference was greater for wings with

round leading edges than for those with sharp leading edges. The dif-

ference also decreased with increasing Mach number in the two cases

where the same model was tested up to a Mach number of approximately

0.9 in each facility. These two facts are in agreement with the pos-

sible explanation of the difference. A sharp leading edge would promote

premature transition and increased turbulence in the boundary layer, thus
causing the results for such wings to be less influenced by change in

effective Reynolds number, and with increasing Mach number the effects

of Reynolds number would become secondary to the effects of

compressibility.
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near 1.0, the agreementbecameprogressively worse with increasing aspect
ratio. Results obtained from the investigation of the triangular wing

of aspect ratio 4 with the NACA0005-63 section up to Machnumbers of
0.96 have further established this trend (ref. 3 and table XVI). The
disagreement between theory and experiment is believed attributable to
second-order effects of the velocities induced by the wing thickness and
lift and the possibility of shock formation in the transonic speed range.

The lack of agreementbetween theory and experiment in the super-
sonic speed range may also be considered a transonic-flow effect in that
the poor agreement occurred when the componentof the free-stream Mach
numberperpendicular to the leading edge, M cos A, becamesonic. For
the triangular wings of aspect ratios 2, 3, and 4, the values of the
free-streamMach numbersat M cos A = 1.0 are 2.25, 1.67, and 1.41,
respectively. At the latter two Machnumbers, for which results are
shownin figure 7, the lift-curve slopes for the corresponding triangular
wings were approximately i0 percent below those predicted by the theoret-
ical methods. A similar effect has been observed in other investigations
of triangular wings. In reference 35, the lift-curve slopes for a series
of flat-plate triangular wings tested at a Machnumberof 1.92 were also
approximately i0 percent less than predicted by theory when M cos A was
equal to 1.0. This lack of agreementbetween experimental and theoret-
ical results in the Machnumberrange near M cos A = 1.0 is not sur-
prising in view of the pressure measurementsmadeon a triangular wing
of aspect ratio 4 at supersonic speeds (ref. 36). These results showed
that in this apparent transonic range for the triangular wing, the
pressure distributions along transverse sections of the wing resembled
closely those occurring on two-dimensional airfoils at transonic speeds,
in that shock waves oblique to the free stream and pressure discontinu-
ities occurred in a fashion similar to the two-dimensional transonic
results. Furthermore, the results indicated that the presence of a
detached bow wave caused significant differences between the experimental
and theoretical pressure distributions near the leading edge at Mach
numbers corresponding to values of M cos A greater than 1.0, and it
was surmised that the agreementbetween experimental and theoretical
results would improve as the Machnumber increased and the bow wave
approached attachment. Such an effect was evident in the results for
the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 in figure 7.

The results of figure 7 were obtained at the highest Reynolds number
possible in each facility for the Machnumberrange tested. For the
wings of aspect ratios 2, 3, and 4, results obtained in the 6- by 6-foot
wind tunnel are at Reynolds numbers of 7.5, 4.8, and 4.2 millions,
respectively, and results from the 12-foot wind tunnel are at Reynolds
numbers of 4.9, 3.1, and 2.7 millions, respectively. The Reynolds numbers
for results obtained on the 16-foot wind-tunnel bumpwere not constant
but increased with Machnumberfrom approximately 2.1 to 2.8 millions.
The effects of Reynolds numberwere investigated in the 6- by 6-foot wind
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tunnel through the Machnumberrange of that facility and for a range
of Reynolds numberscommencingat approximately one third of that for
the results of figure 7. In the 12-foot wind tunnel the effect of
Reynolds numberwas investigated at a MachnumberofO.25 only, and
the range extends from that for the results of figure 7 to approximately
3-1/2 times that value. In these ranges of Reynolds and Machnumbers,
no significant effect of change in Reynolds numberwas evident in the
slope of the lift curve through zero lift. (See tabulated data.)

Lift at angle of attack.- The experimental and theoretical values

of the lift-curve slope previously discussed may not be applicable over

wide ranges of lift coefficient if the variation of lift with angle of

attack is nonlinear. It is therefore necessary to examine the lift

curve, and in figure 8 a comparison of lift at angle of attack for the

three triangular wings is shown. Results are shown at two subsonic and

one supersonic Mach number to indicate typical effects of aspect ratio.

The results of figure 8 are for a lower Reynolds number than those of

figure 7. However, in the ranges of Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers

investigated in each facility, no significant effect of change in

Reynolds number was evident in the lift characteristics up to lift

coefficients of approximately 0.53 the limit for which a comparison

could be made.

The results of figure 8 show a nonlinear variation of lift with

angle of attack for the triangular wings of aspect ratios 2, 3, and 4,

throughout the Mach number range. Thus there was a limit in lift coef-

ficient to which the theoretical lift-curve slope at zero lift could be

used to estimate the lift characteristics at angle of attack.

The results of figure 8 show that the departure from linearity of

the variation of lift with angle of attack was different at subsonic and

supersonic speeds. For example, at a Mach number of 0.25 the variation

of lift with angle of attack increased with angle of attack for the wing

of aspect ratio 2, whereas the opposite effect was noted for the wing of

aspect ratio 4. In fact, at a high angle of attack the lift of the aspect

ratio 2 wing was greater than that of the wing of aspect ratio 4, although

at zero lift the variation of lift with angle of attack of the former

wing was only about 65 percent as great as that for the latter wing. At

a Mach number of 0.9, trends similar to those at a Mach number of 0.25

are noted. However, the data are limited in lift coefficient so that the

characteristics near maximum lift are not known. On the other hand, at

supersonic Mach numbers the nonlinear behavior of lift with angle of

attack was essentially the same for the three wings.

Aerodynamic center.- The aerodynamic centers for the three triangular

wings are compared with the theoretical solutions over the Mach number

range of the program in figure 9- The Reynolds numbers of these data are

the same as those for figure 7 and listed previously in the discussion
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of lift-curve slope. The experimental aerodynamic center was determined
from the change in pitching momen_with lift near zero lift.

The results shownin figure 9 have been obtained from three different
facilities at the AmesLaboratory and_ as with lift-curve slope, small
discrepancies existed amongthe several sets of results. The largest
discrepancy occurred between results obtained in the Ames16-foot wind
tunnel and those obtained in the 12-foot and 6- by 6-foot wind tunnels.
This discrepancy was probably the result of wing-body interference,
since the data obtained in the 16-foot wind tunnel were for a wing alone,
whereas the other data were for a wing and body combination.

The results of figure 9 show satisfactory agreement between the
experimental and theoretical results at supersonic speeds. The forward
movementof the aerodynamic center with increasing aspect ratio and Mach
numberwas caused by wing-body interference. Such effects are seen to be
very small for the triangular wing and body combinations under discussion.
The theoretical results were adjusted for these effects of wing-body
interference by the methods of reference 32.

At subsonic speeds, the agreement between the experimental and
theoretical results is also seen to be quite good. It will be recalled
that the effects of wing-body interference have not been accounted for
in the theoretical results a_ subsonic speeds. The net effects of wing-
body interference are probably small for these triangular wing and body
combinations, as judged by the small differences between the experimental
results for wing and body combinations and those for the wing alone, so
that the theoretical results would probably not be affected significantly
by the inclusion of such effects.

The results of figure 9 show that the rearward movementof the
aerodynamic center with increasing Machnumber in the subsonic range
becameconsiderably larger as the aspect ratio was increased. It is
interesting to note, however, that these data are based on the length
of the wing meanaerodynamic chord, a length which decreases with increas-
ing aspect ratio. If the wing area were the samefor these triangular
wings, the actual rearward travel of the aerodynamic center would have
been nearly the samein each case. Thus the aerodynamic-center travel
for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 would be only 14 percent greater
than that for the wing of aspect ratio 2, in contrast to a figure of
61 percent when the aerodynamic-center travel is expressed in terms of
the meanaerodynamic chord. This fact would have significance, for
example, in comparing the effect of change in wing aspect ratio on the
stability characteristics of an airplane in which the tail length might
be fixed from other considerations. Other factors remaining equal, such
a comparison would show little effect of aspect ratio on the change in
stability of the airplane with increasing Machnumber.
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Pitching moment at angle of attack.- The aerodynamic center, as

determined near zero lift and discussed previously, has significance only

if the variation of pitching moment with lift is nearly linear. It is

therefore necessary to examine the pitching-moment characteristics at

angle of attack for the triangular wings, and such data are presented in

figure i0.

These data show that at a Mach number of 1.53, the variation of

pitching moment with lift was nearly linear throughout the range of lift

coefficients investigated. This characteristic was typical of the data

obtained at Mach numbers from 1.2 to 1.7, the supersonic portion of the

range investigated in this program. Thus the aerodynamic center deter-

mined near zero lift, and hence the results obtained from the theory, may

be used satisfactorily for the stability characteristics of the triangu-

lar wings over a wide range of lift coefficient at supersonic speeds.

Similar characteristics did not occur at subsonic speeds, the

results at a Mach number of 0.25 being extremely nonlinear, particularly

in the case of the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4. Thus the aero-

dynamic center determined near zero lift and, hence, the results obtained

from the theory are not usable as a measure of the stability of these

triangular wing and body combinations above a lift coefficient of approx-

imately 0.2 a_ subsonic speeds. The cause of this nonlinear variation

of pitching moment with lift has been shown in references 37 and 38 to

be flow separation which occurs first near the tip of the wing and moves

inboard with increasing angle of attack.

From an inspection of the da_a in figure i0 at a Mach number of

0.25, it would appear that the stability characteristics of the triangu-

lar wing of aspect ratio h were considerably inferior to those of the

wing of aspect ratio 2. For the former wing, there was a sizable

decrease in stability with increasing lift coefficient to approximately

0.6 and an extreme increase in stability at higher lift coefficients.

However, it was shown in reference 39 that a triangular wing of aspect

ratio k required a horizontal tail to provide satisfactory damping-in-

pitch characteristics at transonic speeds, whereas the characteristics

of the triangular wing of aspect ratio 2 alone were satisfactory. This

fact must be considered, therefore, in evaluating the effects of aspect

ratio on the stability characteristics at low speeds. In reference 38

it was shown that proper location of a horizontal tail behind a triangu-

lar wing of aspect ratio 4 eliminated the decrease in stability at low

lift coefficients and reduced the increase in stability at high lift

coefficients exhibited by the wing alone. The resultant characteristics

compared favorably then with the triangular wing of aspect ratio 2 alone

or in combination with a tail (ref.40).

Minimum drag coefficient.- The effects of aspect ratio on the minimum

drag coefficient of triangular wihgs are shown in figure ii. Only data
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at the highest Reynolds number obtained for each wing during the investi-
gation have been included in this figure because of the sizable effects
of Reynolds number on the minimumdrag coefficient. Also a_ the highest
Reynolds number, the drag force is largest so that the balance is working
at more nearly the design load, resulting in greatest accuracy. The
Reynolds numbersfor the triangular wings of aspect ratios 2, 3, and 4
were 16.6, 10.6, and 9.1 millions, respectively, at a Machnumberof 0.25
and 7.5, 4.8 and 4.2 millions, respectively, at Machnumbers of 0.6 and
above.

For the triangular wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3, the significant
effects of Reynolds numberwere confined principally to the range of lift
coefficients between -0.05 and +0.05. In this re_ge of lift coefficients
at Reynolds numbers less than those of figure ii, the variation of drag
with lift resembled that for the NACA6-series airfoil in the region of
low drag. (See ref. 41.) However, the data at the Reynolds numbers
shownin figure ii did no_ exhibit this characteristic. Thus the minimum
drag coefficient at a Reynolds number of approximately one third that of
figure ii was as muchas 0.0015 less than that at the highest Reynolds
number, whereas at lift coefficients outside the low drag range, the
effects of Reynolds numberon the drag coefficient were negligible.

For the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4, the effects of Reynolds
number on the drag at low lift were also significant. However, in con-
trast to the results for the lower-aspect-ratio wings, the drag coeffi-
cient showedno abrupt increase with lift coefficient at the lower
Reynolds number but increased gradually and becamecontiguous with the
results for the highest Reynolds number at lift coefficients which varied
irregularly with the Machnumberbut were less than 0.4. The largest
increase in minimumdrag coefficient with increasing Reynolds number from
1.6 x i06 to 4.2 x i06 occurred at a Machnumberof 1.6 and was approxi-
mately 0.0015. These effects of Reynolds numberon the minimumdrag
coefficient varied irregularly with Machnumber; the general trend,
however, was as described.

The variation with Machnumber of the wave drag of a sharp-nose tri-
angular wing, as determined by linear theory (ref.42), shows large dis-
continuities in slope as the Machnumber is varied in the range where the
leading edge becomessupersonic. To the extent of the data shown in
figure ii, there are no indications of these discontinuities. For the
triangular wings of aspect ratios 3 and 4, the leading edges become
supersonic at Machnumbers of 1.67 and 1.41_ respectively. Although the
results of figure ii are for round-nose triangular wings, results from
tests of a sharp-nose airfoil to be discussed in a subsequent section
have indicated a similar characteristic. Also, in reference 35 the
results from tests of a series of ii sharp-nose triangular wings of
aspect ratios from 0.70 to 4.023 and 8 percent thick have shownessen-
tially a linear variation of minimumdrag coefficient with Machnumber
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in this range. These results therefore indicate that the existing

linearized theory is inadequate for predicting the wave drag of trian-

gular wings. This deficiency of the linearized theory is believed to

be due to the fact that the effect of the detached bow wave at Mach

numbers in the region where the leading edge becomes supersonic is not

considered by the theory.

The results of figure ii show that in the subsonic speed range the

minimumdrag coefficient for the triangular wings varied with aspect

ratio. At a Mach number of 0.25, the minimum drag coefficient increased

with aspect ratio. This characteristic is believed to be due to the

fact that with increasing aspect ratio a smaller portion of the wing was

enclosed within the body, resulting in an increase in the exposed surface

area and the skin-friction drag. At subsonic Mach numbers above 0.6_ the

variation of minimum drag coefficient with aspect ratio was irregular,

that for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 3 being roughly 0.001 less

than those for the wings of aspect ratios 2 and 4. The cause of this

variation is not known but may possibly be due to differences in the

skin-friction drag.

The variation of minimum drag coefficient with aspect ratio at

supersonic speeds was due primarily to the effect of aspect ratio on the

wave drag of these triangular wings. The results indicate that this

effect was largest as the aspect ratio increased from 3 to 4. It should

be pointed out, however_ that possible differences in the surface con-

dition of the wings previously mentioned in connection with the variation

of minimum drag coefficient at high subsonic speeds may also affect the

drag coefficient at supersonic speeds. Thus, if the data were adjusted

so that the minimum drag coefficient for the three wings would be

approximately the same between Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9_ the results

would indicate a nearly linear increase in minimum drag coefficient with

increasing aspect ratio. Such a characteristic is in agreement with

the results shown in references 35 and 43. It would appear, therefore,

that the increment of minimum drag coefficient between that at Mach num-

bers up to 0.9 and that at Mach numbers above 1.2 shown in figure ii

was correct for the triangular wings investigated. The skin-friction

drag coefficient for the wing of aspect ratio 3 at Mach numbers of 0.6

and above, however_ may be as much as 0.001 less than that for the wings

of aspect ratios 2 and 4, due to differences in the surface conditions

of the wings.

Drag due to lift.- The drag due to lift is a function of the lift of

the wing_ the lift-curve slope, and the relative inclination of the force
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vector, as indicated in the following expression 5 for the drag coefficient

due to lift:

1-
CD - CDmin = 'dCLldl ....CL 2

(8)

Since the lift characteristics of these triangular wings have been pre-

sented previously, the present sections will be concerned primarily with

the inclination of the force vector.

The effects of aspect ratio on the ratio of the angle between the

force vector and the normal to the wing chord, e, to the angle of attack_

_, are shown in figure 12. The experimental data presented are for the

highest Reynolds number obtained for each wing during the investigation.

The Reynolds numbers for these data are the same as those of figure ii.

In general, an increase inReynolds number within the limits of the

present test caused a small increase in the value of e/_. Also, at

supersonic speeds, the values e/_ shown are applicable up to lift

coefficients of the order of 0.5, the limit of the tests. At subsonic

speeds, however, values of e/_ presented are applicable only to

approximately the lift coefficient for maximum lift-drag ratio. At higher

lift coefficients, the values of e/_ showed an abrupt decrease, becoming

approximately equal to the value at supersonic speed. This decrease is

probably associated with the onset of the vortex-separation type of flow

characteristic of triangular wings.

Included in figure 12 are values of e/_ as determined from thin-

airfoil theory. As indicated, the experimental results show little

resemblance to the theoretical results. It will be recalled, however,

that the results at subsonic speeds were obtained under the assumption

that the span load distribution was elliptical in order to simplify the

calculations. Hence, a small part of the discrepancy may be the result

of a difference in the span load distribution. At supersonic speeds, no

assumptions beyond those implicit in linear theory were required in making

the calculations. The discrepancy between experimental and theoretical

results must be attributed entirely, therefore, to a deficiency in the

thin-airfoil theory as applied to the calculation of drag due to lift.

Hence, it must be concluded that for thin triangular wings the drag due

to lift cannot be predicted accurately by available theoretical methods.

In general, it appears that for supersonic speeds, it is more accurate to

base calculations on the assumption that the net force on the airfoil due

to angle of attack is normal to the chord line than to use available

theoretical methods.

5The expression is restricted to plane wings having a linear variation

of lift with angle of attack. The units of lift-curve slope are per

radian in this expression.
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Although somewhatirregular at the high subsonic speeds, the general
trend of the results indicates that e/_ decreased with increasing aspect
ratio. The value of e/s, in effect, represents the decrease in the drag
due to lift from that experienced by the wing if the force vector were
normal to the chord. Hence, the drag dueto lift for thin triangular
wings is not influenced predominantly by these effects of aspect ratio.
Rather, the primary influence of aspect ratio on the drag due to lift is
felt through its effect on the variation of lift with angle of attack.

Maximum lift-drag ratio.- When the variation of drag with lift is

parabolic, as shown by the results for these triangular wings at low llft

coefficients, the maximum lift-drag ratio and the lift coefficient at

maximhm lift-drag ratio can be expressed as follows:

( Lx CDmin [i - (81cc)]
(9)

/ CDmin (dCL/dm)
= I (io)

Such expressions are helpful in the discussion of the maximum lift-drag

ratios and corresponding lift coefficients for the triangular wings

shown in figure 13. As with previous data concerned with the drag of

the wing-body combinations, the results shown in figure 13 are for the

highest Reynolds number obtained for each wing during the investigation.

The results of figure 13 indicate no consistent trend of maximum

lift-drag ratio with increasing aspect ratio in the Mach number range of

the investigation. At subsonic speeds, the maximum lift-drag ratio

increased with aspect ratio. This characteristic could be expected in

light of equation (9) from the fact that the variation of minimum drag

coefficient and e/_ with aspect ratio was small, whereas the increase

in lift-curve slope with increasing aspect ratio was large. As previously

mentioned, however, the minimum drag coefficient was smallest for the

wing of aspect ratio 3 between Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.93, which would

account for the maximum lift-drag ratio of this wing being nearly as

large as that of the wing of aspect ratio 4 in this range. In the super-

sonic speed range of these investigations, the triangular wing of aspect

ratio 3 exhibited the highest maximum lift-drag ratio. This character-

istic indicated that the increase in lift-curve slope had a greater effect

on maximum lift-drag ratio than the increase in minimum drag coefficient

as the aspect ratio was increased to 3. However, for aspect ratio greater

than 3, the opposite effect occurred. It should be mentioned that had the

variation of minimum drag coefficient with aspect ratio been more linear,
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as discussed previously in connection with the drag of these triangular
wings, the maximumlift-drag ratio of the wing of aspect ratio 3 would
be less than shownin figure 13 and would be approximately that of the
wing of aspect ratio 4.

It was previously shownthat at supersonic speeds_ the increase of
lift-curve slope with aspect ratio decreased with increasing Machnumber,
and it might be expected from theoretical considerations that the lift-
curve slopes of these triangular wings at Machnumbersabove approximately
2.3 would be the same. However, the variation of minimumdrag coefficient
with aspect ratio did not change significantly with Machnumber. These
facts would indicate that the wing having the lowest minimumdrag
coefficient, the wing of aspect ratio 2, would tend to have the highest
maximumlift-drag ratio as the Machnumber increased. Such a tendency
is evident from figure 13, although the Machnumberat which it would
be expected that the highest maximumlift-drag ratio was obtained by the
wing of smallest aspect ratio is outside the range of the investigation.

The lift coefficient for maximumlift-drag ratio showeda consistent
increase with increasing aspect ratio throughout the Machnumber range of
the investigation. As can be seen from equation (I0), this variation is
consistent with the previously noted behavior of lift-curve slope, min-
imumdrag coefficient, and 8/_.

Effects of Type of Plan Form

The effects of type of wing plan form were investigated with two
groups of wings_ one of aspect ratio 2 and the other of aspect ratio 3.
Plane wings, 3 percent thick, were used for both series of wings. An
NACA0003-63 airfoil section was used for the triangular wings. The
unswept and sweptback plan forms in each aspect-ratio group had a bicon-
vex section. Further information pertaining to the geometry of the wings
of aspect ratio 3 as well as tabulated data obtained during the investi-
gation can be found in tables II_ IV, and V. Similar information for th@_
wings of aspect ratio 2 is contained in tables !_ VI, and VII. In addi-
tion, a more complete discussion of the characteristics of the wings of
aspect ratio 2 is given in reference 44.

Several of the wings having the biconvex section were also investi-
gated with round-nose sections and will be discussed in a subsequent sec-
tion of this report. It is sufficient at this time to say that the effect
of such differences in section on the lift and pitching-moment character-
istics was not significant. In general, however, the drag characteristics
of the wings with biconvex sections were better than those with round-
nose sections at high supersonic speed, indicating that such a section
would be preferable for airplanes with wings having small leading-edge
sweepand for which the attainment of high speeds of the order of M = 2
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was desired. It was for this reason that the type of profile_ that is,
round or sharp nose, was not the samefor all wings in the present
grouping, and the wings of 45° sweepbackor less have the biconvex
section.

Lift-curve slope.- The lift-curve slope for the wings under discus-

sion is shown in figure 14. Again, the results shown are for the highest

Reynolds number obtained in each facility for the Mach number range

tested. For the triangular, sweptback, and unswept wings of aspect ratio

3, the results obtained in the 6- by 6-foot wind tunnel are at Reynolds

numbers of 4.8, 3.8, and 2.4 millions, respectively, and results from the

12-foot wind tunnel are at Reynolds numbers of 3.1, 2.5, and 2.4 millions,

respectively. Results obtained in the 2- by 2-foot wind tunnel are at a

Reynolds number of 1.5 million. The Reynolds number of the data obtained

on the 16-foot wind-tunnel bump increased from 2.1 to 2.8 millions with

increasing Mach number for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 3, and

from 1.9 to 2.5 millions for the unswept wing of aspect ratio 3. For the

triangular, sweptback, and unswept wings of aspect ratio 2, results

obtained in the 6- by 6-foot wind tunnel are at Reynolds numbers of 7.5,

4.8, and 4.4 millions, respectively. Data obtained for the triangular

wing of aspect ratio 2 in the 12-foot wind tunnel are at a Reynolds

number of 4.9 million and those obtained on the 16-foot wind-tunnel bump

are at Reynolds numbers between 2.1 million and 2.8 million. The Reynolds

number of the data for the unswept wing of aspect ratio 2 obtained on the

16-foot wind-tunnel bump varied with Mach number from 1.8 to 2.0 millions.

A comparison of the theoretical and measured lift-curve slopes for

the wings under discussion (fig. 14) indicates satisfactory agreement

over much of the Mach number range of the investigation. In general, in

the Mach number range near unity, the trend of the experimental results

was different from that predicted by the theory. However, these differ-

ences may be due, in part, to deficiencies in the experimental results

since it will be noted that for the unswept wing of aspect ratio 3, as

yet unpublished results obtained in the 2- by 2-foot transonic wind

tunnel were in better agreement with the theoretical trends at Mach.

numbers near unity than those obtained on the 16-foot wind-tunnel bump.

Considering the effects on lift-curve slope of the sweepback of the

leading edge at constant aspect ratio and taper ratio, the results for the

wings of aspect ratio 3 at subsonic speeds indicated a decrease in lift-

curve slope with increasing sweepback. This trend conforms with the

predictions of reference 24, although in that reference the angle of

sweep for maximum lift-curve slope was shown not to be zero, but varied

from a small angle of forward sweep to a small angle of sweepback as the

aspect ratio and taper ratio were decreased. The same trend was evident

at low supersonic speeds. However_ with increasing Mach number_ the

effect of sweep diminished until at a Mach number of 1.7, the limit of the

data, the lift-curve slopes for the sweptback and unswept wings were the
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same. At higher Machnumbers, it would be expected that the lift-curve
slope of the sweptback wing would be slightly higher because of the
smaller portion of the wing influenced by the tip Machcone.

The samegeneral effects of sweepbackon the lift-curve slope were
also evident in the results for the sweptback and unswept wings of
aspect ratio 2. These effects are altered to a small extent, however,
by the fact that the taper ratio was not the same for both wings.

The theoretical results indicate that at a Mach numberof 1.0, the
lift-curve slope for these wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3 is a function
only of aspect ratio, the small differences shown in figure 14 being the
result of differences in wing-body interferences. As previously indi-
cated, the experimental results did not confirm this prediction. The
theoretical results also indicate that in the supersonic speed range,
the effects of plan form and aspect ratio decrease with increasing Mach
number, and that at sufficiently high Machnumber, the lift-curve slopes
of the wings will be nearly the same. The trend of the exPerimental
results tended to confirm this latter prediction.

Lift at angle of attack.- The effects of wing plan form on the lift

at angle of attack are shown in figure 15 for the wings of aspect ratio

3 at two subsonic and one supersonic Mach number. Lack of data at a

Mach number of 0.25 prevented making a comparable plot for the wings of

aspect ratio 2.

The variation of lift with angle of attack was somewhat nonlinear

for the wings of aspect ratio 3, and thus there is a limit to which the

experimental or theoretical lift-curve slope at zero lift may be used to

estimate the lift characteristics at angle of attack.

In the subsonic speed range, the most pronounced effect of wing

plan form on the lift characteristics occurred at high angle s of attack.

A comparison of the results for the sweptback and unswept plan forms,

in which the primary plan-form difference is sweepback of the leading

edge, shows that the variation of lift with angle of attack became less

abrupt as the sweepback was increased. The results for the triangular

wing, the wing having the greatest sweepback of the leading edge,

further established this trend, although in this case the taper ratio

of the wing is different from that of the other wings. Further evidence

that the sweep of the leading edge was the primary factor affecting the

lift characteristics at high angle of attack is offered by a comparison

between the data for the sweptback plan form in figure 15 and those for

the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 in figure 8. For both wings, the

sweep of the leading edge is the same. The data indicate that the lift

characteristics at high angles of attack were very similar for both wings

at a Mach number of 0.25.
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In the case of the unswept wing, the abrupt change in lift variation
with angle of attack can be delayed to a higher angle by use of a leading-
edge flap (ref. 45). Camberingthe wing near the leading edge should
offer similar improvements, although such a modification may cause an
increase in the minimumdrag coefficient, particularly at supersonic
speeds.

Aerodynamic center.- The aerodynamic center in percent of the mean

aerodynamic chord is shown for the wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3 in

figure 16. The Reynolds numbers for these data are the same as pre-

viously listed in connection with the lift-curve slope of these wings.

In general_ these results have been obtained from the variation of the

pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient through zero lift.

However, in the Mach number range from 0.7 to 0.9, the variation of

pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient through zero lift was

somewhat nonlinear for the sweptback and unswept wings. The nonlinear

variation of pitching-moment coefficient was influenced significantly by

Reynolds number, but was smallest at the highest Reynolds number of the

investigation. In this range of Mach numbers_ the aerodynamic center for

the sweptback and unswept wings was determined_ therefore_ from the

variation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient outside

the region of the nonlinearity. Because of the decrease in the non-

linearity with increasing Reynolds number, it is believed that the

results so obtained are representative of full-scale wings.

The results shown in figure 16 are compared with theoretical pre-

dictions except at subsonic speeds in the cases of the sweptback wings

of aspect ratios 2 and 3 and the unswept wing of aspect ratio 3 since,

as previously mentioned_ there is some question as to the applicability

of the methods of reference 24 to the prediction of aerodynamic-center

position for low-aspect-ratio wings at high subsonic speeds. At super-

sonic speeds, the theoretical predictions have been corrected for the

effects of wing-body interference. The data indicate that at supersonic

speeds_ the agreement between theoretical and experimental results was

good when the wing leading edge was swept behind the Mach cone from the

wing apex (subsonic leading edge). This condition existed throughout

the test range for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 2, up to a Mach

number of 1.67 for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 3, and up to a

Mach number of 1.41 for the sweptback wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3.

For the wings having leading edges supersonic, the agreement between the

theoretical and experimental results was not good.

The cause of this discrepancy between experimental and theoretical

values of the aerodynamic center has been discussed in reference 46. In

that reference it was shown that for wings with supersonic leading edges_

both the higher-order pressure effects neglected in the linearized

theory and fluid viscosity caused the aerodynamic center to be farther

forward than indicated by the linear theory. For wings with subsonic
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leading edges, the results of reference 46 showedthat the aerodynamic
center determined experimentally was aft of that determined from linear
theory. In such cases, it is probable that the neglected higher-order
effects tend to move the aerodynamic center aft, whereas viscous effects
again tend to movethe aerodynamic center forward of that determined
from linear theory. Such compensating effects would result in the better
agreement between theory and experiment for wings with subsonic leading
edges shownin figure 16.

The results presented herein also indicate that a possible factor
contributing to the poor agreement between experimental and theoretical
values of the aerodynamic center is the inability of the theory to
predict accurately the lift distribution in the vicinity of the tips.
It was shownin figure 9 that the agreementbetween theory and experiment
was good in the case of the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 throughout
the supersonic Machnumberrange of the test. For this wing, the leading
edges are supersonic above a Machnumberof 1.4. Furthermore, the taper
ratio of the wing is zero. In contrast, the wings of figure 16 have
taper ratios of 0.33 or greater and, as previously stated, showpoor
agreement between theory and experiment when the leading edges were
supersonic.

Another possible factor contributing to the discrepancy between theory
and experiment shownin figure 16 maybe an incomplete accounting for
wing-body interference effects. The methods of reference 32 do not
account entirely for such effects, as evidenced by the recommendation in
that reference that an empirical factor be used in the theoretical
computations which moves the aerodynamic center determined theoretically
forward. Although, in general_ such a factor would bring the results of
figure 16 into better agreement_ it has not been used because the results
from which it was determined were obtained with wing-body combinations
having wings small with respect to the body. Further evidence that wing-
body interference effects tend to move the aerodynamic center forward is
shownin figure 16 by a comparison between results from the 6- by 6-foot
and 12-foot wind tunnels and those from the 16-foot wind-tunnel bump.
A body was used in conjunction with the wings tested in the former
facilities, whereas the wing alone was investigated in the latter facility.
The data of figure 16 showthat the aerodynamic center of the wing and
body combinations is consistently forward of that for the wing alone.

The results of figure 16 show that the over-all travel of the
aerodynamic center with variation in Machnumberwas reduced by increase
in leading-edge sweep. If the wing areas were the same, the aerodynamic-
center travel expressed in feet would also indicate the samecharacter-
istic. Furthermore_ the aerodynamic center for the unswept wings moved
forward with increasing Machnumber at subsonic speeds, whereas for the
sweptback and triangular wings it movedcontinuously rearward. This
latter effect has increased significance whenthe contribution of a
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horizontal tail to the stability characteristics is considered. All the
wing plan forms shownin figure 16 with the possible exception of the
triangular wing of aspect ratio 2 will probably be used in combination
with a horizontal tail to provide control as well as damping in pitch
at transonic speeds. The results of references 47 to 50 indicate that
for both triangular and unswept plan forms_ thestability contribution
of the tail will be a minimumat a Machnumbernear 0.9 because of the
variation of the parameter dc/d_ with Machnumber. Thus_ the effect
of the horizontal tail on the aerodynamic center would be to cause a
forward movementwith increasing Machnumber to approximately 0.9 and
then a rearward movementwith further increase in Machnumber. Such an
effect would increase the over-all aerodynamic-center travel with
variation in Machnumberfor the unswept wings but would have little or
no influence in the cases of the sweptback and triangular wings. An
estimation of the magnitude of this effect was made for the unswept and
triangular wings of aspect ratio 3 having the samewing area_ a tail
area equal to 20 percent of the wing area_ and a tail length in each
case equal to twice the meanaerodynamic chord of the unswept wing. The
results showedthat the actual travel of the aerodynamic center for the
unswept wing and body was approximately 16 percent greater than that for
the triangular wing and body, whereas a corresponding value for the
wing-body_tail combinations was approximately 31 percent.

Pitching moment at angle of attack.- The variation of pitching-
moment coefficient with lift coefficient for the wings of aspect ratio

3 is shown in figure 17 at two subsonic Mach numbers and at a Mach

number of 1.5. For the wings of aspect ratio 2, no data were obtained

at a Mach number of 0.25 so that a comparable figure is not shown for

these wings.

The results show that the variation of pitching-moment coefficient

with lift coefficient was nearly linear over the lift-coefficient range

of these investigations at a Mach number of 1.5. This characteristic

was evident throughout the range of supersonic Mach numbers investigated

for these wings of aspect ratio 3 as well as the wings of aspect ratio 2.

Furthermore_ in the range of Reynolds numbers between those for the

results in figure 17 at a Mach number of 1.5 and approximately 2-1/2

times those values, no appreciable change in the characteristics was

evident up to lift coefficients of approximately 0.4_ the limit of the

data.

At a Mach number of 0.25, the results show that the variation of

pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient was linear only to a

lift coefficient of approximately 0.3. At higher lift coefficients,

the data show that increase in leading-edge sweep increased the lift

coefficient at which the stability of the wing suddenly increased. That

leading-edge sweep is the primary factor affecting these characteristics

at high angles of attack is again indicated by a comparison between the
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results for the sweptbackwing and those for the triangular wing of
aspect ratio 4 (fig. i0). The sweepbackof the leading edge is 45°
in both cases, and the results show that the region of extreme stability
occurred at a lift coefficient of approximately 0.85 in both cases.

These wings of aspect ratio 3 were investigated at a Machnumber of
0.25 over a range of Reynolds numbers to approximately 3-1/2 times the
values for the results in figure 17. Noneof these wings showedany
significant effect of Reynolds numberup to a lift coefficient of approx-
imately 0.8, the limit of the comparison.

The results presented for a Machnumber of 0.91 show the slight
discontinuity or nonlinearity in the variation of pitching-moment
coefficient with lift coefficient at zero lift for the unswept wing and,
to a lesser extent, for the sweptback wing. This characteristic was
referred to previously in connection with the aerodynamic center for the
sweptback and unswept wings and it will be noted_ as mentioned then,
that the effect is confined to a small range of lift coefficients.
Furthermore, the severity of the discontinuity or nonlinearity reduced
with increasing Reynolds number_suggesting that the characteristic
may not be present at full-scale Reynolds number.

Drag coefficient at zero lift.- Because of the previously mentioned

effects of Reynolds number on the drag at zero lift for triangular wings,

a comparison of such data for these wings of various plan forms will be

made at the highest Reynolds number obtained during the investigation.

The Reynolds numbers for the triangular_ sweptback_ and unswept wings of

aspect ratio 3 were 10.6, 8.4, and 8.3 millions, respectively, at a

Mach number of 0.25, and 4.8, 3.8, and 2.4 millions, respectively, at

Mach numbers of 0.6 and above. For the triangular wing of aspect ratio

2, the Reynolds number was 16.6 million at a Mach number of 0.25.

At Mach numbers of 0.6 and above_ the Reynolds numbers for the triangular_

sweptback and unswept wings of aspect ratio 2 were 7-5, 4.8, and 4.4

millions_ respectively. During the program_ the effects of Reynolds

number on the characteristics of the sweptback and unswept wings were

investigated also. These effects on the drag at zero lift were not as

consistent with variation of Mach number as were those for the triangular

wings. In general, however, the drag at zero lift increased slightly

with Reynolds number.

A comparison of the drag coefficient at zero lift for the wings of

various plan forms is shown in figure 18. It should be emphasized that

the airfoil sections are not the same for each plan form shown, the

triangular wings having the NACA 0003-63 section and the remaining wings

having biconvex sections. In a subsequent section_ the effects of modi-

fying the biconvex sections forward of the midchord to have a round lead-

ing edge will be discussed. It will be shown that, at a Mach number of

1.2_ the effect of modifying the biconvex sections on the minimum drag
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coefficient was small. Hence, the differences in minimumdrag coeffi-
cient at a Machnumber of 1.2 shownin figure 18 are due primarily to
plan-form effects. The results show that increase in leading-edge sweep
caused a decrease in minimumdrag coefficient for wings of aspect ratios
2 and 3- With increase in Machnumber, the effects of airfoil section
becameof greater importance. Thus, the wings of lesser sweep indicated
a greater reduction in minimumdrag coefficient with increasing Mach
number, an effect probably due to the attachment of the bow wave to the
sharp leading edges of the wings of lesser sweepbackwith a consequent
reduction in wave drag. It is of interest to note that because of the
attachment of the bow wave, the minimumdrag coefficient for the unswept
wing of aspect ratio 3 was the smallest of those presented in figure 18
above a Machnumber of 1.6.

The results of figure 18 give indications that the minimumdrag
coefficient may decrease with increasing taper. A comparison of the
results for the unswept wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3 showsthat
although the variation of drag coefficient at zero lift with Machnumber
was similar for both wings and was characteristic of wings having sharp
leading edges with little or no sweepback_the drag coefficient for the
wing of aspect ratio 2 was approximately 0.0020 larger than that for the
wing of aspect ratio 3 throughout the Machnumberrange. This difference
in drag coefficient is believed not to be due to the difference in aspect
ratio, since the results of reference 51 have showna slight increase in
drag coefficient with aspect ratio for rectangular wings. The greater
sweepof the leading edge, in the case of the wing of aspect ratio 3, is
also believed not to be the cause, since that effect would not explain
the drag difference at subsonic speeds. Another indication of the
detrimental effect of small taper is provided by a comparison between
the minimumdrag coefficient for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4
(fig. ii) and the sweptback wing of aspect ratio 2. The minimumdrag
coefficient was less for the triangular wing than for the sweptback wing
up to a Machnumber of 1.5, an effect particularly noticeable at a Mach
number of 1.2 where the difference was approximately 0.0020.

Drag due to lift.- The effects of plan form on the value of the

criterion of drag due to lift for wings of aspect ratios 2 and 3 are

shown in figure 19. These data were obtained at the highest Reynolds

numbers of the investigations. The Reynolds numbers were given pre-

viously in connection with the minimum brag coefficient of these wings.

The effects of Reynolds number were small, however, a slight increase

in 8/_ resulting from an increase in Reynolds number over the range

investigated. As for the triangular wings discussed previously, the

values of 8/_ in figure 19 are applicable at supersonic speeds up to

lift coefficients of approximately 0.5, the limit of the data. At sub-

sonic speeds, the values of 8/_ presented are applicable only to lift

coefficients near those for maximum lift-drag ratio. At higher lift

coefficients 8/_ in general_ showed an abrupt decrease.
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The data of figure 19 show, as in the comparison previously made
for the triangular wings, that the experimental values of e/_ had little
resemblance to results obtained from the thin-airfoil theory at super-
sonic speeds or to those obtained assuming an elliptical span load dis-
tribution at subsonic speeds. Hence, it must be concluded that for
thin wings of low aspect ratio, the drag due to lift cannot be predicted
accurately by available theoretical methods.

A comparison of the results for the sweptback and unswept wings in
figure 19 indicate that for wings having the sametaper ratio, an increase
in sweepbackof the leading edge increased the value of e/_ at super-
sonic speeds. Such a characteristic is affected considerably by factors
other than leading-edge sweepback,however, as shownby a comparison of
the results for the sweptback wing with those for the triangular wing
of aspect ratio 4 in figure 12 (both wings having leading edges swept back
45°). The sweptback wing had a value of e/_ of roughly twice that for
the triangular wing. Although the former wing had a sharp leading edge
and the latter wing had a round leading edge, data discussed in a sub-
sequent section will showthat such a difference in profile had no effect
on the results for the triangular wing.

Maximum lift-drag ratio.- A comparison of the maximum lift-drag

ratio for the wings of different plan form (fig. 20) shows that no single

plan form was superior throughout the Mach number range of the investi-

gation. For the wings of aspect ratio 2, the triangular plan form was

superior over the major portion of the test range, a result associated

with the minimum drag coefficient. For the wings of aspect ratio 3, the

maximum lift-drag ratios of the triangular and sweptback wings were

nearly the same throughout the Mach number range of the investigation and

were superior to the unswept wing except at Mach numbers above 1.6 and

near 0.9. Thus, in spite of the fact that the minimum drag coefficient

for the sweptback wing was considerably greater than that for the unswept

and triangular plan forms through most of the supersonic range, the larger

value of lift-curve slope for the swept wing, in comparison with that for

the triangular wing, and larger value of e/_ in comparison with that

for the unswept wing, resulted in the sweptback wing comparing quite

favorably with the other plan forms in regard to maximum lift-drag ratio

and drag coefficient at higher lift coefficients.

The Reynolds numbers for the data presented in figure 20 were the

same as those for the data in figures 18 and 19.

Effects of Thickness

The effects of wing thickness on the lift, drag, and pitching-moment

characteristics were investigated with three triangular wings of aspect
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ratio 2 with thicknesses of 3, 5, and 8 percent of the streamwise chord.
These wings employed the NACA000X-63 airfoil sections. Further infor-
mation pertaining to the geometric characteristics of these wings of
3-, 5-, and 8-percent thicknesses and a tabulation of wind-tunnel data
obtained during the investigation can be found in tables I, VIII, and
IX, respectively.

Lift and pitching moment.- No data are presented showing the lift-

curve slope and aerodynamic-center position near zero lift for the three

triangular wings since a comparison of the data showed almost no effects

of wing thickness on these characteristics. Hence, the previous discus-
sion of such characteristics for the 3-percent-thick wing applies to the

thicker wings as well.

The variation of pitching moment with lift an_ to a lesser extent_

the variation of lift with angle of attack were influenced at lift coef-

ficients above approximately 0.4 by the thickness of the wing. A

comparison of such characteristics is shown in figures 21 and 22 pre-

senting the variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack and of

pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient at three subsonic

Mach numbers and at a Mach number of 1.53. It will be noted that the

main differences in the pitching-moment characteristics due to wing

thickness are confined to the subsonic speed range. The results shown for

a Mach number of 1.53 are typical of those obtained in the supersonic

speed range and indicate nearly identical characteristics for the three

wings throughout the lift-coefficient range.

At a Mach number of 0.25, the effects of thickness on the pitching-

moment characteristics were very pronounced. The results for the 3-

percent-thick wing show a large decrease in slope of the pitching-moment

curve between lift coefficients from 0.4 to 0.5 and then a slight increase

at higher lift coefficient. For the 5-percent-thick wing, the stability

decreased only to that of the 3-percent-thick wing at the high lift

coefficients. For both wings, the lift-curve slope increased in these

regions of reduced stability. However, the results for the 8-percent-

thick wing show neither the increase in lift-curve slope nor the decrease

in stability indicated by the thinner wings.

Of equal importance, were the effects of thickness at Mach numbers

above 0.25. At those speeds, the results for the 5-percent-thick wing

show a sudden decrease in stability between lift coefficients of approx-

imately 0.45 and 0.55 at a Mach number of 0.60 and between 0.6 and 0.7

at a Mach number of 0.9. For the 3-percent-thick wing, data at high lift

coefficients were available only at a Mach number of 0.6, and these data

showed that the regionrof reduced stability occurred between lift coef-

ficients of 0.9 and 1.0. In contrast to the effect at a Mach number of

0.25, the lift-curve slope decreased in the region of reduced stability

at the higher Mach numbers. Furthermore, the data indicate that the
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lift coefficient at which the region of reduced stability occurred
increased with Machnumber.

Neither the flow phenomenaassociated with the region of reduced
stability nor the reasons for the large effects of wing thickness on such
phenomenaare understood at present. It is believed that these stability
characteristics are associated with the vortex-separation type of flow
existing near the leading edge of low-aspect-ratio triangular wings
which is influenced more by the shape of the airfoil section near the
leading edge rather than by merely the leading-edge radius or thickness
of the section (see ref. 37)-

The regions of reduced stability occurring at subsonic speeds,
because of the nonlinear character of the pltchlng-moment curves, are
of considerable importance since the results show the minimumstatic
margin for these wings was determined thereby. Someresearch has been
devoted to eliminating this region of reduced stability. Unpublished
data from tests of a triangular wing of aspect ratio 2 in the Ames
6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel have shownthat leading-edge-chord
extensions tend to eliminate the nonlinear pitching momentsat high
subsonic speed.

The data of figure 22 indicate an apparent effect of thickness on
the stability characteristics at a Machnumberof 0.9. Above a lift
coefficient of approximately 0.2, the stability of the 3-percent-thick
wing was greater than that of the thicker wings. The results shown
for the 3-percent-thick wing at a Machnumberof 0.9 in figures 21 and
22 were obtained in the 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel, however,
whereas the remainder of the data at subsonic speeds was obtained in the
12-foot wind tunnel. It is possible that because of the large size of
the triangular wings of aspect ratio 2, in comparison with the size of
the 6- by 6-foot wind tunnel, the characteristics of the wings were
influenced by unknownconstriction effects of the tunnel wall at the
high lift coefficients and a Machnumber of 0.9. Such an effect would
explain the large differences in the stability of these wings above a
lift coefficient of approximately 0.2 at a Machnumber of 0.9.

The data presented in figures 21 and 22 were obtained at a low
Reynolds number. At Machnumbersabove 0.25_ the effects of Reynolds
numberon the stability characteristics of these wings in the region of

reduced stability could not be determined in this investigation because

of the restricted range of lift coefficient at high Reynolds number. At

a Mach number of 0.25, it was possible to test these wings at a Reynolds

number approximately 3-1/2 times greater than that for the data presented.

The stability characteristics of the wings at the higher Reynolds number

were essentially the same as shown in figure 22.
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Minimum drag coefficient.- A primary purpose for investigating a

series of wings differing only in thickness was to ascertain the effects

of thickness on the drag characteristics of the wings. The drag data

for these wings are therefore presented in figure 23. Results for the

8-percent-thick wing at Mach numbers between 0.6 and 0.9 were obtained

only at a low Reynolds number and_ therefore, are not shown since the

data presented were obtained at a Reynolds number of 6 million or greater.

As expected_ the results indicate a large increase in minimum drag

coefficient at supersonic speeds with increasing thickness. Furthermore,

as indicated by the linearized theory, the increase in minimum drag coef-

ficient was proportional to the square of the thickness ratio. The

constant of proportionality was less_ however_ than indicated by the

the theoretical results of reference 42 for a triangular wing of aspect

ratio 2 and having a double-wedge section with maximum thickness at

30 percent of the chord. The experimental results showed a decrease
in the constant from 2.0 to 1.6 between Mach numbers of 1.3 to 1.7,

whereas the theoretical results show an increase from 2.1 to 3.3 in the

same range of Mach numbers.

It is interesting to note that_ if the data at supersonic speeds

are extrapolated to a wing of zero thickness, the resultant minimum drag

coefficient is approximately 0.0010 greater than the results at subsonic

speeds. This drag increment can be accounted for by the wave drag of the

body. With these data as a guide_ it would appear that the viscous drag

for the wings in this progrmmwas essentially independent of Mach number

and that the variation of drag with Mach number was caused entirely by

wave drag.

Drag due to lift.- The results of figure 23 presenting the quantfty,

8/_, indicate that increasing the section thickness and, hence_ the

leading-edge radius reduced the drag due to lift. Between Mach numbers

of 0.6 and 0.9, an increase in thickness from 3 to 5 percent of the chord

approximately doubled the value of 8/_. Since the lift-curve slope and

minimum drag coefficient were approximately the same for these wings in

this range of Mach numbers, the large effect of thickness on the quantity

8/_ resulted in the maximum lift-d[rag ratio of the 5-percent-thick wing

being as much as 15 percent greater than that for the 3-percent-thick

wing.

At supersonic speeds, the effects of thickness on the drag due to

lift were small. The data show that the 5-percent-thick wing had the

highest value of 8/_ in the supersonic Mach number range. The large

increase in minimum drag coefficient with thickness more than offset this

small advantage of thickness in reducing the drag due to lift, so that the

drag coefficient for the 3-percent-thickwing was less than that for the

5-percent-thick wing throughout the range of lift coefficients investi-

gated at supersonic speeds.
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Effects of Type of Profile

L

It was mentioned previously in the section entitled "Selection of

Models" that several of the wings would be investigated with both sharp

and round leading edges. The effect of such a section modification was

investigated on wings of both aspect ratios 2 and 3 and of unswept,

sweptback, and triangular plan forms. The airfoil sections investigated

with each plan form were:

i. Biconvex sections 3 percent thick with maximum ordinate at

50 percent of the wing chord

1 Round-nose sections obtained by substituting a semiellipse for

the forward 50 percent of the wing chord of the biconvex

section noted above

Further information pertaining to the geometric characteristics and

a tabulation of the data for the wings with sharp leading edges will be

found in tables IV, VI, VII, and X. Similar information is presented in

tables III, XI, XII, and XIII for the wings with round leading edges.

The aerodynamic characteristics of the unswept wing of aspect ratio

3 and with round leading edge were previously published in reference 15.

After publication of those results, it was discovered that the bent sting

used in those tests to obtain a high angle of attack caused the minimum

drag coefficient to be approximately 0.0006 less than that obtained with

the straight sting used for other portions of this program. The unswept

wing was tested again with the straight sting, therefore, and it is these

later results which are given in table XIII.

Lift and pitching-moment characteristics.- A comparison of the data

for the wings investigated in this portion of the program showed that the

change in section profile had almost no effect on the variation of lift

coefficient with angle of attack throughout the test range. Also in the

case of variation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient,

no significant effects were noted at high Reynolds number, due to change

in section profile. However, at the low Reynolds number, the data for

the unswept wings with round leading edges did not exhibit the abrupt

change in pitching-moment coefficient near zero lift at high subsonic

Mach numbers which was discussed previously in the section on plan-form

effects.

Drag coefficient.- As pointed out previously, the shape of the

airfoil section may have a significant effect on the drag characteristics

of the wing. For wings having little sweep of the leading edges, it is

generally recognized that at Mach numbers well above unity sharp leading

edges are required for a small wave drag. However, a low value of drag
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due to lift is generally associated with a wing having round leading

edges. The investigation of such effects was the primary purpose of

this portion of the program.

The results of figure 24 show that the effect of the section pro-

file on the minimum drag coefficient was affected considerably by Mach

number, a characteristic in agreement with that determined on a large-

scale unswept wing between Mach numbers of 0.8 and 1.6 by the rocket-

model technique.(See ref. 52.) At Mach numbers less than 1.3; the min-

imum drag coefficient was greater for the wings having sharp leading

edges, whereas with the exception of the sweptback wing of aspect ratio 2,

the opposite effect was obtained at higher Mach numbers. Based upon

theoretical results for wedge-shaped profiles, it is estimated that a

Mach number of 1.3 is approximately that for attachment of the bow wave

to the sharp leading edges for the unswept wings. This fact would

explain the smaller value of minimum drag coefficient for the unswept

wings with sharp leading edges above a Mach number of approximately

1.3, since the wave drag would be smaller after attachm@nt of the bow

wave. At Mach numbers below 1.3, it is believed that the larger minimum

drag coefficient for the wings with sharp leading edges was due to such

edges causing the transition point to be considerably ahead of that for

the wings with round leadingedges. It should be noted, however; that

the Reynolds number for these investigations is considerably less than

would be obtained on the full-scale wing. For the rectangular and swept-

back wings of aspect ratio 2, the Reynolds numbers were 4.4 and 4.8

millions, respectively. For the unswept wings of aspect ratio 3 and the

triangular wings of aspect ratio 4, the Reynolds numbers were 8.3 and

9.1 millions, respectively, at a Mach number of 0.25, and 2.4 and 4.2

millions at Mach numbers of 0.6 and above. Since these values of Reynolds

number are considerably less than would be obtained on the full-scale

wing, the possibility exists that the extent of laminar boundary layer

on the wing having a round leading edge was greater than on a comparable

full-scale wing; whereas the small extent of the laminar boundary layer

in the cases of the wings with sharp leading edges would be more nearly

the same on both model and full-scale wing. Hence, the improvement in

minimum drag coefficient due to rounding the leading edge may not be as

great for a full-scale wing as indicated by the results shown herein.

One point of inconsistency occurred in the data for the sweptback wing

of aspect ratio 2 and the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 which is not

understood at present. The angle of sweepback is the same for both wings.

By use of simple sweep theory, it is estimated that the bow wave would

attach to the sharp leading edges of these wings at a Mach number of

approximately 1.7. Based upon the results for the rectangular and unswept

wings, it would be exp$cted that at Mach numbers less than 1.7, the mini-

mum drag coefficient would be less for the wing with a round leading edge

than for the wing with a sharp leading edge. At higher Mach numbers, the

opposite characteristic would be expected. The results for the sweptback
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wing of aspect ratio 2 are in agreement with this reasoning; whereas
those for the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 show the wing with
sharp leading edges to have a smaller minimumdrag coefficient than that
for the wing with round leading edges at Machnumbersabove approximately
1.3.

Included in figure 24 are values of e/_ for the various wings to
indicate the effects of section profile on the drag due to lift. In
general, the data show little difference between the values of e/_ for

It should be men-the wings with either sharp or round leading edges.
tioned that at subsonic speeds the values of e/_ generally are appli-
cable only to a lift coefficient of approximately 0.2 and, with increase
in lift coefficient, decrease abruptly. The drag data of figure 24 indi-
cate that at subsonic speeds, the difference in drag due to lift between
that for wings with sharp leading edges and that for wings with round
leading edges was not the samefor all plan forms. Thus for the triangu-
lar wing of aspect ratio 4 above a lift coefficient of 0.2, the drag due
to lift for the wing with a round leading edge was less than that for the
wing with a sharp leading edge; for the unswept wing of aspect ratio 3
and the sweptback wing of aspect ratio 2, the drag due to lift was essen-
tially the samefor the wing with either section; for the unswept wing of
aspect ratio 2, the drag due to lift for the wing with a round leading
edge was greater than that for the wing with a sharp leading edge.

Effects of Camberand Twist

In the section on Selection of Models, it was stated that a theoret-
ical study in reference 18 had shownthat camber and twist could be
employed on a sweptback wing to obtain a low value of drag due to lift.
Further study, based upon the results of reference 18, indicated a similar
effect for triangular wings. The theoretical study showedthat a low
value of drag due to lift could be obtained with two types of camber,
one designed to produce a trapezoidal span load distribution and the
other, a nearly elliptical span load distribution. Several wings incor-
porating these types of camberwere investigated, therefore, in order to
evaluate experimentally the effects of camber and twist for triangular
wings. Two of the wings were camberedand twisted to produce the trape-
zoidal span load distribution and had aspect ratios of 2 and 4 and NACA
0005-63 thickness distributions. The design lift coefficients for these
wings were 0.25 at a Machnumber of 1.53 and 0.35 at a Machnumberof
1.15, respectively. Tabulated data obtained during the investigation of
these wings are presented in tables XIV and XV; results for the correspond-
ing plane wings are presented in tables VIII and XVI. Twowings of aspect
ratio 2 and having NACA0003-63 and 0005-63 thickness distributions were
also camberedand twisted for the nearly elliptical span load distribution.
The design lift coefficient for both wings was 0.25 at a Machnumber of
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1.53. Tabulated data obtained during the investigation of these wings
are presented in tables XVII and XVIII; results for the corresponding
plane wings are given in tables I and VIII.

Analysis of the results for these camberedand twisted wings showed
that the drag due to lift and the minimumdrag coefficient was consider-
ably higher for the wing having the trapezoidal span load distribution
than for the wing having a nearly elliptical span load distribution.
This characteristic was attributed to the differences in the pressure
distributions occurring on these wings at the design conditions. For
the wing having the trapezoidal span load distribution, there is an abrupt
adverse gradient in the pressure distribution determined theoretically.
The abrupt gradient occurs along a straight line passing through the
wing apex and a point on the trailing edge five eighths of the semispan
from the plane of symmetry. In contrast, the wing having a nearly
elliptical span load distribution has a smoothadverse pressure gradient
from the leading to trailing edge of the wing. The abrupt gradient will
cause premature separation of the boundary layer, thereby resulting in a
higher drag coefficient for the wingwith the trapezoidal span load dis-
tribution than for the wing with the elliptical span load distribution.
For this reason, as well as the fact that the wing having a nearly
elliptical span load distribution is plane over a considerable portion
of the wing area, it was believed that the results for this latter wing
would be of greater interest and, hence, only those data will be discussed
hereinafter.

Lift and pitching moment.- Since the lift-curve slope and aerodynamic

center near zero_ft are influenced primarily by the wing plan form, it

would be expected that such characteristics for the cambered wing would

be essentially the same as for the plane wing of corresponding plan form.

Such was the case as indicated by the results shown in figures 25 and

26. In these figures, the variation of lift coefficient with angle of

attack and pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient are shown

for_the plane and cambered wings of 3- and 5-percent thickness at three

subsonic Mach numbers and a Mach number of 1.53. In all cases shown,

the curves of the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the cam-

bered wings are parallel, although displaced, to those of the plane wings

near zero lift. In the case of the variation of lift with angle of

attack_ the displacement of the curve is of little i_portance_ However,

in the case of the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift

coefficient, the cambered wing showeda positive pitching moment at zero

lift for the Mach numbers included in the figure. Such a characteristic

would result in a decrease in the increment of pitching moment required

SFor the cambered wings discussed herein_ the wing chord at the plane of

symmetry was coincident with the axis of the body. The angle of attack

for the cambered wings is measured, therefore, with respect to the

chord at the plane of symmetry.
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to trim the airplane under flight conditions and therefore a slight
reduction in trim drag. Unfortunately, this effect of camber on the
pitching momentat zero lift reduced with increasing Machnumber_becoming
almost insignificant at a Machnumber of 1.7.

At the higher lift cpefficients, the effects of camber on the lift
and pitching-moment characteristics were generally small. However_the
results for the 5-percent-thick wing at a Machnumber of 0.60 did showa
significant effect. It will be noticed that the region of reduced sta-
bility, previously discussed in connection with the effects of thickness
on the triangular wings of aspect ratio 2_ occurred at a considerably
higher lift coefficient in the case of the camberedwing (CL = 0.75)
than in the case of the plane wing (CL = 0.45). This comparison adds
further support to the belief that the reduced-stability region is
associated with the vortex-separation type of flow near the wing leading
edge. Since the camber is obtained by drooping the wing leading edge_
the angle of attack and, hence, the lift coefficient for the cambered
wing maybe increased over that of the plane wing before separation
occurs near the leading edge. These results indicate the possibility_
therefore, that correctly drooping the leading edge of an aspect ratio 2
triangular wing may delay to a lift coefficient beyond the flight range
the undesirable reduced-stability region.

The results shownin figures 25 and 26 have been obtained at low
Reynolds numbers in order not to restrict the lift-coefficient range.
Within the range of lift coefficients for which data were available, up
to a lift coefficient of roughly 0.5, increase in Reynolds numberto
16.6 x i0 s at a Machnumber of 0.25 and to 7.5 x 106 at other speeds
caused no appreciable changes in the lift and pitching-moment character-
istics of the camberedwings.

Drag coefficient.- The primary purpose for investigating the various

cambered wings was to determine the effects of camber on the drag coef-

ficient. Such effects are shown in figure 27, wherein the drag coefficient

at constant lift coefficient is shown in relation to Mach number for the

cambered _nd plane wings of 3- and 5-percent thickness. The results show

that throughout the Mach number range_ the drag coefficient at zero lift

was lower for the plane wings than for the comparable cambered wings.

For lift coefficients above approximately 0.i, however_ the drag coef-

ficient for the cambered wing was lower. The results indicate, therefore_

that the potentialities for reducing the drag due to lift indicated by

the theory were more fully realized in the case of a cambered wing having

subsonic leading edges than in the case of a plane wing with subsonic
leading edges.

These benefits of camber arose from the fact that, at the design
lift coefficient, the lifting force vector was inclined farther forward

in the case of the cambered wing than for the plane wing. The more
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forward inclination of the force vector in the case of the camberedwing
at the design lift coefficient was due to the fact that, as indicated
by theory, lifting pressures occurred on those portions of the wing which
were drooped. Thus there resulted a componentof this force in the thrust
direction which caused the vector co be inclined forward. In the case of
the plane wing, the analogous effect, which theoretical considerations
indicate will cause a forward inclination of the force vector, that is,
high lifting pressures acting near the leading edge, was considerably
less than predicted.

In the off-design condition the lift distribution on a cambered
and twisted wing can be considered as that due to camber and twist and
that due to change in angle of attack. The drag of the camberedand
twisted wing results from both types of lift distribution. The effect
of change in angle of attack on the drag characteristics of the cambered
and twisted wings was very similar to that for the plane wings. For
the 3-percent-thick wings, the curvature of the drag polar was approxi-
mately the samefor both the plane and camberedand twisted wing in the
lift-coefficient range wherein the shape of the polar was parabolic. For
the 5-percent-thick camberedand twisted wing, the curvature of the drag
polar was greater than that of the 5-percent-thick plane wing and more
closely resembled that of the 3-percent plane wing.

It will be noticed that reduction in drag coefficient due to camber
was not as great for the 5-percent-thick wing as for the 3-percent-thick
wing. This effect resulted from the fact that, as discussed previously
for the uncamberedwings, the inclination of the force vector for the
5-percent-thick wing was farther forward than that for the 3-percent-
thick wing and, thus_ a greater portion of the reduction in drag due to
lift indicated by the theory was realized by the thicker wing. In the
case of camberedwings of both thicknesses, however, the variation of
drag due to lift at Machnumberswhere shock waves were not present was
nearly the same. It appears, therefore, that the beneficial effects of
thickness or camber in reducing the drag coefficient are not additive
and that the reduction in drag in each case stems from the samecause;
that is, the surface area of the wing near the leading edge inclined
forward has been increased either by drooping the leading edge or increas-
ing the section thickness so that the lifting pressure acting on these
surfaces results in a greater componentof force in the thrust direction
and, therefore, a more forward inclination of the force vector.

The beneficial effect of camber in reducing the drag coefficient is
seen to be greatest at the subsonic Machnumbers and decreases with
increasing Machnumber. At a Machnumberof 1.7, the effect was negli-
gible. This characteristic was also evident in a comparison of the data
for the wings with the other type of camber investigated in this program.
The results showedthat when the Machnumber exceeded that at which the
componentof the free-stream Machnumberperpendicular to the leading
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edge was approximately 0.7, no further benefits of camberwere realized.
In fact, in the case of the triangular wing of aspect ratio 4 where
appropriate data were available, further increase in Machnumber resulted
in a detrimental effect on the drag coefficient due to the use of camber.

CONCLUSIONS

The presen_ report presents results of a coordinated program to
investigate the effects of aspect ratio, plan form_ thickness_ thickness
distribution, and camber and twist on the lift_ drag, and pitching-moment
characteristics of low-aspect-ratio wings in combination with a body at
Machnumbersfrom 0.25 to as high as 1.9.

I. The investigation of a series of 3-percent-thick triangular
wings of aspect ratios 2, 3, and k showedthat:

(a) The lift-curve slope was predicted satisfactorily by linearized
theory over muchof the subsonic speed range but, at Machnumbersnear
unity and over portions of the supersonic speed range, the extent depend-
ing on aspect ratio_ the lift-curve slopes predicted by theory were not
in close agreemen_with experimental results.

(b) Linearized theory satisfactorily indicated the effects of
Machnumber and aspect ratio on the position of the aerodynamic center_
which movedrearward with increasing Machnumberat subsonic speeds.
The over-all travel of the aerodynamic center increased with aspect ratio.

(c) The minimumdrag coefficient increased with aspect ratio at
supersonic speeds.

(d) The drag due to lift was not predicted accurately by available
theoretical methods. In general, it appeared to be more accurate to
calculate the drag due to lift at supersonic speeds, assuming that the
net force on the airfoil due to angle of attack is normal to the chord
line_ than to use the available theoretical methods which include leading-
edge thrust.

2. The investigation of a series of 3-percent-thick wings having
sweptback, unswept, and triangular plan forms of aspect ratios 2 and 3
showedthat:

(a) As predicted by linearized theory, the lift-curve slope near
zero lift decreased with increasing sweepbackof the leading edge; with
increasing Machnumberthe effects of plan form and aspect ratio on lift-
curve slope diminished and essentially vanished at the highest supersonic
Machnumber.
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(b) Linearized theory satisfactorily predicted the location of the

aerodynamic center at supersonic speeds for wings with subsonic leading

edges, but predicted a location behind that determined experimentally

for wings with supersonic leading edges.

(c) The over-all travel of the aerodynamic center with variation

in Mach number decreased with increasing sweepback of the leading edge.

(d) At low supersonic Mach numbers, the minimum drag coefficient

decreased with increasing sweepback. However, the wings of lesser

sweep and with sharp leading edges showed a greater decrease in minimum

drag coefficient with increasing Mach number, so that above a Mach number

of 1.6, the minimum drag coefficient was lowest for an unswept tapered

wing of aspect ratio 3 with sharp leading edges.

3. The investigation of a series of triangular wings of aspect

ratio 2 with NACA 000X-63 series airfoil section and thicknesses of 3,

5, and 8 percent showed that:

(a) Lift-curve slope and aerodynamic center near zero lift were

almost unaffected by thickness.

(b) Thickness affected the stability characteristics at moderate

lift coefficients at high subsonic Mach numbers, the 3-percent- and 5-

percent-thick wings having an abrupt decrease in stability over a small

range of lift coefficients.

(c) The wave drag was proportional to the thickness ratio squared,

as predicted by linear theory.

(d) The drag due to lift decreased with increase in thickness from

3 percent to 5 percent, the effect being most pronounced at Mach numbers

of 0.9 and below.

4. The investigation of a series of wings having sharp and round

leading edges showed that:

(a) The shape of the airfoil section had almost no effect on the

lift and pitching-moment characteristics.

(b) The airfoil section affected the minimum drag coefficient, in

general; the wings with sharp leading edges had a lower value at super-

sonic speeds (above those estimated for attachment of the bow wave) and

a higher value at subsonic speeds.

(c) In general, the effects of airfoil section on the drag due to

lift were small.
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5- An investigation to determine the effects of twist and camber
on triangular wings of aspect ratio 2 and having 3- and 5-percent
thicknesses showedthat:

(a) The lift-curve slope and aerodynamic center were unaffected by
the camber and twist. The camber and twist caused a small positive
pitching momentat zero lift up to a Machnumberof 1.7.

(b) The drag coefficient for the cambered_=d twisted wing was less
than that for the plane wing at lift coefficients above approximately 0.i
up to Machnumbersat which the componen_of the free-stream Machnumber
perpendicular to the leading edge exceeded approximately 0.7.

AmesAeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif.
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR A PLANE

TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2 WITH NACA 0003-63 SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown in /riches

unless otherwise noted

/ ,
_, 1 1 ro = 3.06 1

- _"-- -_ i--

e/./e , : 3,_oo .,
60.44

Z. 76.50

17.00

Aspect ratio ........................... ........ 2

Taper ratio .................................. O

Airfoil section (streamwise) ................ '...... NACA 0003-63

Total areap square feet ........................... 4.014

Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet ...................... 1.889

Dihedral, degrees ............................... 0

Twist, degrees ................................. 0

Incidence, degrees ............................... 0

Camber .................................... None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............... 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

oI%IcoI%
M=0.25 R=4.9×I(_

0 -0.006 0.0091 0

-.71 -.031 .0061 .00:

0 -.006 .0051 0

1.01 .031 .0056 -.003

2.02 .063 .0064 -.009

3.03 .116 .0109 -.017

4.0% .152 .0138 -.022

5.05 .192 .0188 -.028
6.06 .234 .0242 -.033

8.09 .332 .0454 -.046

i0.Ii .423 .0710 -.055

12.14 .506 .i010 -.061

14.16 .59o I .1372 -.o69
16.18 .694i .1859 -.080

18.21 .793 .2418 -.090

20.23 .880 ._998 -.099

22.25 .963 .3681 -.lO9

24.28 1.050 .4423 -.119

26.31 1.162 .5382 -.132

28.321 1.206 .6101 -.136

0 -.006 .0057 0

o icIcolcm
M=O.60 R=4.9xl0e

0 -0.005 0.0064 .0.001

-.71 -.034 .0060 .003

0 -.005 .0062 -.001

1.01 .030 .0067 -.006

2.02 .075 .0092 -.012

3.03 .i16 .0118 -.019

4.04 .156i .0157 -.025

5.05 .197 .0214 -.031

6.07 .252 .0299 -.039

8.09 .352 .0515 -.052

10.12 .440 .0775 -.063

12.15 .550 .1150 -.075

14.17 .653 .1586 -.088

16.20 .761 .2117 -.102

18.23 .861 .2713 -.i12

20.24 .914 .3238 -.121

22.26 .994 .3914 -.126

24.28 i.I00 .4782 -.144

0 -.OOL .0067 -.001

°I%
M=O. 25 R=9.3xlO e

0 -o.oo5 0.0067 -0.ooi

-.71 -.o33 .0072 .003

o -.005 .0067 -.001

l.O1 .035 .0072 -.006

2.02 .077 .0088 -.011

3.o3 .lO8 .oo99 -.o16

4.04 .145 .0127 -.021

5.05 .196 .0179 -.029

6.06 .227 .0222 -.034

8.08 •313 .0400 -.045

i0.ii .406 .0649 -.055

12.13 .497 .0968 -.062

14.16 .596 .1370 -.071

16.18 .692 .1834 -.081

18.21 .800 .2413 -.092

20.24 .894 .3032 -.103

22.26 .975 .3676 -.112

24.28 1.066 .4463 -.122

26.31 1.160 .5358 "-.130

28.32 1.213 .6193 -.141

o -.oo8 .oo64 o

°I%IcoI
M=O. 25 R=I6.6xlO e

0 -0.009 3.0069 0

-.76 -.037 .0073 .00:

0 -.008 .0070 -.00]

1.O1 .030 .0074 -.00_
2.02 .068 .0085 -.OiC

3.03 .105 .0102 -.016

4.04 .142 .0129 -.02]

5.05 .183 .0162 -.02'

6.06 .227 .0216 -.034

8.08 .316 .0382 -.047

i0.ii .413 .0637 -.057

12.14 .508 .0962 -.065

14.16 .603 .1363 -.074

]-6.19 .700 .1833 -.084

18.21 .799 .2391 -.094

19.23 .853 .2717 -.099

0 -.007 .0080 -.001
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TABLE II.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR A PLANE

TRIANGUIAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3 WITH NACA 0003-63 SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

AU dimonsions shown in/nchos

/

_" _=2.3a n

"-----/7.32 ; _ t/.58 "-

I 46.93

r

/6./9

Aspect ratio . . _ ............................... 3_
Taper ratio .................................. 0
Airfoil section (streamwise) ..................... NACA 0003-63

Total area, square feet .......................... 2J425
Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet ...................... 1.199

Dihedral, degrees ................................ 0

Twist, degrees ................................. 0

Incidence, degees ............................... 0
Camber .................................... None

Distance, wing reference plane co body axis, feet ............... 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

oI0 I I
M=0.25 R=3.1xlO e

0 -0.010 0.00540

-.71 -.OLd# .0056 ,00_

0 -.007 .00480

l.OO .o34 .oo64 -.oo2
2.01 .080 .0067 -.007

3.02 .143 .o]_14 -.Ol_
4.03 .193 .Olp6 -.o17
9.04 i .2_ .02_1 -.022
6.09i .304 .0329 -.026

8.06 .39 .o519 -.031
1o.o8 .49_ .08o6 -.033

12.o9 .594 .n7o -.o39
Z_.lZ .687 .1587-.o_
16.12 .776 -2O73 -.0_8
18.14 .857 .2616 -.053
2o.15 .917 .3161 -.o57

22.16 .974 .3771 -.070
24.16 1.021 ._AII -.o88

26.17 1.o52 .50n -.1o2

28.17 z.o38 ,_1o -.lZ3
o -.OLO .oo_i .o18

Ic
M=0.60 R=3.1xzo e

0 -0.010 0.007 b, _0.001

-.7l -.o46 .oo83 .oo5

o -.oo8 .o076 .oo1
i.oi .o46 .oo88 -.o05
2.02 .o95 .OlOl -.o_
3.02 .1_8 .0134 -.016
4.03 .204 .o189 -.023
5.04 .269 .0273 -.028
6.o9 .32o .0369 -.033

8.o .428 .o6o9
1o.o_ .921 .o913 -:_

12.1o .636 .1327 -.052

14.12 .7el .1797 -.o.56

16.13 .817 .P-_ -.065

18.14 .888 .28_,_ -.o72
20.15 .923 .333; -.08_

_2.15 .9_6 .385-_-.124

o -.oo_ .oo7_ -._2

M=0.29 5

0

-.76
o
1.01

2.02
3.02

4.03
5.04

6.o5
8.o6

10.08

12.10

14.11

16.13
18.14

2o.15
22.16
24.16
26.16

28.17
0

•-0.009 0.00700.002
-.o46 .o073 .oo5

-.010 .0070 .002

.o43 .oo82 -.oo_

.091 .oloo-.oo9i

.i_6 .o132 -.o14!

.19o .o1_ -.o18

.241 .o23_ -.o23

._x)8 .o326-.o27

.393 .0528 -.033

.502 .0839 -.033

.6o7 .1214 -.o4e

.7o2 .16_ -.o_6

.789 .m._,-.o51

.86o .'_fgm-.o_
•937 .3L_3-.059

•991 .38_6 -.o71
I.OL_ ._70 -.099

z.o2_ ._899 -.1o8
1.o4_ .5_,.97 -.n5
-.OlC ,0072 .ooi

CONFIDENTIAL

olc l l
M=O .25 R_IO .6xl0e

o I-o.olo o.oo78 O.O01
-.76 -.o46 .oo81 .009

o -.oil ._78 .oo1
1.oz .o_4 .oo82 -.oh4
2.01 .091 .0094 -.009
3.o2 .129 .0112 -.012
4.03 .178 .0147 -.018
5.0_ .23k .0197 -.023
6.0}4- .283 .0266 -.028

8.06 .392 .o_86 -.o35
10.08 ._93 .0771 -.039

12.10 .613 .1184 -.0_

14._ .7o8 .z612 -.o49
o -.oo7 .oo76 0

• , [ .
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TABLE III.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL

DATA FOR A PLANE TRIANGUIARWING OF ASPECT RATIO 4

WITH 3rPERCENT--THICK EpUNDEDrNDSE SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

AH dimensions shown m inches

Aspect ratio .......... ............................. k

Taper ratio ....... . .............. ................. 0

Airfoil section (streamwise) ......... 3-percent-thlck biconvex with elliptical nose

Total area, square feet .............................. 2.425

Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet .......................... 1.038

Dihedral, degrees ................................... 0

Twist, degrees ..................................... 0

Incidence, degrees ................................... 0

Camber . . . . . .... . . . • . ..... • • • ...... • • • • • • • • • • • • None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ....... "............ 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

C L C D Cm a CL C D C m _ CL CD Cm _ C L 0 D Cm

M=0.25 R=2.7xlO 6 M=0.60 R=2.7xlO 6 M=0.25 R=5.01xl06 M=0.25 R=9.1xlO e

0 -0,010 0.0066 0 0 -0.010 0.0072 0 0 -0.OO9 0.0074 -0.001 0 -0.008 0.O079 -0.001

-.75 -.047 .0103 .0O2 -.71 -.052 .0086 .001 -.71 -.05O .OO80 .002 -.76 -.050 .0081 .0O3

0 -.010 .0072 0 0 -.010 .0074 -.001 0 -.010 .0074 -.001 0 -.006 .0084 -.001

1.00 .047 .0084 -.004 1.01 .094 .0089 -.007 1.00

2.00 .i071 .0104 -.009 2.02 .096 .0102 -.010 2.02
3.00 .174 .o148 -.o12 3.03 .173 .0149 -.016 3.03

4.00 .233 .0211 -.015 4.04 .231 .02131-.018 4.04

5.00 .290 .0266 -.015 5.05! .310 .0307 -.021 5.05

6.01 .345 .0395i-.016 6.O6 _ .371 .0426 -.023 6.06

8.01 .460 .0665 -.016 8.08 .477 .0685 -.023 8.07

10.02 .545 .0956'-.013 i0.09

12.02 .633 .1317 -.012 12.11

14.03 .714 .1749 -.014 14.12

16.04 .782 .2200 -.020 16.13

18.04 .839 ,2743 -.048 18.13

20.05 .874 .3217 -.072 20.14

22.06 .896 .3653 -.079 22.14

24.07 .911 .4O96 -.O87 24.14

26.07 .919 .4559 -.096 0

28.O8 .928 .5008 -.101

o -.OLO .0058 -.oo2

.984 .104O -.022 10.09

.670 .1434 -.026 12.10

.746 .1868 -.034 14.12

•796 .2324 -.053 16.13

•819 .2721 -.080 18.13

.847 .3179 -.093 20.14

.874 .3638 -.103 22.14

.882 .4049 -.Iii 24.15

-.005 .0078 -.004 26.15

28.15
0

CONFIDENTIAL

.046 .0088 -.004 1.01 .054 .0085 -.005

.lll .0105 -.009 2.021 .llO .OO99 -.009

•179 ,0149 -.013 3.o3 .166 .0128 -.013

.228 .0203 -.014 4.04 .225 .0182 -.016

.290 .0273 -.017 5.05 .285 .0253 -.018

•352 .0399 -.017 6.05 .344 .0365 -.019

.454 .0643 -.016 8.07 .450 .0620 -.017

•561 .0978 -.013 [0.09 .999 .O947 -.015

.647 .1391 -.014 12.10 .643 .1306 -.016

•729 .178o -.o16 I_._2 .743 .1784 -.019

•798 .2256 -.022 0 -.008 .0083 -.002

•839 .2759 -.053

.872 .3220 -.o7_

.887 .3643 -.o8c

.911 .4121 -.08'

.944 .4651 -.08_

.9_8 .5150 -.09_

-.012 .0074 -.00]
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TABLE IV.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR A PLANE

TAPERED WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3.1 WITH 3-PERCENT-THICK BICONVEX SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown in inch--/

. 19.47

568

r
16.42

• _- 2o8- j
IF IL

: 15.32 ---"

46.93

Z 59.50

Aspect ratio ............................... 3.08

Taper ratio ................................ 388

Airfoil section (streamwise) ............. 3-percent-thick bixonvex

Total area, square feet ........................ 2.425

Mean aerodynamic chord, 83 feet ..................... 944

Dihedral, degrees .............................. 0

Twist, degrees ............................... 0

Incidence, degrees ............................. 0

Camber .................................. None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............. 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

ol  Icol
M=O. 25 R=2.4×i0 e

0 -0.008 0.0158 -0.002
-.76 -.052 .0092 -.003

o -. o13 .0088 .001

1. Ol .o42 .0089 .oo6

2.02 .llO .0111 .012

3.03 .168 .0157 .023

4.04 .226 .0213 .021
5.04 .277 . 0280 .026
6.05 .338 .0378 .o31

8.08 .478 .o681 .029

lO. lO .615 .1095 .004

12.n .697 .1566-.o46
14.11 .714 .1888 -.o68

16. ii .712 .2186 -.o77

18.11 .704 .2452 -.074

20.12 .725 .2802 -.078

92.12 .771 '.3283 -.081
24.13 .817 .3796 -.o86

26.14 .845 .4302 -.094

28.14 .855 .4727 -.100

0 -.010 .0094 -.001

_ I cLI co I cm
M=0.60 R=2.4xIO s

0 -0.009 0.0094 -0.001

-.71 -.o54 .o087 -.005

0 -.010 .0093 -.001

i. O1 •053 •0095 .005

2.02 .Ii0 .0116 .010

3.o3 .172 .o154 .o15

4.04 .247 .0224 .020

5.o5 .312 .0309 .025

6.06 .384 .0425 .027

8.08 .519 .0747 .016

[O.lO .639 .1171 -.015

[2.11 .682 .1552 -.054

L4.11 .695 .1883 -.074

L6.11 .702 .2183 -.078

L8.12 .726 .2545 -.081

_-0.12 •732 .2870 -. O78

22.13 .781 .3367 -. 089

24.13 .841 .3958 -.099

26.14 .880 .4578 -.i06

28.14 .901 .5014 -. 110

0 -. 005 •0103 -.005

_ I eL I cD fez
M=0.25 R=4.6×10 e

o -0.oil 0.0093 o

-.76 -.o55 .0092 -.003

0 -.012 .0094 o

1.O1 .042 .0092 .005

2.02 .103 .0111 .010

3.03 .169 .0154 .016

4.04 .223 .02O6 .022

5.05 .289 .0282 .026
6.06 .351 .0386 .028
8.08 .479 .0669 .027
lO.lO .613 .1084 .004

12.11 .704 .1563 -.048

14.11 .712 .1892 -.073

16.11 .700 .2156 -.079

18.11 .706 .2454 -.078

20.12 .748 .2880 -.083

22.13 .796 .3368 -.083

24.13 .825 .3725 -.o86

26.14 .854 .4327 -.o91

28.14 .861 .4768 -.099

o -.oo7 .Ol00 -.003

CONFIDENTIAL

=Ira 10DI%_
M=O. 25 R=8.3xlO s

o -o.oi3 0.0086 -0.002
-.76 -.o58 .oo87 -.004

o -.o12 .o085 -.001

I.Oi .o55 .oo89 .005

2.02 . zo5 .OLO4 .oo9
3.03 .162 .o139 .o14
4.04 .220 .0194 .017

5 •05 .287 .0276 .023

6.o6 .348 .o377 .027

8.08 .485 .o679 .o21

lO.lO .630 .nO5 -. 002
n.l] .686 .1347 -.024
o -.Oll .oo87 -.oo3

t 4
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TABLE V.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR A

PLANE 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3

WITH 3-PERCENT-THICK BICONVEX SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

AII dimensions shown in inches

46.93

Z-"59.50

Aspect ratio ................................ 3

Taper ratio .................................
Airfoil section (streamwlse) ............. 3-percent-thlck biconvex
Total area t square feet ........................ 2.430

Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet ...................... 956

Dihedral, degrees .............................. 0

Twist, degrees ............................... O

Incldence_ degrees ............................. 0
Camber ...... • . . ................ . .... . . . . None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axls, feet . .. ........... 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

°
M=0.25 R--2.Sx10°

b -o.oo7o.0062o
-.71 -.o_7 .oo7o .OOl
o -.oo7 .oo62 o
1.01 .027 .0060 .001

2.oz .o94 .oo85 o
3.03 .158 .o138 o

4,03 .214 .o187 -.ooz
_.o4 .2781 .o269 -.oo3

6.o5 .3_: .o3TT '-.oo7
8.08 .469 .o66o _.oo8

lO.O9 ._6k .o979 -.oo2

12.11 .66o .1387 .001
14._2 .74_ .1827 .0Ol
16.13 .814 .2315 -.oo5
18.14 .847 .2787 -.o44

20.14 .867,.32o6 -.o55

_2.14 .891 .3660 -.o56

24.1_ .910 .4117 -.063

26.13 _ ._o63 -.o69
18.13 _,,_ ,5119 -.o78

o -.oo7 .oo._ o _

M_O.60 R_.3xlO e

,0 -0.006 0.0082 -0.002

-.76 -.047 .0089 -.002
o -.oo6 .oo85 ,=.oo2
i.oi .o41 .0081 o

2.02 .098 .0103 -.002
3.03 .173 .o19_ -.o03

4.o_ .229 .02o9 -.oo5

5.05 .3Le .0313 -.OLO
6.06 .374 .0421 -.Ol_
8.08 .493 .0709 -.017

Z0.I0 .598 .Z061 -.013
11.11 .68_ .1465 -.013

14.12 .769 .1935 -.o19
16.13 .807 .236_ -.o38
18.13 .826 .2756 -.o57
2o.14 .853 • 3200 -.o68
22,1_ .873 .3636 -.074
24.14 .891 ._L087 -.080
26.15 .90T .4352 -.08_

0 -.003 .0093 -.005

]_=o '.23 R_.Txl0- .

o -O.OLO o.oo83 o

-.71 -.o4o .oo85 o
o -.OLO .oo81 o"

I.OO .026 .oo77 .002

2.01 .080 .0100 .001

3-02 .139 .0140 .001
4.03 .209 .0199 o
5.05 .283 .o287 -.oo4
6.o5 .33o .037o -.oo51
8.07 ._67 .o662 -.0o8

1o.o9 .569 .o99o -.oo3

12.11 .659 .1378 .oo1
14.Le .75o .18_2 -.ooz
16.13 .832 .2359 -.006
18.14 .865 .2819 -.036

20.14 .894 .3187-.o_
22.15 .915 •3739 -.0_8
24.15 .931 ._188 -.o6o
26,15 .9k2 ._9_ -.063

28.15 .9_Z ._070-.072
o -.oo9 .oo8_ -.ooe

c5

R=8.4xlO e

0 _.016 0.0080 -0.001
-.74 -.o53 .oo85 o
0 -.014 .0081 0

I.OO .o32 .oo84 o
2.oi ,089 .01o6 o
3.02 .1_9 .o145 o
4.03 .213 .o199 -.ooi
5.03 .27o .o27o -.oo4

6.05 .324 .o361 -.oo6
8.o7 .457 .o641 -.oo9

io.o9 .57! .0989 -.oo6

12.11 .659 .1366 -.oo3

13,.62 .77-8 .16_Z -.003
0 .Oll .008_ -.001

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE Vl.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR A PLANE

RECTANGULAR WING OF ASPECTRATIO 2 WITH 3-PERCENT-

THICK BICONVEX SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimension, s shown in inches
unless ofherwise noted

= 20.25

= 46.93

-- I - 59. o

Aspect ratio ................................ 2

Taper ratio ................................ i

Airfoil section (streamwise) ............. 3-percent-thick biconvex

Total area_ square feet ......................... 2.430

Mean aerodynamic ehord_ _, feet .................... 1.102

Dihedral, degrees ............................ 0

Twist_ degrees ............................... 0

Incidence_ degrees ............................. 0

Camber .................................. None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............. 0
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/
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i

TABLE Vll.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA

FOR A PLANE 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2

WITH 3-PERCENT-THICK BICONVEX SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown in inches
unless otherwise noted

r

-- 18.05 =

13.23

/ G - B.38 - 1

= 19.84 =---

= 46.93 =

-- l =59.50 "-

Aspect ratio ...................... .......... 2

Taper ratio ............................... 333

Airfoil section (streamwise) ............. 3-percent-thick biconvex

Total area, square feet ......................... 2.430

Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet .................... 1.194

Dihedral, degrees ............................. 0

Twist, degrees .............................. 0

Incidence, degrees ........................... 0

Camber .................................. None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............. 0

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE VIII.- GEOI_DZ_TRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR A

PLANE TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2 WITH NACA 0005-63 SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown in inches

unless otherwise noted

T

.p _ ! I
I ro =3.06 '

•,- 21.12 = -- 34.00

. 60.44

Z=76.50

....... _-_ _w_ f

Aspect ratio .................................. 2

Taper ratio .................................. 0

Airfoil section (streamwise) ..................... NACA 0005-63

Total area, square feet .......................... 4.014

Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet ...................... 1.889

Dihedral, degrees ............................... 0

Twist_ degrees ................................. 0

Incidence, degrees ............................... 0

Camber .................................... None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet .... . ......... ... 0

CONFIDENTIAL

m
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TABLE VIII.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR A PLANE

TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2 WITH NACA 0005-63 SECTION - Continued

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

°Ic l°° °I°LI°°I
M-O. hO R=I.SMIO e M=O .60 R=I.SxI0 e

0 0.002 0.0035 0 O @.003 O.0053 O 0 -0.002

-3.03 -.131 .0111 •017 -3.04 -,135 ,0117 .019 -3.04 -.144

-2.02 -.085 •0084 ,011 .2.02 -oO91 ,O091 •O13 -2.03 -.095

-1•01 -.O45 •0080 •006 -I•O1 -.049 .0075 .007 -i.O1 -.051

O, 0 .0028 0 1•00 -.0003 .CO57 .COl 0 -.002

i.O1 •043 .00281 -.005 1.01 .040 ,0059 -.009 1.01 .040

2.02 •088 .0061 -.011 2.02 .079 •0077 ..010 2.02 .086

3•03 •121 .0082 -.015 3.O3 .125 •0111 -.O16 3.03 .130

4.05 .166 •0115 -,022 4•05 •170 .Ol_ -.023 4.05 •177

5.06 .212 .0186 -.O29 5.06 .220 •0210 -•030 5.06 .230

6.O7 •256 .02h6 -•035 6.07 .274 .0299 -.038 6•07 .282

8.10 .362 .0498 -.049 8.10 •370 .0_)7 -.052 8,11 •396

lO.Lq •464 .0732 - 062 10.12 •472 .0790 -.065 10.14 .505

12•15 •546 •1037 -.067 12.15 .552 .iiii -•068 12•15 ,561
14•17 .6_O .1430 -.O78 14.17 .635 ,1494 -.077 14.17 .657

16.20 ,740 •1932 -,090 16.20 •733 •2005 -.089 16.20 •762

18.22 •833 .2482 -.097 18•23 •844 .2643 -.104 18.23 .864

20.25 .934 ,31_ -•106 20.29 .932 .3283 -.ii0 20.25 .96_

22.27 1.O16 •3831 -,i13 22•27 1•026 .hO4C -_i_O 22•28 1.0_

24.29 1•106 •4630 ,121 24.30 1,135 .49_-•131 24.30 l.l_

0 ' .002 .0044 0 0 -.00 .005: .001 0 -.00_

M=O.24 R=3.OXI0 B \/M_O.40 R=3.0_iO s M=O.60

O _._4 O.0039 0.001 O 0.002 O.0059 0 O -O.001

-3.03 -.125 •O109 •016 -3•03 -.129 .O100 •017 -3.03 -.127

-2•02 -.0_6 •0084 •016 -2.02 -•085 .0077 •011 -2•02 -.086

-i•O1 -.0_ •0029 .005 -i.01 -•042 •0068 .005 -i.O1 -.042

0 -.004 .0045 .001 0 -.001 .0054 0 0 O
i•01 .042 .0052 -.005 1.01 .0_O ,0064 .005 1.01 .038

2•02 ,081 •0070 -.011 2.02 .078 .0074 -.010 2.02 .078

3.03 .i19 •0097 -.o19 3.03 •iiI_ .0095 -.015 3•03 •iI_

4•04 .162 .0137 -.022 4.04 .157 .0127 -.021 4.05 .16:

5.06 •209 .O193 -•027 5.05 .199 .O172 -•027 5.06 .207

6.07 .247 •0243 -.034 6.06 .243 .0_5 -•034 6.07 .25_

8.09 .344 .o42O -.o_8 8.09 .340 .o41/ -.047 8.09 .35_

IO•ii .434 •06_O -.059 iO•ii .418 .0626 -•05_ 10•12 .41_:

12.14 .524 .0960 -.070 12.13 .509 .09_ -.065 12.14 .53C

14.16 •620 .1359 -.079 14.16 •602 .1326 -.075 14.17 .6_

16.19 .718 .1824 -.090 16.19 .712 .1827 -.088 16.19 .725

18•21 .808 .234_ -,099 18.21 .812 •238_ -.098 18.22 .82_

20.24 .902 .2967 ._ 20.24 •916 .305_ -.Iii 20•24 .91]
22.26 •986 .3661 -" 22.26 1,006 .376(-•121 22•26 .98]

24.28 1•073 .4423 -_130 24.28 1.086 .490_ -•130 24.29 i.O7(

0 -.002 .0039 .001 0 -.001 .006_ -•001 O 0

cL c_ I
M=0.95 R=3•OXlO °

0 -0.004 0•0076 O.001

-3o0_ -•199 •0148 •030

-2.03 -•IOD •0108 •020

-1.01 -.053 .0(_7 .010

0 -.004 •0075 •002

1•01 .0_ •008! -.008

2.03 .097 •0103 -•017

3.04 .147 .0136 -.027

4.05 •203 ,0194 -•038

5.07 ;2'59 .0274 -.09o

6.08 •316 •0377 -.065

8.12 .456 .0693 -•103

10,16 ._87 •1108 ..l_l

12•19 .697 .1587 -•172

I_.21 .804 .2125 -.200

O -•CO4 .0071 •001

o IoLIool
M=O .80 R=I•OXlO @

0.0057 0 -O.001

.O125 •023 -3.04 -.147

.0095 .016 -2•03 -.096

•0074 •009 -i,01 -.053

.00_o 0.01-....
• 0065 .007 •047

.0087 -.014 2.02 .093

•0114 -•020 3.04 .140

•0157 -•028 4.05 ,188

.0228 -.036 5.06 .243

.0312 -•045 6.08 •297

.0560 -.063 8.1/ .410

.0878 -•079 lO.14! .525

• 1163 -.075 12.15 .571

.1594 -.088 14.18 .674

.21_ -.i07 16.21 .775

•2773 -.127 18.23 .872

.3_67 -.143 20.24 .966

._245-.156 22.28 1.048

•4978 -.165 24.30 1.123

.0060 -.001 0 0

R=3.0XIO _ M=0.80

0.0057 0 O -O.003

•0104 .018 -3•04 -.142

.0082 •012 -2.02 -•092

.0o65 •006 -i.Ol -.o45

•00% 0 0 -•003

•0062 -.001 i.O1 .043

•0075 -.DII 2•02 .089

.0100 -.017 3.03 .133

.0140 -.024 4.05 .184

.0187 -.031 5.06 .232

.0256 -.038 6.07 .284

•0453 -.052 8•10 .389

•0715 -•061 10•13 .4_7

.i033 -•067 12.15 •564

.14_ -•079 14.18 •667

•1938 -.092 16•20 .773

.2514 ..i06 18,23 .872

.3110 -.121 20.25 .938

•3742 -•134 22.26 1.003

•454_-.147 24•28 1•061

.0058 - .001 0 -.002

I cL CD Cm

M-O .25 R=5._IO _

-0•003 0.oo67 o.001- .03 -.128 .0127 •o17

-2.02 -•085 •01o3 .Oli

-i.01 - .o_ .00_ 3 •006

0 -.002 .0065 O.

1.01 .036 .0066 .004

2.02 •079 •0085 •OlO

3.03 .121 .0109 .016

4.04 .160 .0135 .020

5.05 .204 •0172 .027

6.06 .2h_ .0212 •032

8.09 .330 .03_/_ .045

10,11 •_4 •0_i •057

12•14 •513 .0886 .067

14.16 •586 •1224 .077

16•18 .692 •1704 .088

18.21 .788 ,2236 •098

2o•24 .8£8 .29o2 •11o

22.26 .994 .3608 .12_

24•28 1.072 .4334 .130

0 - ,006 .0072 •001

°I0 l 10m °IoLIooI °10 IOo1
M=0.85 R=I. 5XlO e M=O.90 R-l •5xl0 e M_O.95 °=i. 5XlO e

3,0063 o o -o•008 0.0064 ).COl o -0.006 o•0085 0.003

•oi_3 .o29 -3.o4 -.153 .o145 .027 3.05 -.165 .o170 .o39

.OLOI .016 -2•03 -.lO4 .01o7 .o19 2.03 -•113 .oi_ .024

.00_i •010 -i•02 -,0_6 •0079 .OLI 1.02 -.057 •0093 •012

O061 O 0 ..006 .0061 .001 0 -•004 .0077 .002

•0073 -.009 i.O] •048 •0072 -.009 I•01 ,0_8 .0086 -•009

.0092 -•016 2.02 .094 •0090 -.01_ 2.03 .099 •0103 -•017

.0122 -.024 3.04 •146 .0130 -•026 3•04 •157 .O149 -.032

.0165 -•031 4•0: .199 .0183 -.036 4.06 •212 .0206 -.043

.0242 -.041 5.07 .249 .0248 -.045 5.07 .274 .0298 -•058

•0332 -•090 6.08 •303 .0336 -.054 6.09 .329 .0397 -.070

•0579 -.O70 8•1] ._8 .0617 -.080 8•12 .466 •0714 -.109

,0918-.C_O 10•15' ,551 .0978-•iO7 10•16 .587 •1107-.i_

_1217 ..082 12.181 .674 .1439-.I_5 0 .00: .0071-.OO1

.1665 -•i01 14.20 .741 .1867 -.137

.2225 -•122 16.21 .811 .2336-•136

.2843 -.140 0 -.006 .0055 -.002

• 3521 -,148

._ -,166

•4979 - •169

.0054 o

R=3.0_i0 e R.3.0_IO e M=O.90 R=3.0XIO e

0.0060 0.0061 ).CO1 0 -0.001 0.006! -_OOA

.0116 .0122 .024 -3.04 -.149 .0128 .025

.0089 .0093 .015 -2.03 -.097 .0096 .016

.0070 .0070 ,008 -i.O1 -.049 ,COY 2 .007

.0060 .0061 .001 0 0 .0062 -.001

.0067 .0_ -.006 1.01 ,O_ .0070 -.008

.00_5 .0086 -.014 2.02 .091 .0087 -.015

.0110 .0116 -.022 3.03 .143 .0122 -.02_

.0157 .0164 -.030 4.04 .196 .0173 -.034

.0217 ,023_ -.039 5.05 .250 .0246 -.045

•0309 .032] -.048 6.07 .300 .0334 -.053

.0531 .055:-.066 8.111 .410 .0584 -.070

.0_2_ .086_ -.076 i0.14 .514 .0908 -.088

.1162 .ll�f -.082 12.16! .623 •1323 -•109

•1613 .165_ -.i03 14.19i .696 .17_ -.115

.2161 .220t ..124 16.211 .805 .2321 -.138

.2768 .2811 -.144 18.24 .897 -_937 -.157

•334_ .341. _ -.152 0 -.004 .0063 0

.398_ .407_ -. 163

._661 .006. _ .COl

.009_

%/ M,.o. 85

0.001 0 -0.002

.022 -3.0_ -.142

.014 -2.02 -.092

•007 -i.01 -,0_6

•001 0 -.002

-.006 1.01 .044

- •013 2.o2 .09o

-.021 3.04 .137

-.029 4.05 ,188

-.037 5.06 .2_0

-.045 6.08 .292

-.062 8.11 .399

-.072 10.13 .499

-.o78 12.15 .566

-.095 14.18 .672

..115 i 16.21 .777

- 134 18.23 .872

-.138 20.25 .944

-.148 22.27 l.OlC

-.159 0 -.002

.001

CL I _
M','O .25 R=8.0_IO"

0 -0.O0_ 3.0076 0.001

-3.03 -.12: ,0123 .016

-2.02 -.0_= .O107 .011

•i.01 -.04_ .0081 .006

0 -.C02 .0074 .001

1.01 .037 .0079 -.004

2.02 .o75 .0086 -.009

3.03 .119 .0107 -.015

4.04 .160 .0129 -.Oel

5.05 .200 .o160 -.026

6.o61 .2ho .o200 -.03 e

8.091 .325 .03_ -.O_d_

L0.11 ._17 .o536 -.o98

12.14 .514 ,0862 -.070

L4.16 .612 .1249 -.082

16.19 .708 .1714 -.092

[8•21 .799 ._238 -.iO1

_0.24 °892 •2846 ..lll

_.26 .986 •3931 -,I_S

-_4o_8 1.072 ._980 -o131

o .006 .cot -.COl
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TABLE IX.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL

DATA FOE A PLANE TRIANG_WING OF ASPECT

RATIO 2 WITH NACA 0008-63 SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

===:- !
, 71 _._ __ : ............

2/12 J400

6O44

.Z650

aspec_ ra_lo .................................. 2

Taper ratl¢ .................................. 0
Airfoil section [stremwlse} ..................... NACA _8-63

Total _ea, square feet .......................... 4.014

Me_aerod_a_c chord, 8, feet ...................... 1.889

Dihe_al, degrees .............................. 0

Twlst, aegrees ................................ 0

Incidence, legrees .......... ...................... O

C_ber .................................... None

Dist_ce, wing reference pl_e to body axls, feet ............... 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

I0Licoi.......i0o
M=0.24 R-3.OxlO 6 M=O.40 R=3.0_08

O .0 0._81 O.001 O 0.001 0.006 3.001
-3-0! .120 .O163 .O15 -3.03 -.123 .0129 .016

-2.0_ -.080 .O140 .O11 -2.02 -.081 .0106 .011

-1.Of -.041 .0126 .006 -l.O1 -.O38 .009_ .O06

0 -.002 .0067 .001 0 ._2 .0063 ._i

1.0] .042 .0080 -.004 l.Ol .042 .0067 -.005

2.0_ .083 .0091 -.009 2.02 .082 .0082 -.010

3.03 .121 .0109 -.015 3.03 .124 .0109 ..019

4.04 .164 .0151 -.020 4.04 .164 .0134 ..O20

5.0_= .201 .0181 -.024 8.09 .204 .O170 -.025 1

6.06 .240 .O222 -.029 6.06 .243 .O309 -.030

8.0_ .322 .O32_ -.O39 8.08 .324 .O318 -.041

i0.ii .398 .045_ -.050 lO.11 .408 .0479 -.053

12.13 ,489 .065_ -.062 le.l 3 .499 .0722 -.066

14.15 .561 .0927 -.072 14.16 .582 .1033 -.078

16.17 .6_ .133/ -.090 16.18 ,679 .1427 -.090

18.20 -750 .178._ -.i06 18.20 .7_ .1913 -.099

20.22 -843 .2_q_ -.121 20.23 .861 .2934 -.119

92.29 .936 .29_ -,137 22.26 .975 .3326 -.136

24.27 1.020 .364_ -.149 24._ 1.0_2 .4073 -.140

0 0 .OO73 .001 0 0 .C_65 .001

c L cD ca

M-_.95 R-3.0XlO a

........loll..................
M=O._ R=3.0×lO e M=O._ R=3.O_O s M=0.88 R=3.0×IO e M=O._ R=3.0XlO 6

o 9.ooi 0.0074 o.001 0 o.oo4 3.0081 o.oo2 o -o.o04 ).o079 p.oo2 0 -0.004 o.0o81 9.oo2

-3.o._ -,124 .0134 .o17 -3.04 -.141 .0137 .022 -3.04 -.145 -0137 .023 -3.04 -,152 .0147 .029

-2.0S -.082 .0112 .012 -2.O2 -.093 .0108 .015 -2.O3 -.O96 .0107 .01_ -2.03 -.104.0llOi .017

-i.O1 -.040 .008._ .006 -I.O1 -.O49 .0081 .008 -i.01 -.O53 .0078 .009 -i.02 -.056 .(X)81 .O10

O .002 .007_ .O91 O -.002 .0078 .CO1 O -.00[ .0076 .002 O -.003 -0076 ._

1.01 .037 .008] -.004 1.Ol .0_0 .0078 -.004 i.O1 .O42 .0081 -.005 1.01 .043 .0081 -.O05

2.02 .O8_ .O09_ -.O11 2.O2 .083 .0090 -.Ol_ 2.02 .088 .0095 -.012 2.02 .O91 .0098 -.013

3.03 .129 .0/3-5 ".017 3.03 .1301 .0117 -.018 3.03 .134 .0122 -.019 3.04 .141i .0128 -.021

4.05 .170 .014_ -.O22 4.0_ .174 .0151 -.025 4.05 .178 .0157 -.026 4.09 .18_ .0172 -.0_9

_.06 .213 .plS_ -.028 5.06 .219 .O198 -.031 _.O6 .929 .0219 -.033 9.06 ._33 .0230 -.036

6.07 .253 .0231 ".033 6.07 .263 .0298 -.037 6.07 .272 .0298 -.039 6.07 .281 .0308 -.04_

8.09 -337 .036_ -.045 8.09 .391 .0433 -.049 8.10 .866 .0481 -.0_9 8.10 .376 ,0523 -,057

i0.ii .429 .0973-.057 i0.I_ .450 -0707-.064 10.22 .456 .0790-.067 LO.13 .476 .O826-.073

12.14 .519 .0879 -.071 12.15 .951 .1073 -.078 i_.15 .9_6 .1127 -.082 L2.15 .56_ .1199 -.089

14.16 .617 .1273 -.084 14.17 .640 .1492 -.010 14.17 .642 -1553 -.095 L9.17 .6_ .1616 -.I05

16.19 .721 -1778 -.096 16.19 .TSq .1969 -.103 16.19 .723 ._O91 -.i08 .6.90 .748 .2197 -.127

18.21 .811 .2315 -.109 18.22 .816 .2533 -.i16 18.92 .816 -2995 ".128 .8._2 .841 ._739 -.144

20.24 .698 .2907 -.i19 20.24 .909 -3153 -.131 20.24 .902 .39/1 ".139 _9.25 .940 .3430 -.169

_2.26 .981 .3501 -.124 _.26 .907 .3762 -.136 _2.25 .963 .3841 -.149 0 -.004 .0078 .001

_4.98 1.O48 .4294 -.130 24.28 1.O37 .4473 -.149 _4._7 1.O26 .4519 -.161

0 .002 .0071 ._i 0 -._i ._73 ._i O -.003 .0077 -.002

[ OL cD Cm _ c L CD Cm _ CL C D C m

I

M_0.2_ R=_.OXlO O M=O.25 R=8.0XIO s M=O.28 R=I_*OXIO _

0 -o.00 )._i 0.002 0 -0.008 0.0073 _.002

-3.03 -.i_6 .012_ .O16 -3.03 -.i_4 .O108 .019

-2.02 -.O87 .0107 .012 -2.02 -.086 .0087 .010

-i.01 -.046 .0081 .006 -i.O1 -.O45 .CC_ .007

0 -.006 .OO78 .002 O -.006 .0075 ,00_

I.O1 .033 .CO83 -.003 I.O1 .033 .0078 -.008

2.02 .070 .0086 -.008 2.02 .072 .0086 -.008

3.03 .i13 .0107 -.013 3-03 .112 .O101 -.014

4.04 .154 .0130 -.O18 4.04 .147 .0118 -.O18

5.O5 .194 .0153 -.023 5.09 .189 .O149 ".023

6.06 .232 .0183 -.O26 6.06 .209 -0175 -.0_6

8.08 .3]/ .O274 -.O38 8.08 .311 .0263 -.036

O.i0 .388 .0403 -.048 10.]i .39) .0400 -.049

2.12 .469 -O_77-.099 12.12 .471 .0569-.O_9

.4.1._ .590 .0825-.072 14.15 -853 .0812-.071

6.11 .648 .1919 ..0_6 16.17 .638 .1211 -.0_%

_8.1_ .722 .1642 -.095 L8._O .753 .1784 -.i0_

'_O.e] .808 .e173 -.i0_ 0 -.004 .0078 .OOZ

2_.2_ .907 .2831 -.126

24._ 1.019 .3_92 -.147

0 . .CO' .0083 .002

0 -0.002 3.oo92 o,oo 3 o -O.OLO 0.0084 3.ooR

-3.04 -.159 .o178 .o33 -3.o3 -.129 .0133 .o17

-2.03 -.IO8 .O130 .O23 -2.02 -.08_ .Oll2.01_

-1.O2 -.057 .0102.0le -i.O1 -.046 .009) .007

O -.008 .0093 .00_ 0 --_' .0073 .002

1.01 .053 .0105 -.009 1.01 .033 .0061 -.CO 3

2.03 .104 .0124 -.019 2.02 .073 .0088 -.008

3.04 .159 .0176 -.031 3.03 .116 .0118 -.014

4.06 .209 .0230 -.040 4.04 .156 .0143 -.019

8-07 .25_ .0298 -.047 9.05 .196 .0169 -.024

6.08 .303 .0401 -.055 6.06 .934 .0198 -.029

8.11 .401 .0656 -.O71 8.08 .312 .0_89 -.O39

10.13 .912 .0968 -.098 lO.lO .386 .o4iai-.0_9

12.Y •042 .1476 --135 12.12 .472 .O6_ -.061

0 0 .0100 -.003 14.15 .850 -O8_ -.073

16.17 .639 .121% -.089

18.19 ".731 .166Z -.104

20.22 .826 .2177 -.I_O

22._5 •935 .28_5 -.138

24._:q 1.030 .363C ".158

0 .0O8 .009 h -.OO1
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TABLEIX.- GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICSANDWIND-TUNNELDATA
FORA PLANETRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO2 WITH

NACA0008-63 SECTION- Concluded
(c) Data obtained in Ames6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel

_ I°L led J°_ _ J0_I coI°m _IcL r °D10o _ [°L l°D Ic_
M=I.30 R-I.SXlO6 M=I.40 R=I.SXlO8 M-1.53 E=I.SxlO s M=I.60 E=I.SxlOS

-3.05 -0.174 0.0270 0.047 -3.05 -0.148 0.0258 0.037 -3.05 -O.141 0.0256!0.035 -3.04 -O.130 0.0241 0.032

153 -o98....4 028_.53-0810215....._52 -o740_o4_018 -_52-067o195o16;-,01 -.023 .0198 .008 -.010 .0196 .003 -.OO9 .018_ .002 -.004 .0180 .001

1,52 .045 .0208 -.009 1.52 ,051 .0203 -.011 1.52 .052 .0_<)C -.012 1.52 .055 .0197 -.013

3,04 .i16 .O250 -.027 3.04 ,i18 .0247 -.027 3.04 ,i16 .0247 -.O28 3.04 .ii4 .0237 -.027

4.56 .189 .0320 ".045 4.56 .186 .0317 -.044 4.96 .179 .0319 -.041 4.56 .180 • 312 -.043

6.09 .259 .0427 -.065 6.09 .248 .0418 -.052 6.08 .242 .0422 -.058 6.07 .238 .0410 --057

7.61 .331 .0579 -.081 7.61 .320 ,0570 -.076 7.61 .301 -055_ -.072 7.59 .293 ,0540 -.070 7.6C

9.14 .401 .0761 -.097 9.13 .384 .0748 -.092 9.13 .365 .0726 -.087 9-11 .355 -0705 -.O8_ 7.12

10.66 .474 .0982 -.116 10.66 .444 .0952 -.106 10.65 .42_ -09371-.i02 10.6 .414 -0905 -,09(J lO.6Jl

12.18 .537 .1234 ".132 12.18 .506 .1197 -.121 12.18 .487 .1166 -.115 12.15 .409 .112 _ -.i=I 12.16

13.70 .566 .1476 --135 13.69 .529 .1389 -.124 13.67 .524 .1375 --123 13.69

15.22 ,617 .1759 -.148 15.22 .599 .1717 -.140 15.19 .572 .1640 --133 15.21

16.75 -654 .2040 -.150 16,72 .628 .1962 -.144 16.73

18.2" .702 .237' -.158 18.24 .675 .2285i-.i_0 18.2_

19.80 .744 .2728 -.164 i 19.76 .722 .264C -.158

21.32 -797 .3146 -.173 21.29 .766 .3024 -.166

22.8 .806 .3427 -.173

M=I.40 E=3.0×lO s

-3.08 -O.144 0.0274 0.038

-1.55 -.077 .0226 .020

-.01 -.006 .0208 .003

1.54 .059 .0219 -.013

3.08 .127 .0263 -.030

4.63 .194 .0340 -.046

6.16 .260 .0445 -.062

7.71 i326 .O_ -iO78

9.25 .390 -0767 -.093

10.80 .456 .0987 -.109

12.34 .919 .1236 -.125

13.89 .584 -1530 -.139

M=1.53 R=3.0×lOe

-3.08 -0.137 9.0269 0.035

-i.54 -.071 .0222 .O18

o -.004 .0204 .002

1.54 .06(] .O219 -.014

3.08 .126 .0265 -.030

4.62 .192 .0342 -.046

6.16 .254 .0447 -.061

7.70 .317 .0586 -.075

9.25 .379 -0754 -.089

[0.78 .432 .0950 -.102

[2.32 .490 .i182 -.115

13.86 .547 .1445 -.128

15.42 .601 .1737 -.140

16.95 .690 .2039 -.150

18.50 .699 .2382 -.159

20.04 .743 .2742 -.166

cL

M=I.53

-3-17 -0.140

-_.58 -.o71
-.oo!

1.98 .063

3.16 .129

4.75 .195

6.33 .257

7.91 .319

9.49 .376

11.o7 .434

M=I.60 R=3. OXlO s

-3.09 .0.132 D.0260 0-053

-1.54 -.066 .0218 .017

0 -.co4 .O202 .002

1.54 .059 .0217 -.O14

3.07 .120 .0259 -.029_

4.62 .182 .O336 -.044

6-15 .238 .0432 -.098

7.69 .299 .0967 -.072

9.24 .357 .0731 -.086

10.78 .416 .0999 -.099

12.32 .471 .1152 -.112

13.86 ._20 .1388 --123

15.40 .571 .1659 -.134

[6.93 .621 .1998 -.143

[8.49 .671 .2301 -.153

_O.04 .726 .2690 -.161

_i.60 .776 .3106 -.169

_3.14 .817 .3515 -.175

CD Cm _ CL

R=6.0XlO 8 M=I.60

0.0275 0.036 -3.16 -O.133

•0224 .019 I -i._ -.069

.O204 .002 O -.003

.0219 -.O15 i._ .060

.0267-.031 3.16 .123

.0344 -.O48 4.74 .188

-0452 -.063 6.31 .246

-0594 -.077 7.90 .309

•0761 -.09O 9.h8 .366

.o964-.io3 n.o6 .4eo

_.64 .477

14._ .532

M=I.70 R=3.0XlO e

-3.08 .0.123 0.0255 0.031

-1.53 -.063 .O212 .016

o -.003 .0190 .O01

1.94 -057 .0203 -.O13

3.08 .114 .0245 - .027

4.61 i .174 .0317 -.042

6"15 i .229 .0415 -.055

7.69 .289 .0_46 -.069

9-22 .341 .0701 -.081

10.77 .397 -0889 -.093

12.31 .442 .iO80 -.103

13.84 .495 .1320 -.i15

15.38 ._3 -1577 -.124

16.93 .989 .1861 -.133

18.46 .633 .2170 -.140

20.01 .685 i .2942 -.148

21.56 .727 .2903 -.i_

23.11 .778 .3343 -.163

24.67 .827 .3814 -.172

C D Cm _ CL

R=6.0XI0 s M=I.70

0.0265 0.034 -3-1 -0.125

.o218 .o18 -i._ -.o64

.0201 .OO2 o
-'_.oz_4-.o14 z.N

.0261 -.030 3-i_ [116

•0337 -.046 4.72 .176

.0440 -.060 6.30 .232

.o58o -.075 7.87 .286

.o747 -.O88 9.44 .342

.o940 -.O99 It.O2 .394

.ii74-.I12 12.60 .445

.1435-.ze5 14.18 .498

19.78

21.3o

22.8

24.35

M=I.30 R=6.OXI0 a

-3.18 _.170 3.028' 0.048

-l_& -.095 .0234 .028

-.01 -.018 .0215 .009

1.58 .056 .0226 -.011

3.16 .128, .0268 -.029

4.75 .204 .0346 -.049

6.34 .2761 .0459 -.067

7.93 .349 .0616 -.085

9.52 .419 .0811 -.102

11.11 .488 .1049 -.119

CD C m

R=6.OXlO m

).0263 0.031

.0219 .017

.O202 .CO1

•0213 -.013

•0257 -.028

.0328 -.042

.0427 -.095

•o553 -.068

.o712 -.081

.0893 -.091

.iiO6 -.i03

•1353 -.i14

10110orco
M=I.70 R-l. SxlO e

-3.0t-O.123 0.02650.031 -3.09

-i.5_ -.062 .O21_ -O15 -1,55

O -.002 .019] .CO1 0

1.5_ .Gw2 .020_ -.O12 1.53

J,O_ .iio .0244 -.026 3.09

4._ .170 .031_ -.040 4.63

6.0( .22> .0403 --053 6.17

.274 .0526 -.066 7-71

-335 .06_1 -.078 9.26

•393 .0866 -.092 10.80

.41,6 .I08C -.104 12.35

.49_ .1316 -.115

.546 .1576 -,12_

• 590 ,1853 -.13_

.642 .2184 -.14]

• 693 .2547 -.149

• 735 .2908 -..i_6

• 782 -3323 -.164

.824 -3753 -.17_

oIc,j00
M-I.30 R=3.0XlO e

-0.163 0.028 3.04_

-.090 .0231 .02 _

-.017 .0209.00I

-054 .0222 -.01(

-125 .0263 -.O2

.198 .0343 -.047

.266 .0452 -.064

.34o .o604 -.o8

.407 .0789 -.09

.472 -IO09 -.i16

•53_ .1265 -.131

M=Z._O _:6.0xZO _

-3.17 -0.150 O.OP_5 0.039

-1.591 -.079 ,0236 .021
0 -.006 .0214 .003

1.58 .062 .0231 -.014

3.16 .130 .0273 -.031

4.7_ .202 .0390 -.049

6.34 .268 .0_60 -.065

7.93 -339 .0614-.081

9.51 .I_)0 .o794 -.095

ll.10 .465 .i01_ -.llO

12.69 .529 .1276 -.126
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TABLEX.- GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICSANDWIND-TUNNELDATA
FORA PLANETRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO4

WITH3-PERCENT-THICKBICONVEXSECTION
(a) Geometric characteristics

- f

18.05 _- -:- 18.69 ---_

46.93 "

=59.50

Aspect ratio ................................
Taper ratio ................................ O

Airfoil section (streamwise) ............. 3.percent-thick biconvex

Total area, square feet ......................... 2.425

Mean aerodynamic chord, _1 feet .................... 1.038

Dihedral, degrees .............................. 0

Twist, degrees ............................... O

Incidence, degrees ............................. 0

Camber .................................. None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis_ feet ............. 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

icLIc0I0o
M=0.25 R=2.TXIO e

.71 -O.OlO 0.0097 0.OO1-.049 •0081 .003

0 -.013 .0097 .002

l.O1 .059 .0100 -.003

2.02 •109 .0107 - •007

3.03 .171 .01_6 -. Oll

4.04 .220 . 0205 -. 012

5.o5 .288 .0296 -.o13

6.o6 .346 .04oi -.o15

8.07 .453 .o65o -.012

i0.o9 .�No .0946 -.o08 1

12.10 ,629 .1321 -.007

14.n .714 .176o -.o09

16.13 .790 .2246 -.o18

18.13 .821 .2669 -.050

20.14 .861 .3165 -.071

22.14 .884 .3601 -. 076

24.14 .890 .3992 -.078

26.15 .926 .4539 -.084

28.15 .924 .4953 -.089

o -.013 .0097 .002

M=0.60 R=2.7XIO s

-0.008 0-0099 0
_.71 -.052 .0089 ._3

0 -.007 .0101 0

i.oi .051 .0094 --005

2.02 .122 .0121 -.010

3-03 .181 .o162 -.o14

4.o4 .266 .o242 -.o21

5.o5 .323 .o328 -.o22

6.o6 .390 .o444 -.o24

8.08 .492 .0705 ..024

10.09 ._9 .lo45 -.022

12.n .678 .1451-.o25

14.]_ .762 .1914 -.o39

16.13 .8o2 .2348 -.o6o

18.13 .826 .2765 -.084

20.13 .8_ .3186 -.096

22.14 .855 .3%4 -.102

24.14 .891 .4081 -.ill

26.15 .936 .4687 -.118

0 .016 .0109 -._i

oI lolcm
M=0.25 R=5._IO e

0 -0.013 0.OO93 0.001
-.76 -.052 .0085 .003

0 -.012 •0091 •001

l.Oi .053 .0095 -.003
2.02 .i14 .0i23 -.008

3-03 .167 .0i59 -.OlO
4.04 .237 .0221 -.013

5.05 .285 .0288 -.o14

6.09 .335 -o377 -.o15
8.07 .491 .o638 -.013

io.1o .9_6 .0946 -.oi0

12.12 .638 .1324 -.009

14.13 .721 .1757 -.012

16.1] .79o .2213 -.Ol9

18.14 .839 .2722 -.o57

20.14 .877 .32o6 -.o75

22.15 .888 .3605 -.o80

24.19 .916 .4o91 -.083

26.15 .942 .4598 -.082

28.15 .956 .5115 -.089

o -.o08 .0098 -.OO1

oloLlcol°m
M=0.25 R=9.1XI_

0 -0.012 3.0087 O

-.76 -.o59 .0089 .004

0 -.011 .0087 0

1.01 .059 .0096 -.005

2.02 •ll5 .Oll8 -, 009

3- O3 .172 .0i57 -. Oli
4.04 .226 : .0212 -.014

5.05 .294 .0302 -.015

6.O6 .351 .0406 -.0i6

8.07 .455 •0667 -. o15

io. 09 .5_6 •0996 - •o13

12.1o .643 .1375 -.013

13.11 .697 .1619 -.o14

o -.o13 .0088 -.CO1
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TABLEX.- GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICSANDWIND-TUNNELDATA
FORA PLANETRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO4 WITH

3-PERCENT-THICKBICONVEXSECTION- Concluded
(c) Data obtained Ames6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel

I°L 1°DI_
M=O.61 R=I.TXlO e

•0.049 ).0079 o.ooe

-0-95 -.300

-1.08 -.083 .0o9c .006

-2.18 -.157 .0123 ,013-

-3.26 -.231 .0183 .015

-4.33 .0267 .O18

-9.38 -.367 .0378 .O19

•94 .033 .009C -.007

1.08 .078 .0107 ..012

2.15 .14/ .O132 !-.O18

3.24 .219 .O196 -.020

4.32 .294 .0289 -.024

5.38 .359 ,0401 -,026
6.45 .422 .0534 -,027

8.55 .543 .0673 -.O25

10.65 .641 .1269 -.028

12.74 -737 .1735 -.032

14.81 .803 .2192 -.044

17.84 .857 .2877 -.084

M=1.40 R=I.TXlO e

-0.49 -0.038 0.0127 0.0O7

-1.02 -.070 •0135 .014

oloLIool
M=0.81 R=I.TXIO s

-0.96 -0.052 0.0O90 0.004

-1.13_ -.096 .0093 .011

-2.22 -.182 .O132 .O19

-3.30 -.294 .0187 .022

-4.38 -.340 .0294 .o27

-5.47 -.409 .0417 .030

• 52 .043 .oo78 -.011

i.ii .092 .OO96 -.O17

2.20 .173 .O143 -,O25

3.30 ,250 .0270 -,029

4.37 .328 ,0305 -.033

5.44 .401 .0432 -.036

6,53 .473 .O989 -.O39

8.68 -579 .O946 -.042

10.75 .703 .1405 -.O57

12.86 .793 .1905 -.067

14.90 .852 .2371 -.086

M=I. 53 R:l.TxZO e

-0.49 -0.034 ).0132 ).0O7

-i.O1 -.06 .O141 .O13

-2.07 -.137 .0170 .030 -2.06 -.125 .0162 .027

-3.11 -.201 .0233 .045 -3.11 -.184 ._214 .040

-4.11 -.269 .O310 .O59 -4.13 -.239 .0288 .O53

-5.14 -.325 .O411 .O74 -5.15 -.299 .O39C .067

.48 .029 .0140 -.008 .48 .029 .O13b -.007

1.51 .064 .0150 -.016 1.01 .061 .0144 -.015

2.06 .128 .0182 -.O3O 2.06 .121 .0171 -.028

3.10 -195 .0238 -.046 3.10 .178 .0215 -.042

4.13 ,298 .0314 -.061 4.12 .233 .0292 -.054

5.16 .318 .0410 -.075 5-15 .290:.0388 -.067

6.19 .378 .0533 -.089 6.18 .349 .0505 ..081

8.26 .498 .0840 -,i17 8.24 .449 ,0767 -.i05

lO.31 .611 .1216 -.143 I 10.29 .550 .lll 3 -.128

12.36 ,716 .1669 -.167 I 12.34 .647 .1520 -.151

14.42 ,818 .2190 -.189 14.39 .743 .2OO0 -.173

17.90 .994 .3086 -.214 17.47 .897 .2900 -.206

M-O.91 R=2 •9",<i0e M-O.93 R=2.�XIO e

-0.60 -0.045 0.0o88 3.O02 -0.601-0.048 0.0089 0.CO2

-i.19 -.196 .0096 .01o -1.201 -.I01 .0097 .012

-2.34 -.2o3 .0144 .o26 -2.35 -.221 .0165 .038

-3.48 -.307 .0245 .041 -3.51 -.330 .0271 .059

-4.62 -.399 .0373 .054 -4.63 -.414 .0402 .072

-9.73 -:481 -0537 .064 -5.76 -.510 .0592 .090

-55 .047 .0089 -.010 .55 .Oh8 .0O90 -.011

1.19 .io2 .0095 -.018 1.15 .i02 .0o93 -.020

2.32 .2o2 .0152 -.034 2.31 .214 .0160 -.043

3.47 .303 .0253 -.0_8 3.45 .320 .0266 -.063

4.61 ._01 .0389 -.063 4.59 .415 .0410 -.081

5.73 .492 .O567 -.O80 5.71 .502 .O985 -.O94

6.86 .580 .0?78 -.o95

9.06 .721 .1238 ..Ill

M:I.60 R=2. _.i0 e M=I.70 R=2.�XlO e

-O.51 -O.O32 0.O128 O.0O7 -O.51 -O.O31 ).O139 ).006

-1.05 -.063 .0139 .014 -i.0_ -.058 .0145 .012

-2.11 -.ll8 .O171 .O26 -2.11 -.i12.0175 .o24

-3.16 -.175 .0222 .040 -3.15 -.163 .0222 .036

-4.21 -.230 .0291 .052 -4.20 -,214 .0287 .048

-5.26 -.284 .0378 .064 -9-25 -.265 .0371 .059

•51 .O28 .O136 -.0o7 .51 .028 .O140 -.OO7

1.O5 .061 .O142 -.O15 I.O_ .058 .O143 -.O14

2.10 .I14 .O170 -.027 2.10 .108 .O173 -.025

3.16 .].70 .0226 -.040 3.15 .199 .O215 -.037

4.21 .223 .02'94 -.052 4.20 .210 .0281 -.0_8

5.26 .277 ,0382 -,064 5.24 .260 .0363 -,060

6.30 .332 .0493 -.077 6.29 .309 .01_5 -.071

8.39 .432 .0757 -.100 8.37 .b05 .0713 -.093

10.49 .528 ,I092 -.122 i0.46 .497 .1027-.113

12.5_ .)87 .1406 -.134

M=1.20 1:4.2XIO e

-0.55 "0-045 0.01_ 3.01(

-1.12 -.067 .O16] .O19

-2.22 -.170 .O2O( .O3E

-3.33 -.255 .O27_ .O51

-4.43 -.336 .O36_ .07.c

.54 .O4C .O15] -.O1(

i.Ii .08_ .O157 -.O20

2.21 .163 .O197 -.038

3.31 .24_ .O268 -.O57

4.42 .33] .0375 -.076

M=I.30 R=4-_-106

-0.54 -0,cho o.o146 0.o08

.l.ll -.o77 .o199 .o17

.2.20 -.153 .o194 .034

-3-30 -.227 .0257 .050

-4.39 -.297 .0347 .067

-5.49 -.37o .0462 .083

.54 .039 .o152 -.OLO

l.lO .o76 .oi58 -.o19

2.20 .149 .o193 -.035

3.29 .224 .0260 -.052

4.39 .298 .O355 -.069

5.48 .366 .0_72 -.084

6.32 ,421 .0)85 -.097

o Iool°m° I°L I°o
M=O.91 R=I.TXlO e M=O.93 R=I.TXIO e

-0.56-0.096 LOIOI ).0O6 -0.57 "0.05911.009 0.006

-i.14 -.ii 5 .O111 .O19 -i.ii -.121.011_ .626

-2.26 -o213 .O153 .O34 -2.24 -.231 .O168 .O49

-3.36 -.312 .0243 .047 "3.32 -.319 .0254 .060

-4.46 -.420 .O40 .074 .52 .058 ,O101 -.O19

•52 .O55 .O085 -.O15 1.11 .128 .0119 -.O37

1.O8 .108 .DIO2 -.024 2.22 .225 .0182 -.O57

2.24 ,228 .0171 ".053 3.32 .314 .0265 -.068

3.32 .31_ .0266 -.067

4.37 .389 .036e -.064

5.50 .447 .O494 -.060

M=I.60 R=I.TXlO e

-0.49 .0.030 3.0141

-1.01 -.060 .0144

-2.06 -.i18 .O164

-3.10 -.175 .0208

-4.12 -.229 .0277

-5.15 -.281 .0365

.48 .028 .0124

1.01 .061 .0134

2.06 .117 .0160

3.1C .173 .0205

4.12 .226 .0277

5.14 .279 .0372

6.17 .330 .0477

8.22 .430 .0737

10.28 .929 .iO71

12.32 .622 .1463

14.37 .713 .1918

17.45 .847 .2734

M=I.20 R=2.�XlO e

-O.52 -O.O44 O.O140 O.0o9

-I. 07 - •083 • 0152 .O18

-2.15 -.166 •O195 •038

-3.22 -.249 .0263 .0)8

-4.29 -.330 .0360 .075

-5-35 -.412 .0485 .094

• 51 .034 .0148 -,0o9

1.07 .081 .0151 -.019

2.14 .1)8 .O189 -.037

3.21 .239 .O261 -.O56

4.28 .322 .03)8 -.075

5.34 .401 .0/_82 -.093

6.41 .483 .O642 -.i12

M=O.61 B=4 •_Y-lO 8

-0.60 -O.O47 1.009_ o.0o2 -0.62

-1.17 -.084.0IO( .005 -1.22

-2.30 -.159 .O13] .Oll -2.37

-3.40 -.23( .O18_ .O16 -3.51

-4.52 -.306 .02771 .O19 -4.65

-5.62 -.376 .0389 .020 -5.79

•57 .035 .0093 -.006 .60

1.15 .076 .0095 -.O10 1.20

2.27 .149 .O132 -.O16 2.35

3.39 -223 .O199 -.020 3.49

4.50 .297 .0291 -.023
5.61 .367 .0413 ..026

6.71 .431 .0557 -.027

8.90 .548 .0909 -.o25

ii.05 .647 .1329 -.O_q

11.93 .680 .1504 -.028

M=I ._0 -R=4.2XIO e

-0.94 -0.036 0.0143 0.007

-l.ll -.072 .O151 .O15

-2.19 -.140 .O188 .O31

-3.28 -._08 .O247 .O46

-4.36 -._73 .03_7 .061

-5.45 -.336 .O425 .O75

.94 .O36 .O14_ -.0O9

i,iO .O73 .O1_ -.O18

2,19 .139 .O18_ -.033

3.27 .e06 .02_ ..O48

4.36 .27h .033( -.063

5.45 .394 .0_. _ -.077

6.52 -397 .0574 -.091

M=I.70 R=I. 7XlO 8

0.006 -0.48 -0.028 O.O145 0.006

.O12 -i.O1 -.O97 .O149 .O12

.026 -2.05 -.iiO .O164 .O24

.039 -3.10 -.163 .0208 .036

.o51 -4.12 -.213 .0267 .048

•063 -5.14 -.262 .o349 .O59

-.007 .48 .O28 .O124 -.0o'

-.o15 i.oi .057 .oI_9 ..o14

-.027 2.05 .lO8 .0152 -.O25

-.041 3.09 .160 .0197 -.037

-.053 4.11 .211 .0266 -.Ok9

-.065 9.14 .261 .O351 -.060

-.077 6.16 .309 .0446 -.072

..iOO 8.21 .405 .0692 -.O94

..123 10.26 .497 .1003 ".i15

-.145 12.31 .)84 -1373 ".139

-.166 14.35 .672 .1805 ".155

-.195 L7.42 .804 .2592 -.182

M:I. 30 R=2.9'.<1o e

-0.52 -o.o_i o o149 3.008

.1.o? -.077 .o157 .o16

-2.13 -.147 .o193 .033

-3.20 -.223 .0257 .050

-4.27 -,294 .0345 .067

-9.32 -.36_ .0457 .082

.51 .033 .O194 -.009

1.07: .074 .0157 -.018

2.13 .144 .O190 -.O34

3-19 ,215 .0253 -.050

4.26 .289 .0345 -.067

5-31 .357 .0_53 -.083

6.37 .424 .O590 -.O98

8.49 ,551 .0924 -.127

M=O.81 R=4-_<IO e

-o,052 0.0O89 0.0O3

-.096 .O100 .008

-.186 .0144 .018

-.eTO ,Cel6 .Oe4

--349 .O317 .028

-.425 .0491 .032

•043 .0O88 ..008

•O91 .OO96 -.O14

•177 .0143 -.023

.259 .oe13 -.O28

4.63 .541 .0335 -.033

5.76 .414 .0473 -.037

6.88 ._88 .0646 -.0_o

8.16 .553 .O897 -.038

M:I. 53 R=4.23 <lOs

-0.94 -0.034 1.0140 0.0o7

-1.10 _= .0149 .014
-2.18 -[_ .oz83 .o28

-3.26 -.186 .0238 .041

-_,.34 -.24_= .o312 .o94

-5.41 -._99 .0403 .067

._ .034 .O141 -.009

1.0_ .068 .0190 -.016

2.16 .126 .O185 -.O_9

3.2( .186 .O241 -.043

4.3. _ .245 .O319 -.O56

5.411 .301 .O415 -.069

6.491 .355 .0528 -.O81

7.39 .403 .0643 -.092

oIoL1ooioo
M=I.30 R=I.TXIO e

049 ._o:g_......1.o2 .o1_o°:o_
-2.O7 -.14_ .O176 .032

-3.1_ -.221 .0240 .O49

-4.15 -.291 .O325 -065

-5.18 -.357:.0437 .O81

•53 .030 .O146 -,0o8

i.O5 .067 .O155 -.O17

2,11 .137 .O189 -.033

3.10 .206 .02t9_ -.049

4.14 .276 .O330 -.065

9.17 .342 .0435 -.080

6.22 .409 .0969 -.O96

8.27 .940 .090o -.126

10.32 .660 .1304 -.192

12.3_ .772 .1772 -.176

14.43 .872 .2302 -.198

17._ i,O41 .3333 -.219

M=O.61 R=2.�XlO e M=O.81 E=2. _'XlO e

-0.55 -o.o38 ).0o87 -o.55 -O.O43 O.OO86 o.0oI

-1.13 -.075 .00_3 .C03 -i.i( -.085 .0094 .0o6

-2.24 -.191 .0122 .010 -2._ -.176 .0136 .016

-3.34 -.228 .0185 .014 -3.42 --259 .0208 .023

-4.42 -.301 .0_74 .018 -4.53 -.341 .0315 .027

-5-51 -.363 .0380 .019 -5.64 -.420 .0455 .031

•55 .038 .OO88 -.006 .58 .O42 .OO91 -.008

1.12 .07( ,OO93 -.O10 1.15 .090 .0093 -.O13

2.23 .147 .O136 -.O16 2.29 .175 .O142 -.O23

3.33 .223 .O202 -.O21 3,40 .258 .0222 -.029

4.42 .29( .0290 -.024 4.52 .342 .0330 -.035

5.5¢ .36_ .0402 -.026 9.63 .415 .0466 -.038

6.59 .42£ .0546 -.028 6.73 .481 .0628 -.C&O

8.74 .545 .0880 -.o26 8.87 .)82 .0987 -.040

10.87 .637 .1271 -.026 11.06 .712 .i_85 -.0)8

12.9_ •731 .1738 --033

15.0_ .808 .22_ -.046

18.13 .849 .2891 -.087

M=I.40 R=2 .�XlO _ M=1.53 R=2.9 xlO_

-O.51 -0.038 O.O148 0.007 -O.51 -0.034 ).O138 1.007

-1.O6 -.O71 .O156 .O15 -1.06 -.065 .O145 .O14

-2.13 -.138 .O191 .O3O -2.13 -.125 .O179 .O28

-3.19 -.205 .O251 .O_6 -3.17 -.183 .O231 .O_1

-4.25 -,270 .0334 .O61 -4.22 -.241 .0304 .054

-5.31 -.335 .O437 .076 -5.28 -.298 .0398 .067

.51 .032 .O154 -.008 .51 .O321 .O145 -.008

1.06 .068 .O156 -.O16 1.O6 .064 .O149 -.O16

2.12 .133 .O187 -.032 2.11 .120 .O179 -.028

3.18 .199 .0249 -.047 3.17 .179 .0232 -.042

4.24 .264 .033o -.062 4.22 .236 .0308 -.055

5.29 .327 .0433 -.076 5.28 .296 .0404 -.068

6.34 .386 -0553 -.090 6.32 .349 .O516 -.080

8.46 .502 .0862 -.117 8.41 .454 .0794 -.105

L0.52 -5)8 .1152 -.1_9

M=O.91 R=4._XlO e M=0.93 R=4-_XlO e

-0.65 -0.099 0.0092 3.005 =0.64 -0.0)8 o.o090 0.0O5

-1.25 ..112.010. _ .013 -1.25 ..116 .O106 .O17

-2.42 -.212 .0156 .027 -2.44 -.234 .0175 .040

-3.61 -.32_ .0261 .044 -3.62 -.338 .0282 .060

-4.77 -.418 .039_ .059 -4.78 -.436 .o431 .079

-5.93 -.905 .O57_ .074 .)8 .O92 .0092 .O12

•57 .041 ,0090 -.OlO 1.20 .109 .0099 .023

I.P2 .103 .0O98 -.019 2.37 .221 .0166 .047

2.39 .20_ .0155 -.034 3.56 .326 ,0276 .067

3.57 ,31_ .0260 -.052 4,72 .424 .O_7 .084

4.74 .40.= ,O401 -.062

5.91 .49_ .0577 -.077

M=I.20 R=l.7xlO e

-o.49o._ o.o12O.OLO-1.02 ._ .013_ .019

-2.09 -.167 .0177 -037

-3.1_ -.246 .0245 .o55

-4.16 -.328 .0340 .074

-5._o -.4o8 .o494 .094

•47 .032 .0132 -.009

1.O2 .076 .O141 -.O_9

2.07 .149 .O177 -.036

3.11 .231 .0239 -.055

4.15 .310 .033C -.072

5-19 .389 .0449 -.092

6.23 .470 .0604 -.Ill

8.30 .641 ,0988 -.151

10.39 .789 .1492 -,167

12.42 .854 ,197( -.170

M=l.60 R=4. _xlO e

-0.54 -0.033 0.0136 0.007

-i.i0 -.062 .01_6 .013

-2.17 -.120 .O178 .027

-3.25 -.176 .0228 -039

-4.32 -.230 .0300 .052

-5.39 -.284 .0385 .064

•53 •032 •O136 -.OO8

l.lO .064 .0145 -.O15

2.17 .ll 9 .O176 -.027

3.25 .177 .O2_$ -.O41

4.32 .232 .0301 -.053

9-39 .28h .0394 -.065

6.46 .337 .O9C_ -.077

?.78 ._01 t0661 -.091

M=l. 70 _=4 •_XlO e

-0.53 -0.032 O.O14_ 0.008

-1.O9 -.o59 .O14_ .O1_

-2.16 -.ll3 .018( .02.=
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TABLEXI.- GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICSANDWIND-TUNNELDATA
FORA PLANERECTANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO2

WITH3-PERCENT-THICKROUNDED-NOSESECTION
(a) Geometric characteristics

A// dimensions shown in inches
un/es$ otherwise noted

/f

= B0.25 =

/3.23

q---'_-C--

= /3.23 --_

--- 46.93 =

_- 59.50

Aspect ratio .............................. 2
Taper ratio ................................ i
Airfoil section (streamwise) . . 3-percent-thick biconvex with elliptical nose
Total area_ square feet ....... .................. 2.430
Mean aerodynamic chord_ _ feet .................... 1.102

Dihedral_ degrees ............................. 0
Twist, degrees ............................... 0
Ineidence_ degrees ............................. 0
Camber .................................. None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............. 0

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE XlI.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA

FOR A PLANE 45 ° SWEPTBACK WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2

WITH 3-PERCENT-THICK ROUNDED-NOSE SECTION

.... (a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown in inches

unless ofherwise holed

i 2.38

= 18.05 = _ 19.84

46.93

-- 59.50

/3.23

Aspect ratio ................................ 2
Taper ratio ............................... 333
Airfoil section (streamwise) . 3-percent-thick biconvex with elliptical nose

Total area, square feet ........................ 2.430
Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet .................. . . 1.194
Dihedral, degrees ............................. 0
Twist, degrees ............................... 0
Incidence, degrees ............................. 0
Camber .................................. None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............. 0
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TABLE XIII.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA

FOR A PLANE TAPERED WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3.1

WITH 3-PERCENT-THICK ROUNDED-NOSE SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

-- 1947

568---_ _595k

15.32 "_"

46.9,3

zt-- 59.50

Aspect ratio ............................... 3.08

Taper ratio ................................ 388

Airfoil section (stresmwise) . . . 3-percenD-thick biconvex with elliptical nose

Total area, square feet ......................... 2.425

Mean aerodynamic chord_ _ feet ...................... 9am

"Dihedral, degrees ............................. 0

Twist 3 degrees ............................... 0

Iacidence_ degrees ............................. 0
None

Csmber ..................................

Distance t wing reference plane _o body axis_ feet ............. 0

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

I0 ICDICm
M=0.25 R=2.4xlo e

-O.OlO 0.o058 o.ool

.71 -.047 .oo55 -.oo4

o -.oo7 .oo55 o

1.01 .044 .0062 .006

2.02 .098 .0089 .010

3.02! .145 .0102 .014

4.03i .212 .0169 .019

5.04 = .265 .0240 .025

6.05 .321 .0343 .031

8.07 .458 .0656 -033

10.09 .591 .1074 .014

12.11 .702 .1579 -.037

14.12 .772 .1924 -.062

16.12 .723 .2227 -.072

18.11 .712 .2488 -.078

20.12 .723 .2809 -.078

22.12 .759 .3251 -.081

24.13 .810 .3799 -.085

26.14 .847 .4309 -.093

28.14 .854 .4746 -.098

0 -.010 .0054 0

i0icolcm
M=0.60 R=2.4XI06

-0.01 -0.011 0.0065 -O.001
-.71 -.054 .0076 -.007

-.01 -.010 .0067 -.003

1.01 .051 .0078 .003

2.02 .i13 .0103 .010

3-03 .170 .0132 .013

4.04 .238 .0196 .017

5.05 .301 .o281 .023

6.06 .378 .0409 .025

8.08 .503 .o712 .o18

io.io .639 .1169 -.OLO

12.11 .689 .1571 -.055

14.11 -705 .1905 -.078

16.11 .692 .2166 -.079

18.20 .723 .2539 -.083

20.12 .727 .2849 -.079

22.12 .774 .3340 -.090

24.13 .831 .3915 -.103

26.14 .874 .4484 -.108

28.14 .900 .5015 -.i15

0 -.005 .0079 -.007

CL led ICm

M=0.25 R=4.6xl0 s

0 -OjO09 0.0072 0

-.71 -:048 .0059 -.005

o -.oo9 .0069 -.oo2

1.01 .045 .0074 .004

2.02 .098 .0089 .008

3.02 .155 .0113 .012

4.03 .212 .0162 .017

5.04 .273 .0252 .021

6.05 .332 .0359 .026

8.07 .449 .0638 .030

i0.i0 .597 .1087 .013

12.11 .708 .1590 -.036

14.12 .732 .1954 -.073

16.11 .713 .2221 -.080

18.11 .708 .2483 -.078

20.12 _731 .2854 -.081

22.13 .791 .3389 -.083

24.13 .828 .3898 -.089

26.14 .855 .4368 -.093

28.14 .864 .4790 -.099

0 -.007 .0052 -.002

CONFIDENTIAL

_ICzlCDCm

M=0.25 R=8.3XI0 s

-0.013 0.0079 -0.001
.71 -.054 .0063 -.005

0 -.012 -_72 -.002

l.O1 .037 ._68 ._3

2.01 .077 .0074 .006

3.02 .149 .0098 .Oll

4.03 .2061 .0157 .014

5.04 .265 .0271 .017

6.05 .328 .0378 .023

8.07 .441 .0654 .027

10.09 .583 .1063 .019

12.12 .721 .1566 -.034

0 -.00" .0079 .OlO

O
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84 CONFIDENTIAL NACA RM A53A30

TABLE XlV.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR

A TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2, CAMBERED AND TWISTED

FOR A TRAPEZOIDAL SPAN LOAD DISTRIBDTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown in inches

unless otherwise noted

,21.12 =

. ___ ro = 3.06 '

-- 60.44

34,00 "_

=76.50

17.00

Aspect ratio ................................ 2

Taper ratio ............................... 0
Airfoil section (streamwise i .................... NACA 0005-63

Total area, square feet ................... 4.014

Mean aerodynamic chord, 6, feet ................... 1.889

Dihedral, degrees ............................. 0

Twist, degrees .......................... see fig 1

Incidence, degrees ............................ 0
Camber ................................ see fig 1

Distance_ wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............ 0
Design lift coefficient at M=1.53 .................... 0.25
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86 CONFIDENTIAL NACA RMA53A30

TABLE XV.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA FOR

A TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 4, CAMBERED AND TWISTED

FOR A TRAPEZOIDAL SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All d/mensions shown in inches

unless otherwise noted

17.00

Aspect ratio ............................... 4

Taper ratio ............................ 0
Airfoil section (streamwise) .................. NACA 0005-63

Total area_ square feet ....................... 2.007

Mean aerodynamic chord, _, feet ..................... 944
Dihedral_ degrees ............................ 0

Twist, degrees ........................... see fig 1
Incidence _ degrees ............................ 0
Camber ............................... see fig 1

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis_ feet ............. 0
Design lift coefficient at M=l.15 ................. 0.35
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TABLEXV.- GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICSANDWIND-TUNNELDATAFORA
TRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO4, CAMBEREDANDTWISTEDFORA

TRAPEZOIDALSPANLOADDISTRIBUTION- Concluded
(b) Data obtained in Ames12-foot pressure wind tunnel

.I_ I_ 0. _IcLIcDIoo o ICLIODI0_°feLl00 0° "IC_I_DI°" _ICLI_I °"
M=O.25 R=I.SXIO e M=O.hO R=I.SXlO s M-O.60 R=l-9 xlOs M=0.80 B=I.�XlO s M=0.90 E=l. SXlO s ' M=O.93 B=l.9 xlOs

............. O.0] O.O67 3.009% -O.OO8 0.01 0.07( 3.0111 -0.001 .................. 0.O1 ).08113.0130 -0.O18 O.O1 O.109 IO.Ol#O -0.O25

-9"_ -.%37 ).0798 0.030 -9.0( -.%75 .0796 .015 -9.06 -.%7[ .0852 -9-07 -0.910 ).0933 0.023 '9.07 -.560 •1079 .052 -9.08 -.5997 :]/%% .073
-0.%87 .044 -8.07 .0953 .060

-8.06 .0666 .031 -8.0(-.52% .0671 .013 -8.O6 -.%3_ .0715 0.O06-8.06 -.449 .0774 .013 •8.07 ".812 "0903 ""

-6.03 -.319:.0%38 .027 -6.0-= -.310 .0443 .Oll -6.03 -.3_ "O%52 .Ol( -6.05 -.3 h6 .0518 .010 .6.0,= ..401 .0990 .034 .6.06 -.%15 .0609 .0_

-%.03 -.191 .0252 .021 -% O= -.187 .O255 .OO6 -4.03 -.2O2 .O257 .OO_ -%.O3 -.218 .O291 .OO7 "%.03 -.249 .0372 .019 -%.03 -.270 .O392 .03O

-3.02 -.132 .OI90 .019 -3.0_ -.122.0195 .OO3 -3.02 -.132 .O169 .OO_ -3.02 -.1%7 .021% .OO4 "3.0_ -.174 .O274 .O13 -3.03 -.189 .O297 .O19

-2.01 -.068 .0193 .012 ' -2.O] -.O96 .0109 -.OO2 -2.01 .061 .0132 -.OO_ -2.O1 -.069 .016% ..O02 -2.0] ".089 .0176 .OO% -_.O1 -.390 .0186 .009

-i.00 -.O12 .0122 .008!-I.C< .005.0lll -.096 -i.00 O .OllO ..CO[ .i.00 .002 .O131-.006-I.C(-.00% .01%1 -.007 -1.51-.0%5 .O166 -.CO1
.079 .O123 -.019 -i.O0 .003 .O148 ..007

•01 .098 .0087 .002 .0] .072 •0103 -.010 .O1 .067 .O102 -.OOI .01 .08% .O119 -•O19 l[O1 .163 .013C -.028 -.%9 .0_7 .0139 -.O16

1.02 .117 .OO84 -.CO5 1.O_ .134 .OO95 -.01% 1.02 .133 .0108 -.O1! 1.02 .164 ...... O2,=

2.02 .179 .OO97 -.008 2.0! •196 01131 _.019 2.03 .199 .O12_ ..01_ 2.O 3 .23% .0136 -.O33 2.O3 .258 .0171 -.045 .01 .091 .O139 ".023

3.03 .239 .0119 -.011 3.0] .262 '.O14% -.025 3.03 .268 .01% 9 -.02J 3.03 .299 .0169 -.0%] 3-05 .3%5 '030_ -.0_8 .5_ .137 .01_i -.0_9

%.03 .297 .0195-.017 %.0 .311 .0173 -.02% %.03 -330 .0185 -.039 %.09 .381 .0223-.0_ 4.06 .%30 .O%2,= -.070 1.0_ .179 .O155 "-095

6.06 .%20 .0269-.030 6._ .%32 .0282 -.O25 6.06 .h92 .0307 --037 6.07 .527 .0%16-.0_ 6.08 .97 % .06%3 ..086 1.93 .229 .0180 ..044
•621 .O781 -.05_ 8.09 .669 .1007' -.085 2.03 .274 .O209 -.051

8.07 .52% .04%7-.018 8.0' .5%3 .0901 -.030 8.08 .570 .0602 -.041 8.08 .682 .1208-.05] _0.O9 .709 .1377 -.081 3.05 .366 .030] -.072
10.08 .628 .0852-.016 iO._ .640 .0925 -.026 10.O9 .653 .1044 -.032 10.09 %.06 .%92 .042] -.C89

12.09 .714 .1287-.011 12._' .727 .1389 -.026 12.10 .7%0 .1512 -.029 12.10 .7%4 .16%6-.05S [2.10 .778 •1822 -.090

l%.ll .798 .1787-.Ol# 14._. 1 .802 .1869 -.029 1%.10 .792 .1952 -.027 14.11 .799 .2084-.06! i%.11 .845 .2307 -.10% 6.08 .590 .0703-.109
16.11 .863 .232]-.015 16. TM. .857 .2371 -.032 16.11 .832 .2hO8 -.034 16.11 .805 .246_ ".07 _ 16.12 .929 .2860 -.120 8.10 .730 -1125 -.12%

18.12 .910 .28%_-.O22 18.12 .887 .287% -.046 18.11 .816 .2771 -.O38 18.11 .823 •287]-.08_ 18.13 .953 .3380 -.135 10*l O .772 .1908 -.107

19.12 .921 .308,= -.029 19. .883 .3098 -.066 19.11 .819 .2998 ..060 19.11 .830 .306_ -.08_ .O1 .079 .0125 -.019 12.11 .859 .2011 -.]18_ 1%.13:_ .o1_618-.137• .07] .OLO3 -.oo8 .oi •067 .OLO8 -.oo8 .oi -.o21

m ! !

CD Om

M=O.95 E 1. _XlO 6 M=0.96 R=I._ XlOs M=O .25 B=3.OXlO _ M=O.25 B=5. oxloe M_0.25 R-_ -OxlO e

I m

o.oi 9.o89 o.o163 -o.o21 .... , .... , .... , .... o.oi 0.o6% O.OLO3! -o.oo7 .... 0.oi I).o6% ).olll -O.OO5

-9.09 -.699 .1290 .IC_ -9.09 0.680 9.13oi 0.12% -9.06 -.%79 .0787 .021 -9.06 -0.%71 0_0671 _-o23 -9.06 -.473 .0699 .026

-8.08 -.589 .1062' .392! -8.08 ..606 .1089 .llO -8.06 -.426 .0659 .019 -8.05 -.%1% .053% .020 -8.06 -.%15 .O929 .O25

-6.06 -.%%% .0691 .070 -6.06 -.448 .0705 .083 -6.03 -.312 .0%26 .015 -6.03 -.299 .0339 .015 -6.03 -.299 .0307 .019

-%•03 -.295 .O%O9 .0%9 -%.O3 -.282 .O%O5 .051 -%.O2 -.183 .O2%2 .Oii -4.O2 -.183 .0210 .010 -%.O2 -.18% .O185 .013

.3.03 -.207 .0296 .03% -3.03 -.190 .0312 -03% -3.02 -.124 .O181 .007 -3.02 -.]23 .0155 .006 -3.02 ..128 .O134 .O10

-2.01 _.lll .0218 .015 -2.O1 -.lO1 .022_ .016 -2.O1 -.06_ .O132 .o01 -2.01 -.O6_ .O128 .OO3 -2.01 -.068.0i15 .OO5-1.00 ..OO2 .0100 -.COl

.O1 .06% .O101 -.005

1.02 .124 .0102 -.O10

2.03 .188 .Ol18 -.01%

-1.90 -.O31 .Oll9 OOO3_i,51 ..055 .0203 ,005 -i.00 -.01% .020_ 0 -I.OO .001 .0115 -,OO3

-.00_ .0107-1.00 .002 .0177 -.009 .01 .083 .o193 ..023 .Ol .06% •0109 ..006 -i. .030 .0101 -.00%

-.91 •038 .0171 -.015 1.02 .178 .o21]-.0%2 1.02 .12% .0105 -.009 "_01 .063.0lOl-.007

.01 .082 .0166 -.024 2.03 .273 .0275 -.068 2.0_ .182 .0118 -.ol 5

.52 .137 .0177 -.034 3.05 .373 .0373 -.09% 3.03 ._43 .01%5 -.o21 .51 .096 .01o3 -.010 3.03 .2%5 .01%3 -.018

1.02 .177 .0195 -.041 %.06 .%%9 .0%9_-.108 %.03 .299 .0172 -,016 1.02 .127 .0105-.013 %.03 .297 .0177 -.022

1.53 .21_ .O218 -.049 6.08 .615 .081_-.1%3 6.05 .%13 .0260 -.0_3 1.52 •199 .0110-.O1% 6.06 .%_2 .0284 -.033

2.03 .26_ .0265 -.065 8.10 .7_ .12%_-.168 8.07 ,925 ,0430 -.028 2,03 .186 .0116-.017 8.07 .53% .0%29 -.038

3.05 .36_ .039h -.089 10.12 .883 ,1761 -.192 i0.0_ .628 .080% -.028 3.03 .2%5 .01%O-.021 10.09 .6%5 .0670 -.043

%.06 .45] .0482 -.108 L2.13 I.OOl .231 _ ..211 12.10 .719 .128% -.021 %.03 .300 .0175 ..025 12.10 .732 .IC_9 -.0%5
.805 .1793 -.026 6i_ ,_ .0296 ".035 13.10 .778 .1280 -.C/_6

6.08 .604: .0783 -.133 1%.11 .01 .06_ .0103 ..006

8•10 .749 .1211 -.159 16.12 .872 .23_0 -.028 8.07 .529 .0%O3 -.O%O
.2883 -.033 10.08 .630 .07%2-.043

i0.i_ .876 .17 _4 -.177 18.12 .922 .31_6 -.O%O 12.1C .720 .1178 -.O38
]2.13 .985 .2319 -.193 19.12 .939

•01 .095 .0166 -.027 .O1 .06% .0108 -.007 i%.11 .796 .1683 ".030
16.11 .881 .2226 -.0_9

18.12 .900 .2789 -.036

19.1_ .917 .3082 -.039

87

(c) Data obtained in Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel

oI0 i0oI0ooI01oolooolo I Io oI010olooI°LI°oI°m°I°LI°oI°o
M=1.20 R=I •5XlO e M=I.30 R=I •5x10 e M=I. %O R=l._ XIO_ M 1"53 R=I" _XlO8 _ M=I.60 R=I .SXlO e M-I.70 R=I •5xlO e

-3.18 -0.228 0.0396 3.054 -3.16 -0.190 3.0397 o.oh] -3.15 -0.172 ).03%5 0.036 -3-i_ .O.160 0.035113.03% -3.13 .0.152 %034% 0.O31 -3.13 -O.1%3 9.0352 0.028

-1-59 -.108 .0273 .026 -1.97 -.089 .O28O .O15 -1.57 -.O78 .O285 .019 -1.5] -.O76 .O293' .015 -1.57 -.O71 .0291 .O14 -1.96 -.O64 .O296 .012

.03 .036 .0239 -.COy .03 .0%O .026% -.O11 .02 .O33 .0261 -.OlO [_ .025 .O273 -.C_7 .02 .O23 .0276 -.007 _ .02_ .O277 -.007
1.63 .161 -0275 ".036 1.62 .1% 5.0_96 -.03% 1.61 .13_ .O293 --032 1 .113 .0302 -.0_6 1.59 .108 .O398 -.O25 1"

• .0_ .O_96 -.O23

3.23 .282 .0380-.063 3.21 .250 -0391-.098 3-19 .225 .0377-.O53 3.17' .202 -037%-.045 3.16 .190 .0364-.0%3 3.16 .185 .0382-.OhO

%.82 .390 .0546-.O87 4.79 .347 .0536--079 4.77 .315 .0510-.073 %.74 .280 .Oh88-•062 4.73 .268 .0%79-.099 %.72 .29._ .0%73-.096

6.37 .%48 .0740-.102 6.35 .%1_ .0698-.09% 6.32 .363 .0656-.080 6.31 .3%8 .0636-.076 6.29 .3_ .0620-.O71

7.96 .5_% .0988-.122 7-93 [_ .0934-.11% 7.89 .447 .0865-.098 7.88 .%27 .0838-.093 7.85 [_ .0796-.0859-54 .635 .1282-.1%2 9.91 .1205-.132 9._6 .522 .ii0%-.11% 9.%4 .902 .1075-.109 8.41 .1018-.lOO

II.C_ .709 .1_81 ..157 11.08 .66_ .151/-.148 ]1.03 .999 •1396-.131 11.0_ .578 .1398-.125 10.98 ._! .1280-.i16
12.68 .788 .1967 -.17% 12.69 .731 .1896 -.163 ! 1_.60 .665 .1698 -.1%% 12.57 .639 .1637 --136 _2.59 - .1579 -.129

1%.26 .871 .2bOO ..19 ° i%.22 .81_= .2248 -.178 i%.17 .738 .2071 -.159 l%.lh -705 .1985 -.150 _l%.ll .671 .19O 3 -.l%o

15.84 .9%4 .2848-.204 15.80 .881 .2692-.192 15.7% .806 .2%69 -•172 .5.71 .77 % .2381-.163 18.68 .736 .227%-.152

M 1.20 R=2 •3XlO 8 M=l. 30 R=2 •3XlO s M=1.40 R=2.3XlO 8 M=l. 53 E=2.3xlO _ M=l. 60 R=2.3XlO s M-1.70 _52 •3XlO s

-3.28 -0.230 0.0368 0.09% -3.2% -O.192 O.037_ ].0%2 -3.23 _0.178 9.0361 0.037 -3_22 -0.163 ).0359 0-033 .3.21 -O.159 O.O39_ ].032 -3.19 -0.1%2 0.03%9 0.028

-1.63 -.109 .0272 .006 -1.61 -.088 .O29_ .018 -1.61 -.082 .O391 .016 -1.61 -.078 .0296 .O16 -1.60 -.073 .029.= .01_ -1.59 -.058 .0296 .O13

•0% •037 .0_2 -.O11 .03 .O26 .0273 -.OO7 .O3 .028 .0277 -.OO8 .O2 .O22 .O277 -.OO7

1.67 .138 .O311 -.O33 1.65 .117 .0309 -.0_7 1.6% .112 .0305 -.026 1.63 .109 .O30_ -.02%

3•30 .237 .0%O% --O55 3.27 .eO_ .O389 -.0%O 3.26 .196 .0381 "-0%3 8.24 .181 .O38C -.0%O

%.92 .331 .0553 -.076 %.88 .289 .0818 -.06% %.86 .277 .051C -.061 4.83 .259 .0%9C -.055

6.53 .%16 .073% -.09% 6.%9 .37_ .0690 -.082 6.h8 .399 .0676 -.o79 6.%4 .335 .069C -.O72

8.15 .502 .0966 -.i13 8.09 .4_ .0891 -.098 7.97 .%28 .089] -.092 8.Oh .%O2 .0833 ..086

9.77 .587 .12%3 -.131 9.70 .523 .1137 -.i14 9.67 .902 .ii0_ ..108 9.63 .%70 .105,= -.099

11-39 •673 .i_81--1%9 11.31 .60] .1%26-.130 LI.28 .575 .138 _ ..123 ]/.23 ._41 .1323 ..11%

M=I.%O R_3.0XlO e M=1.53 R=3 •OXIO_ M=I.60 R=3. OXIO _ M=I. 70 R=3 .CV-10e

-3.31 -0.181 0.03%2 0.038 -3.29 -0.165 _.0361 0.03, = .3.28 -0.157 0.039613.032 "3-21 -O.1%9 0.03_ ).O29

-1.65 -.083 .0291 .016 -1.6% -.080 .0296 .015 -1.6% -.076 .0295 .015 -i 6_= -•070 .O29_ .0]2

.06 .038 .O265 ..Oil .09 .028 .O273 -.007 .0% .026 .0273 -.007 .0_ .025 .O263 -.007

1.73 .141.0312 -.03% 1.71 .]22 .O312 -.025 1•70 .]18 .0311 -.O27 1.6_ .106.030] -.O2%

3.%1 .248 .0%19 -,098 3.37 .213 .040% -.ot_ 3.39 .203 .0398 -.0%5 3.3_= .189 .038_ -.0%1

8.07 .339 .0967 -.079 5.03 .30% .O945 -.066 5.01 .289 .0929 -.C6% 4-9i .266 .05C_ -.0_8

6.73 .%31 .076,= -.098 6.68 .393 .0729 -.086 6.66 -375 -0707 -.08% 6.63 .3_8 .067% -.076

8.39 .520 .i01_ -.i17 8.32 .%71 .09%3 -.i0_ 8.30 .%52 .0920 ..iOO 8.2: .%21 .087% -.092

9-97 .590 .1205 -.]2_ 9-92 .516 .I190 -.ii% 9.881 .%9_ .i]11 -.107

CONFIDENTIAL

.o5 .043 .o2%1 -.OO9 .06 .0%7 .0271 -.012

1.71 .17C .0390 -.039 1.69 ..19% .0316 -.037

3.39 .289 .0406 -.065! 3.32 .298 .0418 ..060

%-95 .360 .0978 -.082

6.98 .%57 .0782 -.103

8.19 .946 •1026 ..122

9.81 .635 .1328 -.lh2

M=I.20 R-3.0XlO ° M=I.30 _=3.OXlO _

-3.38 -0.2%_ 3.037% 0.096 -3.3% -0.200 0.0356 3.0%3

-1.68 -.ii_ .0273 .O27 -1.66 -.O92.0_93 .O19

7_ _.0_ .0236 -.O10 .07 .0%6 .026% -.Oni] s.17[ .0295 -.o%1 1.76 .199 .0318 -.O38

3-%9 .31] .0430 -.071 3-44 .272 .0%3% -.064

9.17 .%2{ .0615 -.095 5.]/ .373 .0597 -.086

6.79 .%75 .0818 -.i08

8.%8 •571 .i089 -.130
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TABLE XVI.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA

FOR A PLANE TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 4

_rITHNACA 0005-63 SECTION

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown ih ihches

unless otherwise noted

Aspect ratio .................................. 4

Taper ratio .................................. 0
Airfoil section (stresmwise) ..................... NACA 0005-63

Total area, square feet ........................... 2.007
Mean aerodynamic chord, E, feet ........................ 944
Dihedral, degrees ............................... 0

Twist, degrees ................................. 0
Incidence, degrees ........... .................... 0
Camber .................................... None

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............... 0

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLEXVl
FORA PLANETRIANGULARWINGOFASPECT RATIO 4 WITH

NACA 0005-63 SECTION - Concluded

(b) Data obtained in Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel

•- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WIND-TUNNEL DATA

°I°LI°ol oloLI0oI oloLI001 oloLI I
M=0.29 R=1.5×i0 e M-0.40 R=l.5×lo e M=0.60 R=I.5×I0 o _O.8O R-I.SXlO 8

O D.021 ).0074 O.O02 -9.07 -0.517 0,073! ).021 -9.07 -0.527 O.O8O4 0.O2O -9.07 .0.563 0.O955 _.034

-9.o" -.518 .O754 .O24 -8.06 -.461 .O56_ .022 -8.06 -.476 .C6_6 .O18 -8,07 -.515 .0774 .029

-8._ -.457 .O57O .021 -6.05 -.349.031_: .O20 -6.09 -.36_ .O363 .O18 -6.0_ -.bOO .0462 ,0_O

-6.0'. -.345 .0325 .o19 -4.03 -,228 .013( .o13 -4.03 -.24_ .01_ .O16 -4,O3 ..276.02_ .O17

-4.O_ -._9 .O189 .Oli -3.O2 -,169.013_: .O11 -3.O2 -.179 .O141 ,012 -3.O3 -.2O8.0173.014

-3.0_ -,170 .O132 .0O8 -2.O1 ..106 .OLO_= ,OO6 .2,01 ..112 .0098 .OO 7 -2.02 .,138 .0107 .009

-2.0] -.108 .0096 .C_4 -i.01 -.044 .004_ .i.01 ..049 .O078 ,002 -i.01 -.064 .0083 .003:

-I.O] -,046 .0065 ,O01 o .023 ,0C6_ ,,005 o .O18 ,OO72 .,CO1 o .O10 .007( -,003

o .027 .O064 -,O07 1.01 .090 .0074 ,,010 1.01 ,069 ,0089 -.OO6 i.O1 ,093 .008] -.O13

1.0] .O88 .OO79 -.009 2.o2 ,I46 ._9_ ..O12 2,o2 ,15h .OllO -,O1_ e,_ .165 .010_, -.O21

2.o_ .145 .0092 -.01_ 3.03 .2o8.0128 -.O15 3.O3 ,214 .0137 -.O15 5.O3 .21_ .O1_ -.O28

3.O! .209 .Ol17 -.o16 4.O3 .269 .o17_ -.022 4.O3 .28O .0192 -.O16 4.O3 .3O8.021_ -.O32

4,o_ ,264 .O163 -.016 6.09 .380 .0331 -.o15 6.05 .399 .0387 -.018 6.06 .437 .O43_ -.O37

6._ .38O .O32_, -.o2_ 8.O6 .493 .0621 -.011 8.07 ._ .O679 -.018 8.07 .543.075_ -.041

8.o_ .489 .O57:-,O17 I0.08 .577 ,0_-,_7 10.08 ,_3 ,i_ 5 -,022 10.08 ,6_ .Ii_-.0_ 7

IO.0_ .584 .090" -.oo9 12.o9 .668 .1324-.010 ]2.o9 .685 .i425 ..o26 12.09 .7o4 .150]-.o5o

12.0_ .673 .l_& ..oo9 14.10 .739 .175_-.013 14.10 .794 .1869-.031 14.i0 .755 .19o_-.0_

14.1c .746 .170' ..Oli 16,11 ,801 .2>238 ..cqo 16,11 .796 .2309-,038 16,3/ ,799 ._-.069

16.13 .818 .22c_-.017 18,11 .833 ,2702-.034 18.11 .804 ,2706 ..c02 18.11 .817 ._9_ ..062

18,1_ ,87o .271! -.02_ 19,11 .831 .2893-,o47 19.11 ,8]2 .29c_-.057 19,11 .81_ .27e_-.084

19,]_ .886 .3o0_ -.o41

cm CL ] CD % _ cLc L cD % CL CD

M-_).95 R-l.Sx10 e M_O. £6 R©I,SXlO e M_O .25 R=3.OXI0 e M=O.2

-9.10 -O.777 0.1419 0.]63 -6.O7 -O.9_ 3.073C O.118 -9.O7 -0.916 ).06_ 0.O20 0 O.009

-8.09 -.697 .ll61 ,ll,6 -4.C9 -.363 .o_J_ - - -8.O6 .._6C .O_36 .o19 .9.07 ..515

-6.O7 -.9_O .O677 .117 -9.08 -.28_ .03OC .... 6.09 -.3_ .O80a .015 -8.O6 -.499

-4.05 -.38Y .0395 .O94 -2.0e -._81 .0_12 .... 4.O3 -.e31 .018O ,OO9 -6.O5 -.341

.3.03 .,298 .O278 .O78 -l.01 -.0_ .0153 .O@2 -3,0_ -.17] .ol_ 3 .OO7 -4,03 -.225

-2.03 -.213 .O191 .O6O O .011.0149 -.O04 -2.O1 ..io_ .O104 ,CO 3 -3.02 -.173

-i,O1 -.i00 .O137 .034 1,O2 .13( ,O159 -,038 -I.01 -.O47 .0O80 -,002 -2.O1 -.io8

O .O19.0_2_ ..002 2,O3 ,23_ .0207 .,O65 0 ,O13 .0073 -,O04 -1.51 -,o81

1.O2 .i_i .0127 -.O99 9.O3 .3_( .0309 -.O83 i.O1 ,O7_ .0087 .,001 -i.O1 -.O51

e.03 .O59 .0199 -.O64 4.05 ._! .O_7 -.O87 _._ L_ .OO94 -.0_ .5O -.O22

3.05 .352 .0307 -.089 6.08 9o_ .07)5 -.150 3.03 ]187 .0]24 -.01_: O .00,.9
4.06 ._3.0_16 -.O95 8.10 [72_: .1180 ..I_8 4.O3 .252 .O168 -.01_ .51

6.O8 .+581 .O761 ..L_2 iO.ii .85_ ._6_8 -.179 6.O9 .369 .O308 -.O1_ 1,01 .O66

8.10 .730 .nTO -.151 8._ ._78 .O921 -.O16 1.51 o98
iO.11 .8_i ,1872-.171 IO.0_ ._ .0_34-.Ol_ 2.C_ _126

12.12 .929 .2L90 -,160 12.09 .668 .1268 -.01_ 9.03 .i_<

14.10 .742 .1708 -.017 4.O3 .2_/

16.11 .817 .2210 -.o23 6.o5 .37]

18.12 .879 .o748 -.031 8.o6 .AT_

19.i_ .897 .3o15-.o39 lO.O8 .:e
12.09 .67(

i_,i0 .74i

16.11 .81]

18.11 ,85_

O .oi]

°I°Li°oI °l°Li l
M.O.90 R-I.SXlO _ M-0.93 R-i .SWlO s

-9.08 -o.6_8 _.IIU I.O69! -9.09 -o.6_ O.le_ 0.1o7

-8,o8 -.58O ,093¢ .O6_ -8.08 -.633 ,IO_ .097

-6.O6 -.469 ,o_ .O55 -6.07 -.Sn .066 .O87

-4.o3 -.3_ .03_ .o_1 -8.05 -.3_I .o3_ .o72

-8.03 -.291 .o_ ,035 -3.03 --_3 .0_i ,o56

-2.02 -.161 .01_ .0_ .e.0e u.17_ .oI_ .033

.i.91 ..11o .OlG_ .o15 .l,Ol ..(lq2 ,00_ °0_

-i.oi ..068 ,oo9_ ,009 o .oi_ ,oo_ o

-.5O -.oeo .o_ .ooi l._e! .121 .oo_ -.o_8

.oe4 .oo_ .oo3 _.o: ._3 .oI_ -.O87

°.51 .o73 ._ .Oli 3.0: .319 .oe_ -.o5)

1.o_.n_ .oo_.on 4._ ._ .o36:-.o_4
1.52 .160 .olo8 .O'23 8.01 ._ .O65: -._

2.o3 ._o7 .o129 .o31 8.o9 .636 .o_ -.090

3.03 .293 .o19_ ,o_ lO.lC .7_o .i_-,o99

4.o5 .378 .0296 .093 12.1/ .814 .187_ ..foe

6.07 .5o7 .O572 ..o64 14.I_ .9O8 .2A3_ n_

8.08 .61o ,O9Ol ,o72 16.i_ i.o7o .3_8] --_157

lO.O9 .685 .127o .o73 o .o18 .0o81 o

12.10 .749 ._685 .089

14.II .8_ ._162 -.103

16.L o .876 .2657 -,105

C D Cm CL CD Cm

R,,5.oxlo e S=0.25 _=8.O_IO"

o.oo8_ ).ool_ -9.07 -o.918 ).O56_ 0.034
•06_9 o29 .8.o6 -.459 .o4_6 .o81
.O81_ :o_ -6.o5 -.81_ .o278 .024

.o31( ,o2o -4.03 -.e3_ .o169 ,o17

.o19_ ,o12 .3,o_ -,172 .o131 ,oi 3

.o18_ .oo9 -2.01 -.11_ .0091 .oo9.............09 ....

.oo9_ .002 o :_ .OO74 .oo_

.COS] -.oo_ e.o_ .13_ .0099 -.co?

.oo7_ ..oo3 3,03 .i9] .olO9 .,oli

.OO76 -._o5 4.03 ._4_ .0149 -.oI_

.oo8._ -.oo5 6.05 .36_ .OeSl .,_3+

.oo9_ -.oo6 8.O6 _ .0_65 -.ce8

.oo5_-.OLO Io.o8 97_ .o7_/-.o"=6

.ole_-.Ol_ i_.o9 _656 .IO89-.O23

•015_-.016 14.1o .?_ .1570-.015

.OL=q9-.o_ 15.1o .753 .179o-.o16

.o_ -.ce?

.O78o -.oe6

.n58 -.o25

.1636 ..o2e

.2196 -.O25

._676 -.027

.oo76 .oo5

(c) Data obtained in Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLEXVII.- GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICSANDWIND-TUNNELDATAFORA
3-PERCENT-THICKTRIANGULARWINGOFASPECTRATIO2, CAMBEREDAND

TWISTEDTOAPPROXIMATEANELLIPTICALSPANLOADDISTRIBUTION
(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown In l_s 111

unlesso/h.rwi$.not.d _I 1

gll2 - b " 3400 ,

60.44 ]

Z.76.50

Aspect ratio ............................... 2
Taper ratio ............................... 0

Airfoil section (streamwise) .................. NACA 0003-63

Total area, square feet ........................ 4.014

Mean aerodynamic chord 3 E, feet ................... 1.889

Dihedral, degrees ............................ 0

Twist, degrees .......................... See Fig. 3
Incidence, degrees ............................ 0

Camber .............................. See Fig. 3

Distance, wing reference plane to body axis, feet ............ 0

Design lift coefficient a_ M = 1.53 ................. 0.25

(b) Data obtained in Ames I2-foot pressure wind tunnel

o IcoIcm
M=O. 25 R=4._XlO e

-0.01 -0.043 0.0079 O.OlO

-.72 -.076 .0117 .014

-.01 -.043 .0099 .010
1.00 .006 .0080 .004

2.01 .039 .0074 -.001

3.02 .082 .0087 -.oo7

4.03 .122 .O102 - .012

5.04 .159 .0127 -.o17
6.05 .200 .0163 -.022

8.07 .274 .0245 -.032
iO.lO .371 .o458 -.o46

12.12 .464 .0742 -.o56

14.15 .554 .iio0 -.o63

16.17 .656 .1569 -.073
18.20 .759 .2105 -.084

20.23 .864 .2746 -.095

22.25 •971 .3482 -.108

24.28 1.054 .4225-.i16

26.31 1.181 .5245-.132

28.33 1.253 .6111 -.139

-.O1 -.043 .0090 .010

oi%1%1%
M=0.6O R=4.�xlO e

-0.01 -0.044 0.0120 0.011

-.72 -.078 .0137 .015
-.01 -.044 .012o .Oli

1.00 I 0 .0104 .004

2.01 .Oh4 .0098 -.002

3.02 .o86 .OLO5 -.oo9
4.03 .124 .0119 -.014!

5.04 .162 .0139 -.020

6-05 .203 .0174 -.026

8.07 .280 .0261 -.036

i0.i0 .382 .0496 -.052

12.13 .490 .0843 -.064

14.16 .592 .1258 -.072
16.18 .696 .1746 -.082

18.21 -791 .2295 -.092

20.24 -895 .2996 -.105

22.26 .977 .3622 -.i15

24.29 1.094 .4513 -.134

-.Ol -.045 .o125 .Oli

oloLl 1%
M=0.25 R=9.3xlO e

-0.01 -0.04_ O.Olll O.OlO

-.72 -.075 .0127 .014

-.01 -.043 .0111 .010
1.00 0 .0098 .004

2.01 .040 .0092 -.001

3.02 .080 .0096!:.007

4.03 .119 .0109 -.012

5.041 .156 .0130 -.O17

6.051 .191 .0158 -.021
8.071 .264 .0229 -.031

I0.09 I .357 .0419 -.o45

12.12 .458 .0721 -.056
14.15 .556 .11o5 -.064

16.Y .660 .1567 -.075

18.2o .758 .2103 -.084

2o.23 .861 .2735 -.o94

22.25 .96o .3442 -.i06

24.28 1.040 .4172 -.i14

26.31 1.154 .5114 -.128

28.32 1.225 .5978 -.132
-.01 -.042 .0112 .010

°l%l ICm
M=0.25 R=16.6×io e

-0.01 -0.043 3.0112 0.010

-.77 -.078 .0129 .014
-.02 -.046 .0111 .010

1.00 .001 .0099 .004
2.01 .039 .0093 -.001

3.02 -077 .0O96 -.007

4.03 .112 .0104 -.Oll

5.04 .147 .o123 -.o16

6.05 .184 .0148 -.021

8.07 .256 .0215 -.031

10.09 -343 .0377 -.O42
12.12 .448 .0692 -.o55

14.14 .539 .lO48 -.063

16.17 .628 .1463 -.072

18.19 .72O _ .1961 -.080

-.01 -.048 .0115 .010
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TABLE XVII.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS ANDWIND-TUNNEL DATA

FOR A 3-PERCENT-THICK TRIANGULAR WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2,
CAMBERED AND TWISTED TO APPROXIMATE AN ELLIPTICAL

SPAN LOAD DISTRIBUTION - Concluded

(c) Data obtained in Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel

M=O.61 R=3.0xlo s

-i.13 -0.090 O.0141 0.O16

-2.19 -.140 .O187 .023

-3.26 -.190 .0253 .030

-4.34 -.244 .0345 .038

-5.43 -.299 .0444 .O46

-.06 -.O38 .0110 .009

i.O1 .010 .O098 .002

2.08 .056 .0096 -.006

3.19 .iO1 .0105 -.O12

4.21 .143 .Ol18 -.O19

9._7 .18£ .0166 -.025

6.33 .228 .0224 -.030

8.46 .324 .0371 -.046

10.63 .436 .0665 -.061

12.78 :545 .1067 -.072

14.96 -661 .1567 -.082

17.12 .764 .2123 -.092

18.21 .829 .2479 -.101

M=O.61 R=y.>xloe

-1.19 -0.O9_ 0.0157 0.O17

-2.30 -.14_ .0906 .023

-3.42 -.19( .0276 .O31

-4.94 -.25C .O399 .039

-9.66 -.304 .0466 .046

-.07 -.036 .O126 .009

1.05 .017 .0106 .O01

2.14 .00_ .0099 -.007

3.24 .106 .O104 -.O14

4.3_ .154 .0121 -.020

9.43 .197 .O16_ -.026

6.53 .24_ .0203 -.033

8.74 .3_ .0397 -.048

]/.01 .45_ .o683 -.o64

13.26 .567 .lO94 -.073

14.79 .646 .1435 -.081

M=O .81 R=3.0xl0 e

-1.14 -0-095 D.0148 ).019

-2.22 -.150 .O197 .028

-3.31 -.208 .0273 .038

-4.40 -.264 .0474 .047

-5.49 -.325 .0490 .057

-.05 -.038 .O111 .009

1.O2 .015 :O100 .O0]

2.10 ,065 .0098 -.008

3.18 .i13 .010_ -.O1(

4.24 .199 .0124 -.02h

9.31 .207 .0186 -.031

6.39 .251 .0228 -.03_

8.95 .361 .0411 -.097

10.74 .484 .077o -.07_

12.90 .988 .1208 -.08_

19.11 .726 .1806 -.ii]

17.28 .827 .2387 -.ii_

18.37 .888 .2767 -.I_

M=0.81 R-y,>XIO e

-1.23 "0.098 0.0161 1.02C

-2.37 -.194 .0216 .0_

-3.50 -.214 .0290 .035

-4.65 -.273 .0388 .o46

-5.78 -.332 .0506 .O_

-.20 -.039 .0126 .OiC

1.06 .020 .0105

2.18 .071 .O102 -.009

3.29 .120 .0107 -.011

4.41 .168 .0131 -.025

9.94 .219 .0177 -.033

6.65 .269 .O224 -.O41

8.931 .380 .0422 -.059

11.23 .,500 .0794 -.076

-Ic_l_l_
M=0.91 R=3.0XIO e

-1.18 -0.098 ).0160 O.O21

-2.29 -.162 .0223 .034

-3.38 -.922 .0302 .O46

-4.h8 -.286 .o4o8 .o99

-5.98 -.363 .0560 .077

-.08 -.040 .0121 .010

1.04 .017 .0]/$ 0

e.14 .069 .0108 -.009

3.23 .122 .Ol19 -.020

4.32 .174 .0146 -.029

5.40 .221 .0201 -.037

6.47 .276 .0295 -.047

8.69 .398 .0467 -.070

• M=O.91 R:7.SXI0 e

-I 29 -0.102[ .0168 0.022

-2.30 -.167 .O230 .O34

-3.9k -.229 .O313 .O_

-4.71 -.295 .0419 .0_

-5.88 -.362 .O961 .070

--09 -.O4A .0130 .011

1.06 .020 .01090

2.20 .O76 .0106 -.00_

3-32 .128 .0]/6 -.02C

4.49 .183 .O149 -.029

5.59 .235 .O192 -.038

6.72 .287 .0247 -.O47

9.03 .412 .0_ -.06_

9,61 .bA_Z .0550 -.074

M=I.30 R=3.Oxl0 e

-i.0_ -0.082 O.O169 0.023

-2.08 -.131 .0216 .036

-3.10 -.179 .O273 .048

-4.13 -.227 .034_ .060

-9.16 -.276 .0442 .073

-.02 -.031 .0154 .011

1.01 .017 .0134 -.001

2.0_ .0_ .0136 -.013

3.07 .111 .O191 -.026

4.10 .I_ .0183 -.038

5.12 .204 .0230 -.050

6.15 .252 ,029]. -.062

8.21 .347 .0489 -.086

10.27 ._6 .O762 -.lll

12.33 .541 .i127 -.136

M:1.3o R= T.>_oe

-1.12 -0.085 1.0176 1.024

-2.20 -.137 .O224 .O37

-3.28 -.190 .0287 .050

-4.36 -.238 .0369 .063

-5.44 -.287 .0_61 .075

-.04 --033 .0147 .011

1.04 .021 .0133 -.002

2.12 .069 .0136 -.014

3.20 .118 .O152 -.O_q

4.28 .169 .O189 -.O40

9.39 .216 .0230 -.092

6.42 .266 .O295 -.065

8.58 .369 .0503 -.090

9.69 .410 .0623 -.iO1

M=I.53 R=3.0XI0 e

-I.O4 -0.O7] 0.O199 0.0_i

-2.07 -.ii£ .0226 .032

-3.C9 -.157 .0265 .042

-4.12 -.201 .O329 .093

-5.15 -.2 b_ .0_i_ .06_

-.O1 -.02£ .O146 .009

I.O1 .O17 .O134 -.003

2.04 .O6_ .O139 -.014

3.07 .i0_ .0199 -.026

4.09 .14_ .0190 --O37

9.12 .18_ .0234 -.047

6.1_ .23_ .0296 -.05_

8.20 .31( .0469 -.079

10.29 ._O_ .0705 -.i00

12.32 ._ .i023 -.l_

14.37 .96_ .1382 -.139

16.43 .636 .18OO -.197

17.49 .67_ .2017 -.16%

M= 1.53 R=7 -SXIO e

-i.Ii -O.O7_ 0.0177 0.021

-2.18 -.193 .0219 .033

-3.26 -.16( .O_74 .O4_

-4.32 -.21C .03_ .055

-5.39 -.29_ .o598 .067

-.03 -.O2_ .O191 .009

1.04 .01_ .0142 -.003

2.11 .O6_ .O147 -.O19

3.18 .i09 .O169 -.026

4.26 .19( .O199 -.038

9-32 .19_ .0246 -.050

6.39 .245 .O3_3 -.O62

8._ .3a_ .0_91 -.082

10.3o .396 .0692 -.099

oI_I_I_
M=I.70 R=3.0xlO e

-1.O3 -0.066 ).O177 0.O19

-2.06 -.107 .0210 .029

-3.08 -.148 .0293 .039

-4.L_ -.187 .o319 .o49

-9.14 -._4 .o383 .058

-.01 -.024 .0142 .008

1.01 .O17 .0139 -.002

2.0_ .096 .O139 -.012

3]06 .097 .O197 -.023

4.08 .136 .0188 --033

9.11 .177 .0233 -.O43

6.13 .218 .0290 -.OSA

8-19 .295 .O4A9 -.073

10.23 -374 .0666 -.092

L_.e9 .49_ .O96O -.11_

14.34 .5231 .Z289 -.128

16._0 .598 .1682 -.145

]-7.43 ,630 .18_6 -.15o

M=I.7O R:7, _xlo e

-i.IO -0.069 9.O170 O,O19

-2.17 -.llO .ORD7 ,.029

-3.2_ -.l_ .02_7 .0_0

-4.30 -.191 .o319 .o49

-5.37 -.23l .0396 .059

-.04 -.O26 .0149 .009

1.04 .017 .0140 -.002

2.11 .097 .01_6 -.O12

3.17 .i00 .016_ -.023

4.24 .142 .O197 -.O3_

5.31 .182 .02_-4 -.0_

6.38 ._3 .0307 -.09A

8.51 .e99 .o_71 -.o73

10.69 .378 .0699 -.09Z
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94 CONFIDENTIAL NACA RM A53A30

TABLE XIX.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND WII@)-TUNNEL

DATA FOR THE BODY ALONE

(a) Geometric characteristics

All dimensions shown in Inches

-- Moment center 29.66 J

---- .38

' I
b =46.93 -,

! = 59.50

Actual fineness ratio (based on length b) ............ 9.86
Fineness ratio (based on length Z) ............... 12.5

Cross-section shape ................... Circular
Maximum cross-sectional area, square feet .......... 0.3-235
Ratio at maximum cross-sectional area of body to area of

wings used in conjunction with body ............ 0.0509
Distance to the moment center from nose, feet ........ 2.471
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96 CONFIDENTIAL NACARM A53A30

TABLE XX.- COORDINATES OF 3-PERCENT-THICK ROUND-NOSE SECTION

Y

C

X

Percent c

0

z.25

2.5

5

7.5

I0

15 i

2O i

30 i

4o i

5o i

Y
Percent c-

0

•333

.468

•653

.790

•9oo

•071

•200

•375

•469

.5oo
6o

70

8o

85

9o

95
i00

L. E. radius:

1.440

1.260

.960

.765

.54o

.285

0

0•045 percent c
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Figure 2.-- The semispon Iood distributions corresponding to
vorious volues of n in comporison wifh on ellipficol Iood
distribution.
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Figure 4.--The lift-curve slope for triongulor ond recton-
gulor wings from severol theoreticol methods.
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